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Abstract 
A framework for modelling the dynamics of tropical forests is described. The framework 
makes use of simulation models to predict the long term growth and yield of forests under 
different management regimes. It is designed to have practical application for the 
sustainable management of forest resources in tropical countries. 
The framework comprises a suite of simulation models, each of which is appropriate in 
particular circumstances. Each model uses a disaggregated representation of a forest stand. 
An individual-based representation is used for trees in the forest stand above a threshold 
size, while a more aggregate representation (such as a cohort representation) is used for 
seedlings and saplings. Processes of stand disturbance and recovery from disturbance .are 
captured. Disturbance results from tree falls and from stand harvesting. Recovery from 
disturbance may involve seed production, seedling establishment, and competition between 
trees. Local interactions within the stand are captured, as is species-specific behaviour. 
The content of each model in the framework is represented in a text-based model design. 
Details of the content are specified using a formal representation language. The language 
has semantics and syntax for specifying how a set of generic modelling concepts is 
employed in an individual model. Details specified in this way include the names and kinds 
of model variables, and the algorithms used in model calculations. 
A formal-representation (an 'ontology') of the set of generic modelling concepts developed 
for use in the framework was created using the Ontolingua server. This provides an 
unambiguous specification of the modelling concepts used. This assists communication and 
may also make it easier to design rules and procedures for translating the model content into 
forms compatible with different modelling systems. 
The framework has functionality to support the creation, implementation and documentation 
of new model designs. A standard text editor is used to create and edit new model designs. 
Designs are processed by tools in the framework to create programs and data sets necessary 
for use of the model. The Code Generator produces source-code appropriate for 
implementation of the model. The Source-code Compiler compiles the model source code 
to create a stand-alone model program. The Parameter Generator creates a parameter file 
suitable for use with the model and the Description Generator creates a natural language 
description of the model that is comprehensible, unambiguous and complete. 
The framework supports the sharing and reuse of model content between models. Model 
content is packaged into modules that are stored in a special repository. Modules are stored 
in source-code rather than binary form and are incorporated in model source-code by the 
Code Generator program. Each module specifies an algorithm used in the model. 
A common simulation interface is used with all models in the framework. This allows users 
to conduct simulation runs and vary model parameters. It also provides support for 
meaningful display of simulation data in graphs, tables and diagrams. Users of the 
framework can customise the data displays to a high-degree. 
A case-study showing the application of the framework to an evaluation of alternative 
silvicultural regimes is reported. The investigation considered the impact of felling cycle 
length on growth and yield of timber for tropical forest in Kalimantan, Indonesia. 
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Glossary of abbreviations 
Al 	Aggregate Information - one or more items of information that is/are derived 
by an operation on one or more modelled entities e.g. the sum of tree volume 
for all trees in a plot. 
AME 	Agroforestry Modelling Environment - A diagram based modelling 
environment developed at the University of Edinburgh by Robert Muetzelfeldt 
and Jasper Taylor. 
DDE 	Dynamic Data Exchange - A protocol for exchange of data between processes 
for programs running under MS Windows. 
DFD 	Data Flow Diagram - A diagram showing the flow and transformation of data 
within a system. 
DLL 	Dynamic Link Library - A library of functions that is stored in binary form and 
that can be accessed by programs running under MS Windows. 
GUI 	Graphical User Interface - an interface in which users manipulate graphical 
symbols to interact with software. 
I/O 	Input / Output - relating to how a software component interacts with its 
environment. 
IBM 	Individual-based model - a model in which properties and behaviour of 
individuals of a population are represented. 
JSD 	Jackson Structure Diagram - a diagramming formalism suitable for 
representing the structure of data or processes. 
KIF 	Knowledge Interchange Format -a formal language based on first-order 
predicate logic. 
MDI 	Multiple Document Interface - an MS windows interface in which there is a 
single parent window and one or more child windows. 
ME 	Modelled entity - a crisply defined object that is used to capture part of the 
state of a modelled stand in SYMFOR simulations. 
MS 	Microsoft corporation 
OOM 	Object-oriented modelling - a form of modelling which emphasises the 
identification of crisply defined entities and the specification of their 
behaviour. 
PSP 	Permanent sample plot - a plot of vegetation which can be accurately located 
over a period of years so that repeat measurements can be obtained. 
RAD 	Rapid application. development - a process of software development in which 
emphasis is placed on quickly obtaining a working system e.g. for purposes of 
soliciting feedback from stakeholders, rather than on e.g. optimising 
performance. 
RDBMS 	Relational Database Management System - a system for organising, storing 
and manipulating data. 
SID 	Stand Initialisation Dataset - a SYMFOR datastore that is used to specify the 
state of a modelled stand at the start of a simulation run. 
SMC 	SYMFOR Model Compiler - a SYMFOR application that is used to create new 
SYMFOR datastores using information contained in a Model Design 
SMM 	SYMFOR Model Manager - a SYMFOR application that is used to conduct 
simulation runs of SYMFOR model. 
SSAD 	Structured System Analysis and Design - a design methodology in which the 
emphasis is on 
SYMFOR Sustainable Yield Models for tropical Forests - a forest modelling system 
developed at the University of Edinburgh by Allen Young and Robert 
Muetzelfeldt. 
TSD 	Time Series Dataset - a SYMFOR datastore that is used to store the results 
produced by SYMFOR simulations. 
VB 	Visual Basic - a software development system produced by Microsoft that is 
based on the BASIC programming language. 
VC 	Visual C - a software development system produced by Microsoft that is based 
on the C programming language. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 	SUSTAINABLE EXPLOITATION OF TROPICAL FORESTS 
Tropical forests have been exploited by human societies for thousands of years. Forests of 
South-east Asia have yielded food, timber, fuel, medicines, spices, essential oils, gums, 
latexes, tannins, dyes, ornamental plants, wildlife (products and game), fodder and raw 
materials such as rattan, bamboo and fibre (Tamin, 1992). As well as products that are 
physically extracted, forests may provide many services such as carbon sequestration 
(Pinard and Putz, 1996) regulation of hydrological processes in catchments (Brunjizeel, 
1993), and species conservation (Johns, 1997). 
Management of tropical forests may be defined as intervention in the forest for the purpose 
of increasing its production. Most foresters are adamant that simply harvesting a good from 
the forest does not constitute management (e.g. Palmer and Synnot, 1992). Instead it may 
involve many different operations including replanting, thinning, cleaning and organisation 
of felling operations so as to promote future yields from the forest (e.g. Matthews, 1989). 
Traditionally, sustainable management has been thought of as that form of management in 
which productive capacity does not decrease with time. The production referred to here is: 
on an area basis, i.e. excludes systems which maintain production by increasing area 
under management (Poore, 1989); 
refers to the physical yield of a single product such as timber. 
Recently there have been moves to extend this conceptualisation to address certain problems 
(e.g. Maser, 1994; Salwasser et al., 1993) and modifications to the concept of 'production' 
have been made. Two of these are that forest 'production' is now assumed to: 
encompass different products from the same forest area - an important part of 
maintaining forests and forest production may be to explicitly value services that were 
less acknowledged in the past; 
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refer explicitly to products demanded by society - if a forest does not produce something 
demanded by society then it will be converted to another land use and will not persist. 
This can happen even if it is still giving the same level of output in terms of goods that 
were demanded by society in the past but are no longer required. 
Under the new definition, rather than refinement of a single system of management, 
sustainability may involve adapting forest management to cope with two kinds of changes. 
The first kind is change in the capacity of an ecosystem to produce goods. For example, the 
nitrogen cycle has been substantially altered by anthropogenic activity, and there is 
accumulating evidence for climate change. These factors may change forest production in 
the future. 
The second kind is change in societal demands. This may involve planning for a drop in 
demand for products currently required. For example, around the turn of the 20th century 
there was high demand for the species Palaquim gutta from the Malayan rainforest because 
its latex was suitable for use as the insulator in submarine telegraph cables. Since then 
substitutes have been found and demand has dropped substantially (Whitmore, 1988). It 
may also involve responding to new demands from society. For example, recently there has 
been much interest in the potential of forests to offset carbon emissions created by industrial 
applications (Pinard and Putz, 1996). 
1.2 	QUANTITATIVE MEASURES OF FOREST PRODUCTION 
The development and use of quantitative measures of forest production has a long history in 
forestry (e.g. Assman, 1970; Davis and Johnson, 1987). In discussing this issue it is 
necessary to consider the reasons for developing such measures, features of the forest that 
are important in this context and the different methods that have been used in the past. Two 
features of the forest, which are important in this context, are its variation through space and 
its variation through time. Methods can be split into inventory (i.e. data collection) and 
modelling (i.e. the processing of sample data to arrive at estimates of forest production). 
1.2.1 Role of production measures in sustainable forest mana2ement 
It follows from the analysis given in Section 1.1 that sustainable forest management must 
include two kinds of activity that involve measures of forest production: 
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Evaluation of new production systems. Forest production estimates are made as part of a 
strategy to determine which production systems are ecologically and economically 
viable. Field trials that take the form of an experiment featuring one or more treatments 
and replication are often used. Permanent sample plots are used to facilitate recurrent 
measurement. Usually a large number of potential production systems are evaluated, 
though comparatively few are selected (i.e. the activity is undertaken on a speculative 
basis). Field trials are often performed in conjunction with an Environmental Impact 
Assessment. 
Planning. Forest production estimates are used as a basis for taking management 
decisions such as the order in which management units are harvested. Planning uses 
tools such as yield tables and Geographical Information Systems. 
It is important to realise that these uses of forest production estimates are not necessarily 
mutually exclusive. While many estimates found in the evaluation of new production 
systems will not be of use for planning purposes (as many of the production systems 
evaluated may never see the light of day), some systems will be adopted so that the 
estimates will be useful. Planning uses estimates that may be combined in yield tables - the 
planner does not need intimate knowledge of the origin of the estimates, just an indication 
of their accuracy, precision and generality. 
It is also important to stress that evaluation of new production systems is an integral part of 
sustainable forest management. There has been a tendency to see this as at best a peripheral 
issue. For example, Poore (1989) argues that most of the technical problems of silviculture 
have been solved, and that those remaining for sustainable management of forests are 
organisational in nature. While it may be true that the extent of the organisational problems 
is greater than that of the technical problems, it is nevertheless true that evaluation of new 
production is critical to forest persistence for the reasons indicated in the last section. 
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1.2.2 Variability in forest production 
For many goods or services the most important determinants of production are stand 
structure (i.e. the size class distribution of trees in the stand) and dynamics (i.e. change in 
stand structure through time). For example carbon sequestration potential, conservation of 
forest primates, and production of rattans may all depend on stand structure and dynamics 
(de Fretes, 1992; Pinard and Putz, 1996; Johns, 1997). In the case of timber production the 
link between forest structure and dynamics and production is especially close. This is 
because most silvicultural systems specify the extraction of larger trees in a stand such that 
forests with a stand structure in which there is high number of large trees give a higher 
timber yield. For example, in TPTI (the silvicultural system used in natural forests of 
Indonesia) all trees without stem defects (or other properties which make them not saleable) 
above 50 cm stem diameter are removed every 35 years (Anon, 1992). Forest dynamics, i.e. 
recovery of the stand after harvesting disturbance, are critical in determining second-cycle 
and subsequent yields. Both structure and dynamics of forest may vary from place to place. 
Foresters and ecologists have recognised spatial variability in tropical forest structure for 
many years (Richards, 1952; Ashton, 1964; Whitmore, 1988). This variability may be 
related to latitude, elevation or soil type, presence of rivers, or seasonal dryness. For 
example, in Indonesian Borneo two kinds of forest occur in the lowlands: lowland 
dipterocarp and heath forest (Whitmore, 1988). They differ in both physionomy and in 
species composition, the heath forest generally being of much lower stature. 
Processes of forest dynamics are also critical in determining forest production of some 
goods. These processes can be divided into two kinds: those associated with disturbance 
and those associated with recovery from disturbance. Disturbance can either be natural (not 
caused by the direct action of humans) or anthropogenic. Natural disturbance may be 
caused by many events such as fall of trees or branches within the forest, fire or drought. If 
a single disturbance event results in large changes to the forest then it is said to be 
'catastrophic'. Fires or droughts are examples of such events. If a single disturbance event 
results in minor changes to the forest stand and occurs frequently then it is often labelled 
'background' disturbance. Treefalls are examples of background disturbance events. 
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The nature of recovery after disturbance depends to some extent on the characteristics of the 
initiating disturbance. In particular the characteristics of gaps (i.e. interruptions in the forest 
canopy) created in the disturbance may be important (Brokaw, 1985). Different species 
infiltrate different gap sizes and may occur at different times of the succession. For 
example, in Indonesian Borneo light demanding species such as those of genus Macaranga 
typically occur in large gaps soon after the disturbance (Primack and Lee, 1991). Slower-
growing species such as those of genus Shorea may not appear until gaps have closed over 
much later in the succession. 
Anthropogenic disturbance is often associated with forest management. Management 
operations undertaken by industrialised exploitation agencies typically involve the use of 
heavy machinery within the stand. This gives rise to a number of phenomena not seen in 
natural disturbance such as removal of surface soil and soil compaction. For these reasons 
management disturbance results in more complex changes to a forest ecosystem than natural 
disturbance. 
1.2.3 Forest inventory for determination of forest production 
Any scheme for quantification of forest production must draw upon information collected in 
forest inventory. There are many different kinds of inventory and each may be suitable for 
different tasks (Philip, 1994). However, two main types can be recognised: 
Census. In this form of inventory a complete enumeration of the forest is performed. For 
example the number of harvestable trees in a forest can be determined by 'cruising' the 
forest prior to exploitation. This has the advantage that it gives a high degree of 
precision. It has the disadvantage that it only provides a snapshot of the forest: while it 
may give a good indication of first cycle yield, it does not give a good guide of second 
cycle yield. It is also expensive, as it involves 100 percent coverage of the forest. 
Sampling. In this form of inventory a partial enumeration of the forest is performed. 
This is the form of inventory usually practised, primarily because it is not as expensive 
(as it does not require 100 percent coverage of the forest area). 
The latter form of inventory always involves some kind of modelling, as it requires 
extrapolation and/or interpolation of sample data to give figures that can be used in 
management. The production figures produced by using a combination of inventory based 
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on sampling and modelling are estimates i.e. figures that are used in lieu of actual data and 
to which a level of confidence can be attached. 
1.2.4 Modelling of forest production 
The nature of the sampling and modelling scheme used to provide production estimates will 
determine the properties of the estimates. Each estimate has three properties which 
determine the use it can be put to: precision, accuracy and generality (Vanclay, 1995). 
In schemes utilising simple empirical models the production from one or more sample plots 
is assumed to hold good across a certain area of forest such as a management unit. These 
models have the advantage of being precise and accurate but are not very general i.e. the 
model predictions can only be used for the forest structure and management scenario that 
applied in the original plots. In addition results from sample plots only become available 
after a length of time deemed sufficient to establish the character of the production system. 
Usually this will be a time corresponding to 2 or more cycles of the system and is of the 
order of 50 - 100 years. 
Simulation models are a class of model that provide greater generality while equalling other 
models in precision and accuracy. A number of different kinds of simulation model have 
been used for predicting long-term forest dynamics. Each of them uses a representation of 
the forest that is modified in a series of iterations to capture the development of the forest 
through time. (A more formal definition of simulation models can be found in Bossel, 
1994.) The unit of representation that is used to capture the trees of the forest can be used to 
distinguish forest simulation models. Representation units that have been used in this class 
of model include tree size-classes, tree cohorts and individual trees. 
Inclusion of ecological processes such as competition for light or other resources means that 
these models are able to capture more of the behaviour exhibited by real forests. For 
example, the inclusion of competition processes may mean that a model is more accurately 
able to capture recovery from disturbance. This is because competition may structure 
development of trees but will be variable in its intensity throughout a plot. 
Individual-based forest models (i.e. models in which the unit of representation is an 
individual tree) have some properties that make them especially useful for assessing forest 
dynamics in response to management operations. In particular they avoid aggregation error 
which may occur with other modelling approaches (Huston, 1994; O'Neill and Rust, 1979), 
and they are good at capturing local (as opposed to stand-level) interactions (Judson, 1994). 
The properties of simulation models make them particularly suitable for conducting 
evaluations of alternative production systems. As mentioned before they may achieve high 
generality by incorporating ecological processes. This means that they can be used to 
investigate many different production systems with little recalibration. There have been 
many attempts to use ecological simulation models for this purpose (e.g. Bossel and 
Krieger, 1991, 1994; Korsgarrd, 1989; Mendoza and Setayarso, 1986; Kurpick, Kurpick, 
and Huth, 1997). Most of these attempts share a number of features. First, they often 
involve the development of a single model to answer a specific well-defined question. 
Second, the model is implemented as a computer program by a human computer 
programmer. Third, the model implementation may be targeted at users with a high degree 
of modelling expertise. It may therefore not make strong use of techniques such as 
visualisation of simulation data that would make the modelling more accessible to users 
with less modelling expertise. Fourth, the model and results from using the model are 
reported in papers or other documents - the number of people with access to the model 
source code is limited. Fifth, adaptation of the model to deal with a new forest type, new 
ecological insights or to simulate a new management activity is a specialist activity that can 
only performed by the original programmer or someone with sufficient time to gain an 
intimate knowledge of the model and program. 
While the above may be a valid and appropriate strategy for forest modelling in some 
circumstances, particularly for initial work, it is unlikely to be so in all circumstances. This 
is because the nature of modelling and the agents involved will inevitably be different if it is 
adopted by an organisation such as a commercial enterprise. For example, with the more 
widespread use of modelling that will attend its commercialisation, duplication of effort 
becomes more likely. If modellers are to work co-operatively then efforts must be made to 
maintain compatibility between their work. 
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Currently advances are being made in several fields that have potential to contribute to the 
development of a modelling system. 	In particular there are now many design 
methodologies which may be used to structure software development (Budgen, 1994). 
These offer several advantages. They are formal techniques so that they lend themselves to 
documentation. Many problems in design will have been encountered before in other 
domains so that the development methodology itself may suggest some solutions. In 
addition many development methodologies stress the importance of an initial phase for 
determining requirements for the software based on the characteristics of stakeholders (i.e. 
the people with a strategic interest in the software). This means that the software is more 
likely to be focussed on the stakeholders and so is more likely to be used. 
1.3 	THE PROBLEM 
The analysis presented above suggests that there are currently several problems with respect 
to assessing forest productivity over time. First, at the highest level, there is the problem of 
evaluating large numbers of alternative systems (which is required for sustainable forest 
management) with limited resources. This problem is compounded by the spatial variability 
found in tropical forest and changes to the structure and dynamics of the system resulting 
from management activities. Second, at a lower level, there is the problem of using 
simulation models to address the first problem. Simulation models that exist often require a 
high level of technical expertise for their use and maintenance. Support for visualisation is 
often weak, and it is difficult to adapt existing models to address new problems resulting 
from changed circumstances. 
N. 
	
1.4 	CONTEXT OF THIS WORK 
The work described in this thesis was undertaken as part of a bilateral international 
development programme. The UK-Indonesia Tropical Forest Management Programme was 
funded by the Overseas Development Administration (now Department for International 
Development) of the United Kingdom and the Ministry of Forestry of the Republic of 
Indonesia. The programme consisted of five projects that addressed issues relating to 
government policy and senior management, provincial level forest management, forest 
research, training for forestry professionals and forest conservation. The overall goal of the 
programme was to contribute to the wise utilisation of forest resources within Indonesia. 
The research component was charged with the development of a system for estimating 
second cycle yield for different forest types under different systems of forest management. 
The system developed was given the name SYMFOR (Sustainable Yield Models for 
Tropical Forests) and it is the design and implementation of SYMFOR that forms the basis 
of this thesis. 
1.5 	AIM AND OBJECTIVES 
The aim of this work is to design and implement a framework that supports the design and 
use of simulation models for evaluating the productivity of different tropical forest 
management systems. In order to satisfy this aim the specific objectives of the work were: 
to review relevant literature on forest modelling and forest dynamics; 
to undertake an analysis of requirements for a framework; 
to undertake design of a framework capable of meeting the requirements; 
to implement the design as computer software; 
to conduct a modelling case study using the framework; 
to evaluate the success of the work; 
2. Literature review 
The overall purpose of this work is to produce a modelling tool that can be used to produce 
models that will inform and improve the management of tropical forests. The material 
relevant to this aim can be divided into three sections: 
The characteristics of forest dynamics in managed forests. The categories of models 
considered in this thesis rely for their success on their ability to capture the detail of 
processes within forest stands in order to make predictions concerning their long-term 
behaviour. To evaluate such models it is necessary to not only consider how predictions 
of stand level statistics agree with empirical data but also to consider if the 
representation of mechanisms embodied within the model is consistent with our current 
understanding of reality (Oderwald and Hans, 1993). 
The types of models that have been used to capture forest dynamics. Many different 
kinds of models have been used over the years for this purpose. Each kind has 
particular advantages and disadvantages, and not all are suitable for every application. 
In addition, each has certain features that determine how easy it is to implement in 
modelling systems. Therefore there is a need to identify suitable models and to identify 
the features of each kind that will determine if and how they can be implemented in 
modelling systems. 
Modelling strategies and systems that have been used to develop models. Model 
development is seldom a well-ordered linear process. Models are frequently adapted to 
deal with new circumstances that arise over time. Different systems and strategies vary 
in their capacity to support this continual adaptation. Any system that is designed to be 
used widely or used for a reasonable length of time in the future must be able to handle 
changes in models. As the former is a requirement for this piece of work, there is 
therefore a need to review current systems and strategies and to evaluate their ability to 
handle change to models. 
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2.1 	TROPICAL FOREST DYNAMICS 
Dynamic processes can be divided into two kinds: disturbance processes and recovery 
processes. This division contrasts with that of splitting dynamic processes into those related 
to regeneration, growth and mortality (e.g. Alder, 1995; Vanclay 1995). However, 
disturbance is now recognised as a useful concept for describing and explaining dynamics in 
a wide range of ecosystems (e.g. Pickett and White 1985; Huston, 1994). In the case of 
forest ecosystems (as is discussed below) gross tree mortality rate is less important than 
horizontal distribution and character of mortality (i.e. the local disturbance created by 
mortality) in determining the nature of regrowth that takes place within the stand. It is 
possible for two forest stands with the same mortality rates to show substantially different 
patterns of regeneration, if mortality is clustered in one and dispersed in the other. It may 
therefore be more important for models of forest dynamics to capture disturbance than 
mortality per Se. 
2.1.1 Disturbance processes 
Disturbance in forest stands originates in many ways including landslides (Garwood et al., 
1979), logging and drought (Woods, 1989), fire (Goldammer and Siebert, 1990) and 
treefalls and branch falls (Brokaw, 1985; Van der Meer and Bongers, 1996). Disturbances 
can be divided into two kinds: background and catastrophic (Lugo and Scatena, 1996). 
Background disturbance occurs continuously, and individual disturbances of this kind are 
limited in horizontal scale such that the affect on a stand of a single event is small. Treefalls 
and branchfalls within a stand are in this group. Catastrophic disturbance occurs irregularly 
and its horizontal extent is extended such that its affect on a stand is large. Loggings and 
drought fall into this category. 
Background disturbance may be caused in a variety of ways. Large trees may die while still 
standing and lose their foliage. Branches from large trees may snap and damage other trees 
in the locality. The trunks of trees may snap or trees maybe completely uprooted in storms. 
Secondary treefall, resulting from physical damage caused by impact of falling branches or 
trees may serve to concentrate canopy disruption in localised areas. Secondary treefall is 
particularly likely in forests in which trees are linked by lianas (Putz, 1984). 
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Openings in the canopy created by fall of trees or branches ('gaps') are a range of sizes and 
may persist for different lengths of time (Brokaw, 1985). The creation of a gap may directly 
impact on the microclimate in the immediate vicinity in a number of ways: light penetration 
to the ground surface may increase; temperature may rise; and humidity may fall (Lee et al., 
1990; Lee et al., 1996; Mahid and Jusof, 1987; Kennedy, 1991; Ashton, 1992; Whitmore, 
1996). The dynamics of soil processes may be affected by the change in microclimate. 
Decomposition of organic matter may be affected by temperature and soil moisture (Jordan, 
1993). Disturbance created by tree and branch fall is also manifest in damage sustained by 
seedlings and saplings within the stand (e.g. Clark and Clark, 1991). 
One of the most important causes of catastrophic disturbance is mechanised timber 
extraction. This creates disturbance to the canopy in the same way as background 
disturbance, but, importantly, also directly affects conditions at the ground surface. 
Harvested trees are extracted by attaching cables to the base of each tree and dragging it out 
of the stand using heavy machinery such as bulldozers. This can result in the removal of 
organic matter and in soil compaction in areas over which the bulldozer passes. This has a 
number of associated problems such as loss of topsoil, soil compaction and lowering of 
water storage capacity (Basnet, 1992; Malmer and Grip, 1990; Greacen and Sands 1980). 
The amount of disturbance created depends upon the way in which extraction is organised. 
Measures such as better planning of skidtrails and directional felling may substantially 
reduce disturbance (Pinard and Putz, 1996). 
Disturbance can result in a complex mosaic of environmental conditions within a forest 
stand (e.g. Denslow, 1987). However within this mosaic it may be possible to distinguish 
patterns associated with individual disturbance events. For example, it has long been 
recognised that treefalls create characteristically shaped zones of disturbance. The French 
word 'chablis' has been used to refer to these shapes (Brokaw, 1985). 
2.1.2 Recovery processes 
Recovery after disturbance can be split into a number of different stages: seed production 
and dispersal; seedling establishment; tree growth and mortality. Any of these stages may 
act as a 'bottleneck' i.e. block or slow down the re-establishment of the primary (i.e. 
'undisturbed') state. 
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Seed production and dispersal are often intermittent in tropical forests. Years of high 
production ('mast' years) may be interspersed with years of low production (Ashton, 1989). 
Once seed has been dispersed predation by forest animals may significantly reduce the 
number of viable seeds or seedlings in the stand (e.g. Itoh etal., 1995). Intermittent seed 
production means that the timing of disturbance in relation to seed production is important 
in determining the speed of re-establishment. If disturbance occurs at a time when there are 
few viable seeds or seedlings then re-establishment is delayed. In contrast, if disturbance 
occurs at a time when seeds and seedlings are plentiful then re-establishment may progress 
rapidly. Timing of seed production is particularly important in dipterocarp forests as the 
seeds of dipterocarps do not show dormancy but start to germinate and grow immediately 
after dispersal. They may thus be more vulnerable to large scale disturbance such as occurs 
in logging (Clark and Clark, 1991). However, Pinard and Howlett (1996) found that in a 
forest in Sabah site conditions (i.e. soil moisture, light environment etc) were more 
important bottlenecks for establishment than seed supply. 
Intermittent seed production combined with environmental heterogeneity caused by 
disturbance often creates localised populations of seedlings of the same age within a stand 
(Ox, 1973; Liew and Wong, 1973; Fox, 1972; Still, 1996; Appanah and Rasol, 1995; 
Clearwater, 1997). These patches may persist for a few months or years before disappearing 
due to mortality or (in some but not all cases) growth of the seedlings and saplings into 
trees. 
Initially, the individuals in a seedling/sapling cohort may all be of similar size. This state 
may persist because the seedlings may be widely spaced so that they cannot deplete 
resources available to other seedlings. Also, even if seedlings are clustered at points the 
high mortality rates associated with the seedling phase of development for many species 
means that inferior competitors are quickly eliminated. This will preserve the size-
symmetry in the population (Weiner and Thomas, 1986). 
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Nutrient availability is an important determinant of early cohort growth. Turnover of 
organic matter by decomposers in the soil releases nitrogen and phosphorous. The rate of 
turnover may be determined by temperature and moisture of soils (Majid and Jusof, 1987; 
Nussbaum et at., 1995). Mycorrhiza may play a critical role in uptake of the nutrients by 
individuals, particularly for phosphorous. If mycorrhizal inoculum is absent from a site 
then establishment of seedlings may be delayed or blocked altogether (Alexander et al., 
1992; Ahmad, 1996). 
As a cohort develops competition between individuals typically becomes more important 
and the symmetry and similarity in size may break down. in particular, increased 
competition for light may result in differential rates of growth and mortality (Zipperlen and 
Press, 1996; Itoh et at., 1995). Competition for this resource tends to be one-sided 
compared with e.g. water or nutrients in that a slightly superior individual can claim a 
relatively high proportion of the resource. 
Individuals in a cohort may assume different forms as they grow. The form of the trees 
affects ultimate stand physionomy and may also affect the quality of timber produced by the 
stand. 1-lal16, Oldernan and Tomlinson (1978) have developed architectural models to 
describe and explain different patterns of tree growth. An architectural model can be 
conceptualised as a 'growth program which determines the successive architectural phases 
[that the tree undergoes in its life cycle]' (Hallé et at., 1978). The model captures such 
details as the predisposition of a species to sympodial or monopodial growth. It does not 
however determine the precise form that a tree will assume at a point in its development, but 
rather interacts with the environment of the tree to shape its development. For example, 
open-grown trees can differ substantially in form from those that have grown within the 
canopy (e.g. King, 1995). Exposure to damage e.g. the snapping of a branch may also cause 
modification to the growth plan. 
Many studies have demonstrated differences in the behaviour of species to environmental 
factors. For example, Fox (1973), Itoh et at. (1995), Still (1996), Turner (1990) and 
Whitmore and Brown (1996) have all demonstrated species differences in the responses of 
seedlings to factors that are important in disturbance and recovery, e.g. response to light or 
to temperature. 
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This species-specific behaviour is especially problematical with respect to modelling 
because of the high species richness of many tropical forest stands. The number of tree 
species greater than 10 cm dbh found in 0.1 ha can be over 200, compared with 15-20 for 
the most species-rich temperate forests (Huston, 1994; Argent et al., 1993). Moreover, 
individuals of the same species can be at low density and highly dispersed throughout the 
forest. This means that it is very difficult to get a large enough sample size to meaningfully 
assess the characteristics of individual species. 
A common strategy for coping with high species richness is to place individual species into 
groups on the basis of their behaviour. This is possible because species characters covary 
i.e. certain species characters tend to be regularly associated with certain other characters. 
For example 'pioneer' species typically exhibit the following characters: absence of seed 
dormancy, aggressive seedling response to increased light availability, development of large 
leaves (Whitmore, 1992). In S.E. Asia species of genera Macaranga and Ma/lotus often 
exhibit pioneer tendencies (Primack and Lee, 1991). Different methods have been 
developed for classifying species on the basis of their behaviour (i.e. undertakingfunctional 
classifications) (Westoby and Leishman, 1997). These are required because it is now 
recognised that a single 'general purpose' classification is usually inappropriate, and that the 
way the classification is developed (for example, the characters used) must be related to the 
purpose of the classification (Gitay and Noble, 1997; Mooney 1997). 
2.1.3 Important features of forest dynamics with respect to modelling 
The previous two sections have outlined many factors that may, under some circumstances, 
be of relevance for modelling forest dynamics. However at a single site all factors are 
unlikely to be important. The precise nature of a model will therefore depend upon site-
specific factors. Nevertheless it is possible to abstract a number of criteria from the review 
material against which models can be evaluated: 
Stand structure should be captured. Stand structure is critical in determining production 
and dynamics of tropical forests. 
Processes of disturbance to forest stands should be captured. These processes may be of 
great use in explaining and predicting forest dynamics. 
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Processes involved in recovery from disturbance should be captured. The rate at which 
recovery takes place, and the presence of any bottlenecks can substantially affect 
dynamics. 
Local variation within the forest should be captured. Phenomena such as competition for 
resources and disturbance are extremely important in determining forest dynamics. 
These are local rather than stand-level phenomena in that they operate unevenly across 
the stand and in that local departures from larger-scale mean values may be especially 
significant. 
Differences between the behaviour of different species should be captured. Dynamics of 
the stand is affected by the ability of some species (such as those of genera Ma/lotus and 
Macaranga in some S.E. Asian forests) to respond rapidly and aggressively to 
disturbance compared to other species (such as those of genus Shorea). There is 
therefore a need to capture these differences in behaviour. 
2.2 	MODELS OF FOREST DYNAMICS 
This section draws on existing reviews of tropical forest models (e.g. Vanclay, 1994,1995; 
Alder 1995; Davis and Johnson, 1987) and agroforestry models (e.g. Muetzelfeldt and 
Sinclair, 1993). The main reason that a new review of the material is required is that this 
work has several purposes, some of which were not shared by the original reviews. 
The first objective of this section is to identify and review models that are useful in the 
context of sustainable forestry. This is done by using some of the requirements identified in 
Section 2.1.3 as a set of criteria for evaluating modelling approaches that feature in the 
literature. Some of these requirements have direct consequences for models. One 
requirement was that models should be able to capture local variation within forest stands. 
This is achieved by horizontal disaggregation in a model. Another requirement was that the 
models should be able to capture differences between species. This is handled with species 
disaggregation in the models. A third requirement was that stand structure should be 
captured. This is achieved by using some form of vertical disaggregation. 
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The second objective is to draw attention to features of models that affect the ease with 
which models can be implemented. One major factor is the nature of tree representation 
used in the model. At least four different representation units are possible: all the trees in 
the stand can be treated together; trees can be split into size-classes; trees can be split into 
cohorts; trees can be individually represented (Alder, 1995; Vanclay, 1995). 
The representation unit is important because different representation units must be managed 
in different ways in model implementations. For example, some of these units may be 
created and destroyed in the course of a simulation, while others may remain constant in 
number. Interactions between units may be fixed and symmetric (ill that the same units 
always interact with one another) or fluid and asymmetric (in that patterns of interaction 
change throughout the course of a simulation). 
2.2.1 Simple empirical models 
Simple empirical models are the most widely used class of forest models today, and have a 
long history of use in temperate countries (Davis and Johnson, 1987; Assmann, 1970). 
They have also been applied in tropical countries however, to both plantation and natural 
forests (Mendoza and Gumpal, 1987). The approach averages aggregate statistics of growth 
and yield produced in experimental plots to provide estimates for different combinations of 
treatment and forest type. The approach demands that the experimental design have a 
number of replicate plots for each of these combinations. Another requirement is that the 
experiments must run for a period of time similar to that of interest for prediction. Philip 
(1994) describes methods that can be used in more detail. 
Most often this modelling approach is used for plantation forests. This is appropriate for 
reasons related to the way in which plantations are established and managed. Evans (1992) 
describes practice for plantations in the tropics. In these forests trees within a plot are all of 
the same species. Often the site is treated before planting e.g. by ploughing, so making the 
soil more homogeneous vertically and horizontally. Fertiliser may be applied, and this may 
mask variation in intrinsic soil fertility across the site. Trees tend to grow at the same rate, 
so that size asymmetry may be slow to develop. Slightly inferior competitors are often 
removed in thinning operations, and this tends to further suppress the development of 
asymmetry. 
For all of these reasons it may be appropriate to lump trees together in a model of a 
plantation forest. Horizontal variation within the stand is much reduced so that horizontal 
disaggregation may not be required. Vertical disaggregation is not required because at any 
point in time trees are similar in size. Species disaggregation is not required because all 
trees in the stand are of one species. 
There are a number of disadvantages to simple empirical approaches. First, the time 
required setting up and running the kind of growth and yield experiments call be high. For 
example to make estimates of third cycle growth and yield for TPTI using this approach 
would require at least 70 years of data. Second, if variability within a forest type is high 
then a larger number of replicates will be required to obtain a precise estimate of average 
growth and yield of the forest type. Third, if there are a large number of different forest 
types or a large number of treatments then the number of plots required can become 
excessive. 
One advantage of simple empirical approaches is that there is less scope for bad model 
design. More complex models attempt to capture more details of the structure and 
functioning of the forest stand. While one advantage of using complex models is that they 
may be more generally applicable one disadvantage is that there is more scope for omission 
or misrepresentation of important features. For example, more complex models may have 
to deal with edge effects, while for the simple empirical model it is not a problem. 
2.2.2 Size-class based models 
Several size-class models have been developed specifically for use in tropical forests under 
natural forest management (Bertault and Sist, 1995; Mendoza and Setayarso, 1986; Osho, 
1990). Size-class models achieve vertical disaggregation by modelling the number of trees 
in each of a series of size-classes. For example, the structure of a stand at a point in time 
could be represented by four values giving the number of trees in stem diameter classes 10 
to 30 cm, 30 to 50 cm, 50 to 70 cm and greater than 70 cm. 
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In each time-step, trees undergo transition from one class to its successor or undergo 
mortality. In the simplest case the number of trees undergoing transition from one class (the 
donor class) to its successor is directly proportional to the number of trees in the donor class 
(Osho, 1990; Mendoza and Setayarso, 1986). The main problem with this approach is that it 
does not capture feedback effects, and these may be an important feature of the behaviour of 
real forests. 
More sophisticated size-class models attempt to capture feedback effects. They do this by 
making transition from a size-class to its successor a function of a variable that captures the 
cumulative influence of trees outside the size-class. Stand basal area has been used in this 
way (e.g. Solomon etal., 1986). 
Other forms of disaggregation can be achieved by progressive splitting of the size-class 
structure. Horizontal disaggregation can be achieved by splitting the stand into a series of 
cells. Species disaggregation can be achieved by replicating the size-class structure for 
different species-groups. For example, Bossel and Kreiger (1991, 1994) describe a 
sophisticated size-class-based model called FORMIX that has been used to produce growth 
and yield estimates for lowland forests in Malaysia. The modelled stand of I ha is 
disaggregated horizontally into 4 x 4 gridsquares each 25 in x 25 in. Each gridsquare has 
associated with it several different series of size-classes, one series for each grouping of tree 
species used in the model. The species-groupings used reflect the maximum height which 
individuals of the different species can grow to in the canopy. This means that there are a 
different number of size-classes in a series depending upon the species-grouping, emergent 
species having the greatest number (5) and understory species having the least (1). 
Size-class based approaches are not always good at capturing dynamics of stands which are 
not at equilibrium. In the most extreme case of non-equilibrium most of the size classes 
may be empty and there may be 'pulses' of trees passing through. If there are n size-classes 
then the minimum time for the pulse to be transmitted from the first to last size-class is n 
time steps. When size-classes are empty (as may happen after a logging, for example) some 
trees may undergo transition from first to last size class in this minimum time. Even if an 
exceedingly small number of trees undergo fast transition of this kind the consequences are 
important because of the disproportionately large role of large trees in determining 
dynamics of the forest stand (Clark and Clark, 1991). 
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Another problem associated with size-classes has been termed 'aggregation error' (Huston, 
1994; O'Neill and Rust, 1979). This occurs when individuals within a size-class differ in 
some respect to such an extent that it is inappropriate to lump them together. In size-class 
models the largest size-class usually contains all individuals above a certain threshhold e.g 
all individuals above 70 cm stem diameter. This means that they can have individuals of a 
large range of sizes within them. For example, a tree of 71 cm and a tree of 120 cm might 
occur in the same size-class. The reason that this is done is that large individuals are 
comparatively rare and using high numbers of size-classes may make models run 
considerably more slowly. However, as mentioned above, the largest of the large trees can 
exert a disproportionately big affect on the stand, and any diminution of this may bias model 
results. 
Another problem results from the way the horizontal disaggregation is handled i.e. by 
dividing the plot into a series of square cells. It is difficult to ensure that inter-cellular and 
intra-cellular processes are handled consistently and realistically. It is intuitive that trees the 
same distance apart should exert similar influence on each other, regardless of whether they 
are separated by a cell boundary. However, in models such as FORMIX the two kinds of 
interaction are handled quite differently, leading to an increased probability that 
inconsistencies will occur. 
Horizontal interaction of representation units can also lead to problems with edge effect. 
This occurs because representation units at edges will interact with fewer other units. For 
example, a square cell in a corner may interact with three neighbouring cells, while one in 
the centre will interact with eight. This problem has been addressed in a variety of ways, 
none of which is completely satisfactory (Alder, 1995). One common approach is to use 
'wrap-around' techniques so that those units on the edge of a plot interact with units on 
another edge of the plot. 
Several different modelling formalisms can be used to design size class models. These 
include the matrix modelling formalism (Caswell, 1989) and the compartment-flow 
modelling formalism (Haefner, 1996). Matrix models are relatively inflexible in that it is 
difficult to incorporate intermediate variables i.e. variables other than those used to store the 
number of individuals in the size class. For example, a variable reflecting light levels 
experienced by a size-class of trees may be a useful intermediate variable. Compartment-
flow models are superior in that they give much better support for intermediate variables. 
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The implementation of size-class based models does not require a system that can handle 
creation and destruction of representation units. Interaction between size-classes is also 
relatively easy to implement because interaction is fixed: a size-class interacts with the size-
class below (i.e. it receives new individuals from it) and the size-class above (i.e. it sends 
new individuals). The size-classes above are also important in that they may determine the 
rate at which new individuals are sent to the next size-class. 
2.2.3 Cohort-based models 
Several workers (e.g. Vanclay, 1994; Alder, 1995) have advocated cohort models for use in 
tropical forests. In a cohort-based model populations of trees that established at the same 
point in time in a forest stand (i.e. cohorts) are modelled. Each cohort is represented by at 
least two variables, one giving the average size of members of the cohort and one indicating 
the number of trees that the cohort represents. 
Individual cohorts are created and destroyed in the course of a simulation run. Unlike a 
size-class model in which the number of representation units is fixed, the number of 
representation units in a cohort model will usually change throughout the course of a 
simulation. Two refinements of cohort models that are often used are to allow cohorts to 
split up and to allow cohorts to merge under certain conditions. Splitting of cohorts can 
capture the development of size-asymmetry (i.e. the tendency of members in the cohort to 
assume different sizes). This behaviour is both important with respect to dynamics and 
common in cohorts of seedlings or saplings (See Section 2.1.2). 
Two cohorts can be merged when their average sizes converge. This prevents a profligacy 
of cohorts developing through continual cohort splitting. Scheffer et at. (1995) have pointed 
out that technically the name 'cohort' is not appropriate to describe these models, as the 
'cohorts' as defined in this approach may notionally contain individuals that established at 
different points in time. They prefer the name 'super-individual' to 'cohort' in this context. 
However, this name is more likely to be confused with 'individual-based' and the term 
cohort model is quite well established, even if slightly misleading. 
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The amount that the average size of individuals in a cohort changes is determined by the 
growth rate of members of the cohort. Various functions can be used to determine these 
growth rates (Alder, 1995). Some of these relate growth to size, while some use size and a 
competition index of some sort. The number of trees that the cohort represents changes 
through time due to the mortality of members of the cohort. The mortality rates can be 
species or size dependent. 
Cohort models are similar to size-class models in several ways. They can achieve 
horizontal and species disaggregation in a similar way to size-class models i.e. by using 
separate representation units for different cells and different species (e.g. Vanclay, 1989). 
This leads to some of the same problems, i.e. it may be difficult to model horizontal 
interaction consistently. They also may produce aggregation error in the same way as size-
class models. 
The implementation of cohort models is complicated by the fact that the number of 
representation units in existence changes through time. This means that cohort interaction is 
harder to manage. When other forms of stand disaggregation are used, eg splitting the 
stand into square cells, representation units (cells) may only interact with their neighbours. 
These are fixed in number and stay the same throughout the simulation. In a cohort model it 
might be expected that a cohort should interact with all cohorts that are larger than itself. In 
this case both the cohort identities and the number of cohorts may change in the course of 
the simulation. However, most cohort models do not model inter-cohort interaction 
directly. 
2.2.4 Individual-based models 
Individual-based models (IBMs) are assuming an increasingly important role within 
ecological modelling in general (e.g. Huston, 1994; Judson, 1994; DeAngelis and Gross, 
1992; Köhler and Huth, 1998). Moreover, they have been applied to the prediction of long 
term dynamics in forest ecosystems for over 25 years (Shugart, 1984). Individual-based 
models (IBM5) capture details of each tree in a modelled stand separately. Typically each 
individual has one or more variables to capture the size and other characteristics of the 
individual. The growth and development of individual trees above a certain size is captured. 
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Inter-tree competition is handled in a variety of different ways in IBMs. Several reviews 
have been conducted of the various competition indices used in individual-based models 
(e.g. Biging and Dobbertin, 1992, 1995; Dale, Doyle and Shugart, 1985). In general indices 
are divided into 'distance dependent' and 'distance independent' kinds. In the former kind 
the precise position of trees is used in calculations while in the latter position information is 
not used. An example of the former kind is Hegyi's index. The calculation of this value for 
a 'subject' tree involves summing the value of the distance weighted size-ration (dwsr) 
calculated for all 'competitors' (i.e. all trees within a certain distance of the subject tree). 
The dwsr is found for a competitor by dividing the subject tree stem diameter by the 
competitor diameter then multiplying by the inverse of the distance separating the two. The 
'gap' models described below provide examples of distance-independent competition 
measures. 
Many models explicitly model the transmission of light through the canopy. Gap models 
typically employ horizontal disaggregation based on cells to do this (Botkin et al., 1972; 
Shugart, 1984; Friend and Shugart, 1993). In this method the stand is split into a series of 
square cells. Trees in the same cell are sorted into vertical layers on the basis of height. 
The foliage in each layer is calculated by summing the foliage of all trees assumed to 
contribute to the layer. Transmission of light through the layer is then modelled and the 
light available for trees in the different layers is calculated. Individual tree growth is then 
determined using an equation based on light absorption. These calculations can all be done 
in the absence of precise information on tree position and for this reason this kind of growth 
model is sometimes called 'distance independent'. 
Other IBMs that explicitly model the transmission of light through the canopy make use of 
tree position information. This involves three-dimensional disaggregation of the forest 
canopy (e.g. Wang and Jarvis, 1990). These models are able to take account of latitudinal 
and seasonal variation of solar inputs to the forest. One problem with the latter approach 
when applied to natural forests is the irregularity of the forest. Often trees grow 
opportunistically. For example, the stem of a tree may grow so as the crown can exploit 
gaps in the canopy. This can lead to a bent shape such that the position of the crown is 
difficult to predict from the location of the stem. Given this irregularity, it is very difficult 
to model the location of foliage in 3-dimensions. The extra detail may increase the time it 
takes for the model to run and the number of parameters required but may have little affect 
on the accuracy or precision of estimates produced by the model (Sianturi, 1997). 
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Most IBMs use stochastic functions to handle mortality. There are two basic methods. In 
the first, background mortality events such as treefalls are not explicitly modelled. Instead 
each tree in a modelled stand is assumed to have a specific probability of undergoing 
mortality in a time-step. Monte Carlo methods are used to determine the trees that actually 
undergo mortality in a particular year. (Botkin ci at., 1972; Shugart, 1984). 
Recently a second approach has been used in which background mortality events such as 
treefalls are explicitly modelled. In this approach each tree in the stand has a probability of 
initiating a tree fall event. Each treefall is captured by projecting a shape onto the forest 
floor. The shape is related to the dimensions of the tree that falls. A mortality probability 
for other trees in the stand which are inside this shape then is then determined, and trees 
which actually undergo mortality are determine using Monte Carlo methods as before. 
(Köhler and Huth, 1998; Kurpick ci at., 1997). As discussed in Section 2.1.2, this is more 
appropriate as up to 75 percent of mortality can be secondary mortality. 
One of the main advantages of using IBMs is that they avoid aggregation error (Huston, 
1994; O'Neill and Rust, 1979). They can also avoid problems associated with cellular 
horizontal disaggregation (though of course, 'gap' models may still suffer from some of 
these problems). In particular they are good at handling the interaction of spatially defined 
phenomena such as skidtrails and standing trees, or tree disturbance zones and standing 
trees. Given that interest is currently focusing on areas such as reduced impact logging, this 
is an extremely important advantage. 
IBMs can suffer from edge effects in the same way as spatially-explicit size-class models 
and cohort models. The situation is even more difficult to handle because of the way in 
which spatially defined interaction takes place. In models that use a cellular grid, edge 
effects can be compensated for by mapping edges of cells on the periphery of the plot to the 
opposite edges of the plot. This is comparatively simple and need only be done once. In 
contrast, in an individual based model interaction across edges is more difficult to capture 
and involves a series of calculations every time step (Alder, 1995). 
The main disadvantage with using IBMs is that data on tree positions must be recorded in 
forest mensurations. However, the main resource involved in collecting this data is labour - 
no expensive equipment is necessarily required. This means that the disadvantage is not so 
severe. There may also be scope in future for using techniques to simulate tree locations 
(e.g. Diggle, 1993) 
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Implementation is complicated by the fact that representation units sometimes need to be 
sorted before calculations can take place. For example, in IBMs in which transmission of 
light is modelled units must be processed in a specific order such that a unit receiving light 
is processed before the unit that it transmits the light to. In other model classes sorting of 
representation units is not required. 
2.2.5 Use of models in the context of sustainable forest mana2ement 
Most of the models described in Section 2.2 are designed to capture feedback effects such as 
reduced competition created by removal of the large trees. However, most of them will 
struggle to cope with investigations in which subtle horizontal interactions are of 
importance. This is the case in investigations of Reduced Impact Logging, where the option 
of planning skidtrails must be compared with the option of not planning skidtrails. 
Capturing this involves being able to calculate how many trees will be inside skidtrails 
under each option. Even for those models in which horizontal disaggregation is achieved by 
associating units of tree representation such as size-classes or cohorts with gridsquares in a 
grid, this will be problematical. 
When using individual-based models in which tree-co-ordinates are explicitly represented 
these issues may be more easily resolved. The disturbance created by each tree can be 
calculated and overlap in disturbance determined. Individual-models are also not prone to 
problems from aggregation error. 
Individual-based representations may not be good at capturing the early stages of forest 
recovery, so that other representations must be considered. This is because they are not 
efficient when large numbers of individuals share the same properties. This is likely to be 
the case at seedling establishment (Section 2.1.2). 	More aggregated units of tree 
representation are appropriate in such circumstances. These can be associated with 
gridsquares in a grid that covers the stand to achieve horizontal disaggregation. Of size-
classes or cohorts, the latter are likely to be the superior units of representation. This is 
because certain size-classes of seedling are frequently not represented in forest stands e.g. 
because of intermittent seed production in certain forests (Section 2.1.2). As stated in 
Section 2.2.2 empty size-classes can cause size-class representations to exhibit pathological 
behaviour. 
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2.2.6 Common features of forest simulation models 
The framework that is envisioned in Section 1.5 supports simulation models for predicting 
long term dynamics of tropical forest. To determine the nature of the support provided by 
the framework, it is necessary to consider potentially exploitable characteristics of the 
simulation models likely to be used in the framework. Several features of the simulation 
models discussed in this section are relevant: 
Use of Systems Dynamics concepts. 
All of the models described are simulation models so that all use concepts such as 
model state, state variables and intermediate variables. 
2 	Logical grouping of variables i.e. use of 'representation unit' abstraction. 
In all of the models described (aside from the simple empirical models) an 
aggregate representation is used in which the stand is represented by one or more 
units. These units are individual trees, cohorts or size-classes. In each case the unit 
itself possesses Systems Dynamics attributes such as state variables or intermediate 
variables. For example, individual trees possess attributes of stem diameter, height 
crownpoint etc. Cohorts may possess attributes of mortality, ntrees (a count of the 
number of trees represented by the cohort). Free-standing variables are much rarer. 
It is useful for purposes of displaying and manipulating data to group this data. 
3 	Sharing of attributes by representation units. 
Representation units often share attributes but not attribute values. For example, all 
trees may be represented by the same set of attributes, and all cohorts may be 
represented by the same set of attributes. 
4 	Destruction and creation of representation units. 
Some kinds of representation unit (individual trees and cohorts) are regularly 
created and destroyed in the course of simulations. 
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2.3 	STRATEGIES AND SYSTEMS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF ECOLOGICAL 
MODELS 
Many different strategies for model development are currently in use. In common with 
other design processes, modelling is usually iterative in nature in that it is not linear but 
involves revisiting areas of design that ostensibly precede the current design phase. Further 
there is now a growing realisation that a single design will not be optimal in all 
circumstances. There is therefore a need for systems to be able to handle change in models 
to meet particular circumstances. This will usually involve facilitating forms of sharing and 
reuse of functionality between models, as it will be inefficient to create new models from 
scratch. This section discusses stages in the model design process, the need for flexibility in 
modelling systems and how this flexibility is catered for in some systems. 
2.3.1 Stages in the model design process 
Many workers have attempted to produce schemes outlining various logical stages in the 
modelling process (e.g. Bossel, 1994; Vanclay, 1994; Innis and O'Neill, 1979). The 
approaches are reviewed in Haefner (1996). The part of the process that is here referred to 
as model realisation begins with series of articulated requirements and ends with a runnable 
model. It is possible to represent these stages in a Data-Flow diagram (Figure 2.1). 
Figure 2.!: Data Flow Diagram showing the various stages involved in the realisation of a model 
Model 	 Model 
requirements çdesignegner 
Model  
design 	 plementer 
Runnable mode 
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Model requirements will typically specify the generality, accuracy and precision required 
from the model. For example, the model requirements may specify that the model must 
give predictions of growth and yield of natural forest for a single silvicultural system. 
Alternatively the requirements may specify that the model gives predictions of growth and 
yield of natural forest under different logging intensities, or growth and yield of forest 
plantation under a single management system. The model designer will typically develop a 
design using conceptualisations from a particular modelling paradigm. For example, 'state 
variable' is a conceptualisation from the Systems Dynamics modelling paradigm (Caswell 
ci at., 1972; Bossel, 1994). State variables are variables in a model that have a number of 
special properties. They: 
describe the state of a modelled system at a point in time; 
must be initialised at the start of a simulation; 
change through increment or decrement in the course of a simulation; 
A single model may employ several state variables, each of which captures a particular 
detail of the modelled system. More formally the conceptualisation of 'state variable' may 
be thought of as a class (i.e. a template used for creating individual model state variables) 
which can be instantiated in one or more model designs by specifying particular 
relationships and properties. For example, a state variable could be assigned the name 
'stem-diameter' and the units of 'em' in a model design. 
The end product created by the model designer is a model design i.e. a specification of all 
the decisions taken in the design process. Model designs may be formal or informal, 
diagram-based or text-based. Formal designs are complete in that enough information is 
present so that arbitrary decisions taken by the implementer will not affect results produced 
by the runnable model. Five different classes of design can be recognised: 
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Informal, text-based designs. These designs are comprehensible but may be 
unambiguous or incomplete. Accounts of models presented as papers in scientific 
journals are examples of this kind of design (although these accounts may draw on 
diagrams or equations they tend to be primarily textual). The main disadvantage of this 
kind of design is that often the vital details are omitted so that it is impossible to recreate 
the model on this basis alone. For example, parameter values may be omitted or detail 
on how a particular part of the model functions. 
Informal diagram-based designs. These designs are comprehensible but may be 
ambiguous or incomplete. For example, state-transition diagrams, entity-relationship 
diagrams, data-flow diagrams and inheritance diagrams can all be used to express some 
details of models based on the object-oriented paradigm (Runibaugh et al., 1991). These 
designs are similar to informal text-based designs in that they must be implemented by 
human computer programmers as decisions will often need to be taken on details not 
specified in the design. They may for example, indicate that 'tree' is a class of 'plant', 
and possesses the method 'grow' but give no information on how this should be 
implemented. 
Formal, text-based designs. These designs differ from the previous two kinds in that 
they are typically complete and unambiguous. These often employ a language with 
special vocabulary, syntax and semantics for expressing design details. For example, 
Muetzelfeldt et al., (1989) describe how such languages can be based on the syntax of 
the logic programming language Prolog, while Maxwell and Costanza (1997) describe a 
language used to create a set of objects used in model simulations. Abel and Niven 
(1990) describe how a language called 'z', which is based on set theory, can be used to 
develop a model of the ecology of a species of octopus. This type of design is usually 
complete and so unambiguous. Moreover, in the case of Prolog representations, a lot of 
useful functionality can readily be incorporated into tools for model design. Such tools 
may be used to check the structure of a model for correctness, or to allow users to 
interrogate the model to determine its structure (Muetzelfeldt et al., 1989). 
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Formal, equation-based. In some cases it may be possible to completely describe a 
model using one or more equations. For example, the famous Lotka-Volterra predator 
prey model can be described using two differential equations (e.g. Renshaw, 1991). This 
formalism, while simple, is not good for expressing the structure of many modern 
models. 	For example, it cannot be readily adapted to capture details of the 
disaggregation patterns used in a model. 
Formal, diagram-based. The designs created in a modelling environment such as Stella 
(High Performance Systems, Inc., 1992), ModelMaker, (Cherwell Scientific, 1998), 
Powersim (ModellData, 1995) and AME (R. Muetzelfeldt,pers. comm.) are examples of 
this kind of design. Diagrams in these systems are used to specify compartment-flow 
models. Different shapes are used to represent different kinds of concept. For example, 
boxes may correspond to state variables, while circles may correspond to intermediate 
variables. One disadvantage of using this approach is that it can be difficult to express 
some features that can readily be expressed as algorithms in a text-based design. For 
example, it is quite natural to express the nature of a logging operation as an algorithm 
e.g. 'remove all trees on slopes that are less than 15 % and that are over 50 cm in stem 
diameter'. Expressing this in a diagram-based formalism is difficult if not impossible. 
Model realisation (the process of expressing the model in a form that enables inferences to 
be drawn about its behaviour) involves the implementation of the model in one of several 
ways: 
1. Manual coding of model design. In this approach a human computer programmer is 
responsible for taking the design and producing an implementation. This involves 
production of source-code in a computer language such as BASIC, Pascal, C, C++ or 
FORTRAN, compilation of the program, testing and debugging. The ultimate output of 
the process is a stand-alone program (i.e. an application) that allows users to conduct 
simulation runs with the model. 
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Automatic source code generation. In this approach the design is passed to a special 
software program called a code generator. This then produces source code that can be 
compiled to produce a runnable model. In the approach described by Muetzelfeldt ci al. 
(1989), a concise specification is passed to a code generator (written in Prolog). The 
code-generator then produces the high level source-code (for example BASIC code) 
necessary to implement the model. The code can then be linked and compiled in the 
normal way to produce a runnable model. The advantages of this approach are that the 
production of the first runnable model is much faster and also that as the process is 
automatic errors are less likely to occur so that less time testing and debugging is 
required. 
Automatic interpretation of model design. In this approach the model design is passed to 
a special piece of software called a model interpreter. The interpreter then allows users 
to run the model. In this case the bringing together of the design and the interpreter 
creates the 'runnable model'. It is not a stand-alone program in the way that runnable 
models produced by the previous two methods are. The approach also differs from the 
previous two in that the production and compilation of source-code does not take place. 
This approach is used in the formal diagram-based systems discussed in the last section 
i.e. Stella, AME and Powersim. The advantage of this approach is that a single piece of 
software must be used (in the previous approach at least three must be used - code 
generator, compiler and linker). While in theory this should not make a difference when 
other pieces of software are automatically invoked, in practice it does, as the process is 
more robust. This enables stages of the model realisation process to be more tightly 
integrated. 
2.3.2 	Handling chances to model design through time 
In the course of the modelling activity, models are inevitably changed to take account of 
new circumstances. The rationale for making these changes and the way in which the 
changes are organised vary widely. Such factors can have major implications for the 
optimal planning of modelling activity, and it is for this reason that they are discussed in 
this section. 
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Reasons for changes in model design fall into two categories: 
'Refinement' of model design through increase in complexity. Most schemes for model 
development specify an iterative process of some kind, with model results being 
compared with real data (validation) and the model being changed to reflect any 
shortcomings that are found (Haefner, 1996; Bossel, 1995; Kimmins, 1996; Vanclay, 
1994). Sometimes these changes may involve parameterisation but often they will 
involve increasing the complexity of the model design. For example, model designs may 
be progressively altered to include nutrient dynamics, water relations and response to 
increased CO2. It is often implicit in these approaches that the end-goal of refinement is 
a single representation of the forest that is useful for many purposes. This model 
development rationale has been strongly criticised on two grounds. First model 
representations can never be complete (Bossel, 1994; Haefner, 1996; Vanclay, 1995). It 
follows that the quality of a model can be assessed is in relation to a specific objective. 
They can therefore never be completely 'general purpose' (Rothenberg, 1993). Second 
additional complexity often does not yield improvements in model prediction, but 
actually makes models more difficult to use. The lack of improvement in prediction may 
arise because in any one situation only a subset of the factors represented in the model 
may actually influence the observed behaviour of the model. This means that complex 
models often require parameterisation, which may be expensive or otherwise difficult 
and which adds nothing to the quality of the model predictions (Passioura, 1993; 
Kimmins, 1993). 
New requirements for the model. A single model should be designed for a purpose and 
will only be valid for a certain range of conditions. This fact is very widely 
acknowledged in the modelling community (e.g. Bossel, 1995; Kimmins, 1996; Vanclay, 
1994). In the context of sustainable forest management new requirements may arise for 
a number reasons: there is a need to adapt the modelling for a different forest type; there 
is a need to adapt the modelling for new silvicultural systems or to take account of new 
management goals; there is a need to make use of new understanding of the biology of 
the system. As discussed in Section 1 .2, the first of these two are inevitable when 
attempting sustainable forest management. 
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While the various rationales for changing model designs are often discussed, the 
consequences of adopting a particular development paradigm are not. These are important 
as they can significantly influence the effectiveness of a modelling system. In general, the 
way that changes in model design are organised as part of modelling activity is very 
variable. However two extremes of behaviour that are here called 'centralised' and 
'collaborative' modelling can be recognised. A diagrammatic representation of these two 
kinds is given in Figure 2.2. 
Figure 2.2: Different ways in which model development through time can be organised. Circles 
represent different versions of a model. a) shows 'centralised' modelling in which a single version is 
in use at any point in time, while b) shows 'collaborative' modelling in which different versions may 
co-exist at the same point in time. 




In centralised modelling, the model design evolves in a linear fashion, and a single version 
of the model is maintained at a central location. Centralised modelling is a natural way of 
handling change due to model refinement e.g. adaptation of models to include nutrient 
dynamics. There is no need to retain previous versions of a model, because the successor is 
regarded to be superior in one or more respects. 
The development of the FORMIX series of models provides an example of centralised 
models. These were all developed by workers at the Environmental Systems Research 
Group of the University of Kassel. Three versions were produced FORMIX, FORMIX2 and 
FORMIX3 (Bossel and Kreiger, 1991; 1994; Huth et al., 1997). The main change between 
versions 1 and 2 was the introduction of species disaggregation, while changes between 
version 2 and 3 focussed on the way that growth was represented. 
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In collaborative modelling, modelling activity is not linear. Different modellers may be 
responsible for adapting a model to a particular set of circumstances. Collaborative 
modelling is a natural way of handling change in model design that adapts models to local 
situations, as collection of data and adaptation of models to suit a particular forest is best 
undertaken close to the forest in question. It is also useful for parallel development of 
models so that many different problems can be addressed at once. 
The modelling activity that resulted in the production of HyPar is a good example of 
collaborative modelling. Initially a gap model called ZELIG (described in Urban et al., 
1991) was joined to an ecosystem process model called FOREST-BGC (described in 
Running and Coughlan, 1988) to create a model called HYBRID (Friend and Schugart, 
1993). This model was then joined to a crop model called PARCH to create a model which 
became known by the name HyPar (Lawson et al., 1995). In parallel with this PARCH was 
also joined to the model MAESTRO (Wang and Jarvis, 1990), which was itself a descendant 
of pre-existing models developed for use in New Zealand and the USA (Lawson et al., 
1995) 
A general consequence of pursuing collaborative modelling is that the facilitation of sharing 
and reuse of model functionality becomes much more important. This is because if the 
system is to work efficiently then models and model fragments will be exchanged and 
reused by a community of users. 
2.3.3 Sharing and reuse of modelling functionality 
It is often the case that different models have certain features in common, either by accident 
or design. Models may be developed to satisfy similar objectives and designed to be used 
by a similar user-group. This will typically lead to convergence in features, even when 
models are developed independently. 
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Two types of functionality are often shared between models that are developed as part of a 
collaborative effort: interface and content. Implementation interface is used to structure the 
way that humans interact with a model. In modern modelling systems users typically 
interact with a Graphical User Interface mounted on a PC. The interface will usually make 
use of metaphors (conventions that draw on experience users possess from a different 
context) and idioms (other useful conventions). For example, modelling software developed 
for the MS WindowsTM  operating system often uses an idiom whereby the main window of 
the application has a menu bar which has the menu command 'File' under which options for 
loading files and exiting the software can be found. 
The content of a model design details how the generic conceptualisations used to build the 
model such as 'state variable' are used in the model to capture details of the system being 
modelled. For example, the information that trees are represented by the state variables 
'stem-diameter', 'height' and 'crown-radius' is part of the content of a model. Model 
designs that are developed in parallel to satisfy similar objectives will often share a large 
amount of content. For example, models that capture different management options may 
use the same set of data to represent trees in the stand, and the same equations to specify the 
calculation of tree attributes such as height and volume. 
Collaborative modelling efforts vary in the degree which they facilitate and encourage 
sharing and reuse of model interfaces and content. In some there may be specific provision 
to support sharing with minimal effort, while in others it requires fundamental re-
implementation of shared features. The various mechanisms by which sharing and reuse are 
achieved are reviewed in the following sections. 
Sharing of interface 
The main advantage of collaboration in which all models use the same interface is that the 
time taken for users to learn how to interact with new models is much reduced. In general 
the tasks that a model will be used for are fairly standard, even if the details of how the tasks 
are performed may differ considerably between models. Typically they are used to: 
. 	Initialise models with data concerning the state of the modelled system at the start of a 
simulation; 
. Initialise models with any other data required; 
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Start and interrupt model simulations; 
Produce visualisations of the stand in the course of a simulation; 
Graph time-series results; 
Output results to file; 
Compare different experimental treatments; 
Conduct sensitivity analysis; 
Sharing and reuse of a model interface is possible when models are standardised in some 
way. Usually a specification of how standardisation will occur takes place before the 
models have first been implemented. In this case all models will be constructed to conform 
to a pre-existing standard. However alteration of pre-existing models to conform to a 
standard so that they can use a pre-existing interface is also possible (e.g. Knox c/ al., 1994). 
Sharing and reuse of model interfaces can take place in three ways: 
I. 	Partial standardisation of design content. If models share at least some of the same 
content then the construction of a standard model interface becomes 
straightforward. This is because detail specific to a single model design does not 
need to be stored and accessed by the interface. For example, in a set of models 
trees may be represented by the same data items of stem diameter, height and 
crown-radius. As the model representation of trees is the same across all models, 
the modelling interface does not need to consult a file where data on the 
representation of trees used in a particular model is stored. This approach is 
particularly common when realisation of new models is undertaken by a human 
computer programmer who creates new source-code. For example, the three 
versions of FORMIX described in the next section share a very similar interface. 
This was not created from scratch each time but by joining pre-existing interface 
code to code for the new model. 
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2. 	Standardisation of design conceptualisations. If the conceptualisations used to 
define model content (e.g. state variable) are standardised across a set of models of 
differing content then it is sometimes possible to construct an interface that can 
work with all the different models. In this approach the interface consults a model 
design detailing how different conceptualisations are used in a particular model. 
This is the approach taken in modelling environments such as Stella and AME. 
For example, if all models adhere to the same conceptualisation of 'parameter' then 
it is easier to construct a generic interface tool that allows users to change parameter 
values. This can be done by: 
defining values (such as e.g. growth coefficients or logging characteristics) 
to be instances of 'parameter' in the model design; 
reading values identified as being 'parameters' into the model interface; 
C) 	manipulating such 'parameters' in the modelling interface in a manner 
consistent with the conceptualisation. 	For example this could mean 
allowing users to change these values at any point in a simulation while 
preventing the user from changing other values used in the model. 
These steps mean that the modelling interface can provide a high-level of 
functionality (in terms of support for handling parameters) for models which may 
vary a lot in content. 
3. 	Translating models so that they can be used with different interfaces. In some cases 
it may be possible to 'translate' model designs so that they become compatible with 
an interface despite not sharing the same design conceptualisations. This is useful 
because: 
It may be desirable to use specialised interfaces to perform particular tasks. 
For example, some modelling tools may have a high level of support for 
visualisation of simulation data (e.g. have tools for construction of profile 
diagrams of forest stands) while others may have a high level of support for 
model construction e.g. Stella. 
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It is difficult to ensure interface standardisation with respect to 
conceptualisations. Interfaces may be constructed by different people for 
different tasks at different times. 
Translation could involve, for example, substituting terms. For example, what is 
known in one system as an 'object' might be known in others as a 'sub-model'. 
Although translation of this kind is not currently used in the domain of ecological 
modelling, a lot of effort is focussed on developing technologies to support this kind 
of activity (e.g. Neches et al., 1991). 
Sharing of model content 
The main benefits of adopting a modelling system that supports sharing and reuse of model 
content concern the ease with which new models can be created. Sharing and reuse are also 
useful for collaborative modelling - different workers can exchange models or parts of 
models that they have created. Another advantage is the ease with which models with some 
shared content can be compared with one another: if models are developed separately then 
there will inevitably be problems with inconsistencies such as different model designers or 
implementers using different names for the same quantity. 
Sharing of model content is a non-trivial exercise as very often parts of a model are inter-
dependent. For example, an algorithm for calculating the diameter increment of an 
individual tree may use inputs of stem diameter and crown-dimensions. This means that if 
it is to be used in some model then both stem diameter and crown-dimensions must be 
represented in the model. This may not be the case in all models, so that the mechanism for 
sharing the algorithms must check that an algorithm is compatible with the rest of a model 
design. 
Modelling systems can be divided into two kinds: those in which model content is packaged 
specifically to support interchange between models; and those in which model content is not 
packaged to support interchange of model content between models. In the former packages 
of design content are often referred to as modules so that the systems that use them can be 
called modular systems. 
Non-modular systems 
Sharing and reuse of model content is difficult in non-modular systems. There are a number 
of problems: often models from which it is desired to lift and use content are written in 
different languages or designed to run on different platforms; often the model design is 
informal and incomplete so that the implementer must work with the model at the level of 
source code; there are no groupings of design elements to simplify the process of plugging 
and unplugging fragments of model content. 
Some of these problems are illustrated by the experiences of a single three year agroforestry 
research programme undertaken by a group based in Edinburgh (Lawson et al., 1995). This 
group undertook no less than three separate model 'linkages'. In each of these linkages two 
pre-existing models were joined. Mobbs (1995) describes the way this took place for one of 
these linkages in which a forest model (Hybrid) was linked with a crop model (PARCH). 
Initially this joining took the form of running the tree model, storing output from the model 
in a file, then running the crop model using the tree model data as input (though the inputs 
and outputs of the models had to be altered to make the models compatible). As Mobbs 
Points out, this meant that there was no feedback from the crop to the trees. Subsequent to 
the first attempt at linking the models an attempt was made to reimplement the models so 
that they could run concurrently. This was complicated because the models were designed 
to run on different platforms (UNIX and DOS), were written in different languages 
(FORTRAN 77 and Visual Basic for DOS) and one (PARCH) had a graphical user interface 
while the other did not. Initially an attempt was made to keep both models separate and 
implemented in their native language. This involved changing Hybrid to a PC platform, 
then arranging so that a tree sub-routine within PARCH called the Hybrid executable. 
However, this was found to exceed the memory capacity of the PC. Finally, PARCH was 
translated to FORTRAN, and the two models were combined at the level of source code. 
One disadvantage of the latter was that the graphical user interface of PARCH was lost. 
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Sometimes claims concerning modular program structure are made on a basis that is 
disingenuous. For example, it is sometimes argued that any computer program that uses 
constructs such as 'functions' or 'procedures' or 'subroutines' is modular. This is because 
each function is ostensibly a piece of code with a recognisable boundary and a defined set of 
inputs and outputs (i.e. the arguments to the function). The argument made is that this 
structure means that it is easier to manage substitution of one function for another, so that 
the system satisfies the conditions for modularity. However, it is frequently the case that a 
function modifies data that is not in its argument list. In the past programs often made use 
of data with global scope i.e. data that can be read or written in any part of a program (e.g. 
common blocks in FORTRAN). This data can be both read and changed within a function 
without appearing in the argument list. This means that the content of a function must be 
inspected on a line-by-line basis to check for dependencies, so that functions can only be 
said to be modules in the weakest sense of the word. More sophisticated programming 
paradigms may make more use of encapsulation i.e. restricting access to data so that any 
changes take place in a structured fashion. 
Modular systems 
Modular systems simplify sharing and reuse by placing permanent, well-defined boundaries 
around pieces of model content. Each of these boundaries encloses one or more model 
design elements. When modules contain more than one design element then the group of 
design elements within a single module are logically related in some way. Different kinds 
of module are used in different systems. In some a module corresponds to an algorithm 
(e.g. an equation for calculating tree height on the basis of diameter); in others it is a 
definition of an entity that is captured in the model (e.g. a tree); in others it may correspond 
to a 'sub-model' (e.g. water relations sub-model of a forest stand model). All of these can 
be classified according to whether the module specifies representation data used in a model, 
algorithms used in a model or a set of logically related data and algorithms. 
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Modules simplify interchange of model content because they define permanent boundaries 
within models. Every time content is interchanged an effort must be made to deal with 
dependencies (e.g. if an algorithm for calculating tree diameter increment on the basis of 
competition index is to be incorporated into a model then tree competition must be 
represented). In a non-modular system this may involve making checks to ensure that the 
requirements for every design element are met before incorporation of a model fragment. 
This may sometimes involve a painstaking search of thousands of lines of source code. 
When fragments of model content are permanently defined two options become possible: 
Structuring fragments so that sets of fragments share the same requirements and hence 
members of the same set can be interchanged. Often this is done so as to minimise the 
requirements for modules so that they can be used in a wide variety of circumstances. 
This often involves 'hiding' (i.e. encapsulating) the contents inside the module in such a 
way that modules of diverse content can substitute for one another. Encapsulation is a 
well-established and respected technique for increasing sharing and reuse of computer 
software components (e.g. Blair, 1994; Booch, 1994; Goodland, 1995). 
'Tagging' the fragments with information concerning the requirements that must be met 
for their use. In this case interchange will involve comparing requirements for the 
module with the rest of the design to determine compatibility. Muetzelfeldt (1995) 
describes this approach. He shows how information on the requirements for a module 
can be represented and manipulated using the Prolog computer programming language. 
This can aid the process of model design in three ways: the designer can select a module, 
then be advised if it is compatible with the rest of the current model design; the designer 
can ask the computer to list all modules that are compatible with the current design to 
ease the process of decision making; and the designer can be prompted to supply the 
additional information required by a specific module. 
Both of these approaches mean that time-consuming analysis of the fragments need only be 
done once when the module is defined instead of every time an interchange is required. 
Topologies of modularity can be classified according to the way that module repositories 
are used. A repository is simply an entity, either conceptual or physical, that stores modular 
material. Figure 2.3 shows one of the most important schemes of modularity in use in 
ecological modelling systems. In this scheme there is only one kind of module repository, 
the module design repository. The designer selects module designs from the repository and 
these are directly incorporated into the model design. The full design is then passed to the 
implementer that creates a runnable model. There is no use of other module material within 
the system. For this to work the model designs must be complete and comprehensible by 
the Model implementer (whether this is a human being or a piece of software). 
Figure 2.3: Modularity using a single module repository 
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This topology is often used in systems that utilise formal, complete model designs with 
automated implementation. For example, the ModelMaker, Powersim and AME modelling 
environments use this form of modularity. In all of these systems modules are contained in 
files that can be 'loaded' into a model. The loaded modules can be inspected and edited in 
the same way as other model content. Edited modules can then be saved. New modules can 
also be created as part of the normal design process. This form of modularity differs from 
the others described in this section in that modules are completely transparent in that their 
content is apparent to the model designer without any need for elaborate schemes of module 
documentation or inspection of source-code. 
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The second common topology for incorporation of modules is shown in Figure 2.4. In this 
scheme there are two kinds of module repository: the module design repository and the 
module implementation repository. The designer chooses which modules to incorporate 
based on information in the module design repository. These choices form part of the 
design transmitted to the model implementer. The implernenter then takes the appropriate 
module implementations from their repository and incorporates them in the runnable model. 
Figure 2.4: Modularity using two module repositories 
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The module design repository can be formal or informal in the same way as the model 
design can be. Often informal, text-based descriptions are used. For example, when using a 
software library such as that provided by an operating system (e.g. the MS Windows 
Application Programmers Interface) there would usually be a text description of the 
different functions, their arguments and the way that each is designed to be used. Often this 
documentation will be on-line. At the very least the module design must indicate the name 
of the module and what it does. 
The module implementation repository stores modules in a form that is closer to the form in 
which they will eventually be used. The main advantage of using this approach is that the 
production of a runnable model from a model design can proceed more quickly. The 
module implementation repository contains modules in either source-code form or in binary 
form (but the same repository can only store one of these forms). It can be a Dynamic Link 
Library (a DLL), a source-code library or an import library. One disadvantage of this is 
approach is that effort must be expended to ensure module design and module 
implementation repositories remain consistent at all times. This is the familiar, onerous 
problem of documentation of computer software. 
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In any scheme where an implementation repository is used the implementer has the task of 
joining the thing that invokes and manages the modules to the module implementations. 
This can be done in two ways: static linking (when implementations are stored as source-
code) and dynamic linking (when the module implementations are in binary form). Static 
linking is usually undertaken as part of the compilation of source-code to produce 
executable code. In contrast dynamic-linking takes place when a piece of executable code is 
running (i.e. without any extra compilation of source-code). 
Both static and dynamic linking define module inter/aces for the purposes of compilation. 
These consist of information on the module that must be present when the code unit that 
invokes the module is compiled to allow it to use the module. For example, for a code unit 
to be able to link to a function it needs to know the name of the function and some 
information on its inputs and outputs. The input and output information required comprises 
both the total number of arguments and the type of each argument. (Collectively this set of 
information constitutes a Junction prototype.) If one of the arguments is an abstract data 
type (such as 'tree' or 'gridsquare') then this type must be defined when modules and the 
code unit that invokes them are compiled. The representation data used for modelled 
entities may also form part of a module interface when a module contains a class definition 
for the modelled entity. In order for a code unit to access member functions associated with 
the class information on the class member data and member function prototypes must be 
present when the code unit that uses the module is compiled. 
Dynamic linking contrasts with static linking in that it is possible to alter module selections 
without recompilation of either the modules or the code unit that invokes them. This means 
that the process of selecting modules can be more tightly integrated with the process of 
running models. For example, it may be possible for a user to change the modules used in a 
model between runs of the model. 
A special form of dynamic-linking was used as the basis of modularity in the LandLord 
system (Duncan Heathfield,pers. comm.). In this system a series of cells is used to model a 
surface of some kind -in the past the system has been used to represent Mediterranean 
landscapes. A separate model is associated with each cell. These models are created by 
repeatedly producing instances based on the class definition stored in binary form in a 
module implementation repository (a DLL). 
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There are two main problems with dynamic linking. First, model design is effectively split 
into two stages. In the first, which is usually carried out only once, a 'framework' 
consisting of all the module interfaces is specified. Typically interfaces will be designed to 
be as 'generic' as possible. As mentioned previously, often the definition of interfaces 
involves deciding on the representation of modelled entities. For example, this stage might 
involve deciding on a generic tree representation using data of location, stem diameter and 
height. Using this approach it is not possible to change the detail of the representation e.g. 
by adding information on crown dimensions. 
The second stage will typically take place when the model is actually running. A different 
person to the original programmer will often undertake this stage. The second person will 
have a well-defined problem to solve, while the first person will be trying to specify a 
generic solution. One problem with this is that the original programmer may not be 
sufficiently aware of specific issues to produce a useful framework; the second person may 
be forced to constrain their design to fit the sub-optimal framework produced by the original 
programmer. 
The second problem with dynamic-linking is that it is not good at providing support for 
choosing different modules on the basis of their content. This may have arisen because it 
has been primarily designed for applications other than ecological modelling. For example 
in a computer operating system a module stored in a DLL may be used to handle interaction 
between a computer and a printer. In this case only one module needs to be used i.e. that 
applicable for the printer that is currently connected to the computer. The module must 
perform certain standard tasks, but the printer user is usually completely oblivious to how it 
performs them without any ill effects. The problem of supplying information about how a 
module works in order that an informed choice of module can be made does not occur. This 
module may be updated to increase functionality, but only one module will ever be 
applicable at a time. 
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In contrast, in ecological modelling, the content of a module is critical for making design 
decisions. Consider the case of tree growth. In areas that do not experience seasonal water 
restriction it is unnecessary to model the affect of water limitation on growth (this leads to 
redundant and expensive parameterisation). Two modules for capturing tree growth may be 
present, one capturing water limitation, the other not. To make the appropriate choice the 
designer must know the content of each. As the module implementations are stored in 
binary form it is not possible for the person undertaking selection to determine what they do 
by inspection. For this reason documentation of modules must be extremely rigorous, and a 
rigorous procedure must be adopted to ensure complete correspondence between the module 
and its documented description. 
Modular systems which make use of source-code repositories may be divided into two 
kinds: those in which source-code is compiled and linked without any alteration; those in 
which source-code is modified before compilation and linking. McGown el al. (1994) 
describe a system called APSIM for creating models of agricultural crops in which source-
code is drawn from a repository, compiled and linked without modification. In this system 
the modules contain functions and the module interface is the function prototype. However, 
because source-code is not modified it means that modules that are substituted for each 
other must share the same standard prototype. For example, this means that routines in 
alternative 'crop' modules must have the same names and the same inputs and outputs. 
In other systems source-code is modified before being statically-linked in the process of 
model creation. In these systems 'modules' could contain, for example, the definition for a 
particular class of object. Several of these systems have been specifically developed for 
ecological modelling (Lorek and Sonnenschein, 1998; Baveco and Smeulders, 1992; 
Lhotka, 1994; Larkin et al. 1988; Costanza and Maxwell, 1997). The model implementer is 
a human computer programmer who customises the generic (i.e. foundation) classes to suit 
their purposes. This customisation may take the form of adding new member data to class, 
adding new member functions to the class or changing the way in which pre-existing 
member functions are carried out. For example, Lorek and Sonnenschein (1998) describe 
how member data of 'weight' and age' and member functions of 'catch mouse', 'growOld' 
and 'fly' were added to a class definition from a library to create a new class called 'eagle'. 
Once the programmer has finished customising source code it can then be compiled to 
create a stand-alone application that can be used to carry out simulation runs. 
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2.3.4 Formulation of a strategy for model development 
The following principles can be abstracted from the material in Section 2.3: 
Formal model designs offer many advantages over informal designs. Formal designs are 
unambiguous and complete. In addition they can be used to automatically generate 
runnable models. They may also support other tasks such as model interrogation and 
model checking. 
Collaborative modelling is very common and is an effective way of addressing many 
problems. Collaborative modelling is a natural way of handling the adaptation of models 
to different forest types and different modelling objectives, but requires the adoption of 
well-defined procedures. 
Common interfaces for models are a way of increasing the effectiveness with which 
models can be used and exchanged. 
Sharing and reuse of model content can increase the effectiveness with which new 
models can be developed. 
Sharing and reuse of model content can be facilitated by modularity in which modules 
are 'tagged' with information concerning their requirements. Other methods that rely on 
encapsulation are less useful. 
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3. Requirements specification for SYMFOR 
Requirements analysis and specification is recognised as being an important part of the 
process of software development. Requirements analysis typically involves two stages: 
identification of stakeholders and elicitation from stakeholders of the features they would 
like to see included in the final software. A stakeholder may be defined as anyone 
possessing (at least potentially) a strategic interest in the development and use of the 
software. The concept is more valuable than that of 'users' with respect to requirements 
specification. This is because often those who have a stake in software such that they would 
seek to influence its development and benefit from a good design will not be those who will 
sit down at a computer and interact directly with the software. For example, someone who 
is responsible for software in a government institution may not themselves ever use 
software, but may have clear ideas about features that they would like to see incorporated 
and benefit from the effective use of the software. 
3.1 STAKEHOLDERS 
The following analysis considers potential stakeholders in SYMFOR. Several different 
activities formed the basis of the analysis presented in this section: 
Discussions with forestry professionals in Indonesia (Muetzelfeldt and Young, 1996; 
1997). 
Feedback from workshops and presentations undertaken in Indonesia (Muetzelfeldt and 
Young, 1996; 1997). 
Studies undertaken by Indonesian forestry professionals as part of their Studies at 
University of Edinburgh University (Wibowo, 1995; Raharja, 1996). 
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3.1.1 Government Researchers 
In general this class of stakeholder is responsible for applied research i.e. research which 
yields results of direct application for management. This may take the form of conducting 
trials of new silvicultural systems e.g. experimenting with different harvesting cycles or 
intensities. Government researchers may advise government on policy for forest 
exploitation. Government Research departments are unlikely to be able to have enough 
resourcing to establish and maintain a high density of permanent sample plots over a large 
geographical area. Instead they may have a role co-ordinating and supporting researchers in 
concession companies. 
Requirements: 
evaluation of silvicultural treatments.- Government researchers may have a role in 
conducting preliminary investigations of new techniques. 
efficient yield table generation - There is a need for researchers to produce yield tables 
that can be of use to forest managers. 
creation of new model designs - There is a need for researchers to be able to adapt 
models to respond to changes in policy with respect to forest utilisation and to respond 
to new insights or findings in research. In addition to creating models for their own use, 
government researchers may also create new models based on designs supplied by 
outside agencies such as concession companies. 
realisation of new model designs - There is a need for researchers to be able to 
implement new model designs as runnable models. 
full technical documentation of models - Researchers working for concession 
companies will be responsible for the design of data collection protocols for calibration 
and initialisation data. For them to do this effectively they must have a clear idea of the 
structure of the model and the way in which the data is used. 
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3.1.2 Research and Development personnel in Concession companies 
This class of user is responsible for managing and directing applied research in forest 
concessions. This will typically involve the setting up and maintenance of permanent 
sample plots within the concession area - this is currently a statutory duty for the concession 
companies in Indonesia. They also have a role in advising concession managers on the 
productivity of different silvicultural systems. They may produce research notes on the 
findings from their research. R&D personnel have identical requirements to Government 
Researchers, with the possible exception that they may not be able to realise models 
themselves. Instead they may be able to transmit new designs to the Government 
researchers, who may undertake the process of implementation and return a runnable model 
to them. 
3.1.3 University Researchers 
This class of stakeholder is responsible for theoretical and applied research. Typically they 
will be less constrained by the need to produce results that are immediately applicable in 
management. This may enable them to undertake a diverse set of investigations, some of 
which may ultimately form the basis of more intensive applied research. For example, they 
may be able to study the effect of simulation plot size on estimation bias caused by edge 
effects. 
Requirements: 
flexible methods for display of output - The range of subjects for investigation by this 
class of stakeholder will be large. 
meaningful display of model results - When undertaking a large number of 
investigations the importance of eyeballing data is greater. 
creation of new model designs - The diversity of investigations likely to be undertaken 
by this class of stakeholder means that this feature is especially vital. 
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full technical documentation of models - University researchers are likely to be 
especially interested in behaviour caused by subtleties in the model design and 
implementation process (such as order in which model calculations are performed). 
While often the impact of these factors may be minimal sometimes it can be extremely 
important. 
3.1.4 Forestry Trainers 
This class of stakeholder is responsible for training future forest managers. For the subject 
Of silviculture there is a need to cover the advantages and disadvantages of different 
silvicultural systems and to cover principles such as experimental design and data analysis. 
While it is possible to analyse the results from pre-existing experiments or to discuss the 
principles of experimental procedure it is difficult to tackle these subjects in an interactive 
(and therefore possibly more stimulating and educationally beneficial) manner. 
Requirements: 
interactive simulation - Simulations run fast enough so that it is possible for users to 
interact with them in real time. 
ease of use - Students will not have time to spend becoming acquainted with subtleties 
of software operation. 
meaningful display of data - The purpose is to stimulate students and good visualisation 
is very useful in this respect. 
3.1.5 Forest Operations Managers 
This class of stakeholder is responsible for managing the forest on a day to day basis. 
Amongst the myriad decisions they take are: 
splitting up of forests into management blocks. 
deciding on the order in which blocks should be harvested. 
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Forest managers will not need to use simulation software in their everyday work. However 
to be effective managers they should understand the concepts of precision, accuracy and 
generality in productivity estimation. This will help them to assess risk. 
Requirements: 
software should provide growth and yield tables that can be used in day-to-day 
management decisions. 
Since this class of stakeholder will not have a high need to interact directly with the 
software they do not have any direct requirements for software design. 
3.2 REQUIREMENTS 
This section develops and synthesises the requirements of the last section. The presentation 
of requirements given in this section is 'flat' i.e. no attempt is made to exploit hierarchical 
relationships between different requirements. This is despite the fact that some of the 
requirements are clearly subsidiary to others. For example, modularity may help support 
collaborative modelling. The reason that hierarchical classifications are avoided is that a 
single requirement may be important in relation to more than one higher -level requirement, 
so that it is difficult to use a single hierarchical classification. 
Forest nroduction estimates 
The framework should provide long term estimates offorest production. 
Growth and yield estimates are essential for sustainable or wise forest management 
(Section 1.2). Second and later cycle timber yields (i.e. long term predictions) are 
important as well as first cycle yields. 
The framework should be able to cope with spatial variability in forests. 
Spatial variability within areas of forest of the same type may be substantial (Section 
1.2.2). 
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The framework should be able to predict the impact of different  harvesting practices 
('such as reduced impact logging) and different harvesting intensities on forest 
production. 
There is a growing recognition that the way in which harvesting takes place is 
important as well as the harvesting intensity in determining future growth and yield 
(Section 1.2.1). 
The framework should be able to predict the impact o/silvicultural operations other 
than harvesting (e.g. replanting or cleaning of the stand) on jbrest production. 
Silvicultural operations may, in some circumstances, have a significant affect on 
growth and yield (Section 1 .1). 
Representation of forest processes 
Models should capture disturbance in forest stands. 
Disturbance is an important concept for explaining and predicting dynamics in forest 
ecosystems (Section 2. 1.3) 
Models should capture recovery from disturbance in forest stands. 
Recovery from disturbance involves several processes, any one of which may 
constrain recovery and so affect the long-term dynamics of the forest (Section 2.1.3). 
Models should capture species-specific behaviour as far as possible. 
Species may vary substantially in their response to environmental conditions, and this 
variability can have important consequences for forest dynamics (Section 2.1.3). 
Models should capture local interactions and environment within the stand. 
Processes of disturbance (e.g. tree fall) and recovery from disturbance (e.g. 
competition between trees) are essentially local phenomena. Similarly, silvicultural 
processes e.g. design of skidtrails are often undertaken with reference to local 
conditions within the stand (Section 2.1.3). 
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Data collection and handling 
Models in the framework should utilise permanent sample plot data where possible 
Permanent Sample Plot data is widely available, standard techniques exist for their 
collection and the resourcing required to establish and maintain the plots is not 
prohibitive. 
Data requirements for calibration of models should not be excessive. 
It is expensive to augment PSP data and representation of extra processes may not 
necessarily improve the quality of model predictions (Section 2.3.2). 
Recalibration of models should be minimised. 
Recalibration is time-consuming. It is also expensive, in that it may involve the 
collection of new data sets. 
Framework architecture 
The framework should support collaborative modelling. 
Collaborative modelling is both common and desirable (Section 2.3.1). 
The framework should support creation of new model designs. 
There is nearly always a need to redesign models to cope with new circumstances 
(Section 2.3.2). 
The framework should support sharing and reuse of model content. 
Specific provision for sharing and reuse of model content is one way in which both 




The framework should have a formal modelling language capable of specifying the 
content of model designs. 
The framework must be capable of creating and handling different model designs. To 
do this it requires a formalism for capturing details of the content of models. A 
formal language can be engineered to contain sufficient semantic and syntax to 
capture content details. 
The language should make use of concepts and terms from System Dynamics where 
possible. 
Systems Dynamics is a well-established discipline with its own terminology. Using 
Systems Dynamics terminology may make it easier for users with experience of 
Systems Dynamics to operate the framework and may also make it easier for users to 
relate SYMFOR models to the modelling literature (Section 2.2.6). 
The language should be able to specify grouping of logically related design elements. 
Sometimes sets of design elements (e.g. model variables) naturally belong together. 
For example, the variables used to describe a representation unit such as an individual 
tree naturally belong together. It is more efficient to handle these variables as a group 
for some activities (Section 2.2.6). 
The language should be able to specify sharing of design elements by representation 
units. 
In disaggregated stand representations the stand is represented by a set of 
representation units. These units all share features such as model variables. For 
example, a set of trees may be represented by stem-diameter, height and crown-point 
in some model. The language should be able to exploit this so that representation 
units need not be individually specified (Section 2.2.6). 
The language should be able to specify creation and destruction of representation 
units. 
This is a requisite for some kinds of model (those using individual-based 
representations or cohort representations of trees) (Section 2.2.6). 
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User interaction 
There should be a common interface for all models within the framework. 
The learning curve for interacting with new models is substantially reduced if all 
models have a common interface (Section 2.3.3). 
The framework should be usable by people with a limited technical background. 
It is desirable that a large constituency of users, and not simply the original 
programmer will use the software. In particular, users should not need to have a 
programming background to be able to interact with models in the system. 
The framework should support interactive simulation. 
Interactive simulation is an important way of making the software more effective for 
teaching and training applications. 
The framework should provide methods Jbr display of results that can be used with 
models possessing different content. 
It is important to supply users with meaningful information (as opposed to large 
output files of results) because it helps stimulate user interaction and helps users to 
uncover pathological model behaviour. Flexibility is essential for coping with 
different classes of user identified in Section 3.1 (e.g. research scientists and forestry 
trainers) and with models which differ in content. 
The framework should provide information on each model in the system that is 
meaningful, unambiguous and complete. 
Section 2.3.1 discusses how some forms of model design can be incomplete or 
ambiguous. There is a need to provide unambiguous and complete information on 
models in the system. 
4. Design of SYMFOR ontology 
Design as it used here refers to the conceptual phase of development that spans the gap 
between the Requirements phase and the Implementation phase. Design in SYMFOR is 
composed of SYMFOR ontology design and SYMFOR software design. Ontology design 
here refers to the process of refining concepts and defining terms used in SYMFOR. 
Software design involves deciding on how software can be developed so as to meet the 
given requirements. 
This chapter follows a similar format to that of a scientific paper. An introductory section 
briefly describes ontologies and their uses; a methods section details how the SYMFOR 
ontologies were developed; an ontology description section contains the informal ontology; 
a discussion section evaluates the methodologies used and compares the SYMFOR ontology 
with other modelling ontologies. 
4.1 INTRODUCTION TO ONTOLOGIES 
Many different modelling systems are currently in use (Section 2.3). As discussed in 
Section 2.3.1 model designs draw on concepts such as state variable, intermediate variable, 
parameter etc. Model designs produced using different modelling systems may use subtly 
different conceptualisations. For example, in the ModelMaker modelling system (Cherwell 
Scientific, 1998) it is possible to specify a net rate of change for 'compartments' without 
attaching any 'flows'. In other modelling systems such as Stella, (Systems Thinking 
Experimental Learning Laboratory, 1994) 'compartments' can only change by increment or 
decrement associated with attached 'flows'. 	Variation in conceptualisations across 
modelling systems creates two problems: 
. communication of the conceptualisations to other modellers so that they can understand 
them and/or use them for themselves; 
. 	translation of model designs so that they can work in different modelling systems. 
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Both of these problems may be addressed by the development of ontologies for different 
modelling systems. Ontologies are specifications of the conceptualisations used in a 
particular area of interest (Gruber, 1993). They aid communication of conceptualisations in 
that they can serve as reference material for other modellers. 
Ontologies assist with the task of translation because their development can make it easier 
to relate the conceptualisations used in one system to the conceptualisations used in a 
different system. An understanding of these relationships is a pre-requisite for the 
production of translation algorithms for converting a model from one system to another. 
Concepts in different ontologies may be related in a number of different ways, one of the 
most important being inclusion (Farquhar et al., 1995). 
Inclusion is a process in which an ontology uses concepts from another ontology without 
modification. Inclusion is useful because it avoids duplication of effort and also because it 
helps expose and consolidate similarities between different ontologies, so aiding the 
development of translation algorithms. For example, consider a case in which two 
modelling ontologies both use some concept of 'natural number'. When the two are 
developed separately without any inclusion of pre-existing ontologies then each must 
include its own definition of 'natural number'. This is a problem because 'natural number' 
may be differently defined: some mathematicians assume zero is a natural number, while 
others exclude zero. It is therefore possible for the two modelling systems to have different 
definitions. If the definitions are expressed using different terminology or concepts then it 
is difficult to compare the two. 
When an ontology for 'number systems' is included in both systems then it is easier to 
assess the compatibility of modelling systems. Even if it is desirable to use different 
concepts from those of the included ontology, this can be achieved and, what is more, 
explicitly exposed in the new ontology. For example, it the 'number system' ontology 
might define 'natural numbers' to include zero, but it may be required to refer to the set of 
natural numbers with zero included in the new ontology. This can be achieved by defining a 
new concept e.g. 'natural numbers2' might be defined as 'the set of all "natural numbers" 
aside from zero'. This concisely exposes the relationship between the conceptualisations 
used in the different ontologies. 
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Ontologies may be particularly effective in assisting with translation when combined with 
the development of an interchange format for models. This is a model format engineered so 
that it can capture details of model designs constructed using a wide variety of different 
modelling systems. The interchange format is useful because it means that an individual 
modelling system need only perform one translation for model designs to become available 
for use in many different systems. 
There are many different kinds of ontology (Uschold and Gruninger, 1996). It is however 
possible to recognise two broad groups: 
informal - these are ontologies expressed in natural language. These ontologies are 
usually concise and comprehensible, but may be ambiguous or incomplete. 
formal - these are ontologies expressed in artificial, formally defined languages. 
Languages based on first- order predicate logic have been shown to be suitable for 
capturing details of many conceptualisations (Gruber, 1993). First-order predicate logic 
is a powerful representation formalism, and can accommodate other kinds of 
representation such as frame or object based representations or semantic networks 
(Muetzelfeldt ci a!, 1989). These ontologies are usually more complete, and less 
ambiguous than informal ontologies, but may be difficult for domain workers to 
understand. 
Ontologies have been developed and used for diverse applications such as medical 
informatics (Gennari ci al., 1995), engineering (Gruber and Olson, 1994) accounting and the 
modelling of activities carried out in businesses (Stader, 1996). However, as yet there has 
not been an attempt to develop an ontology specifically for ecological modelling. 
Several tools exist for the construction of ontologies. These tools are useful because they 
may provide easy-to-use graphical user interfaces for ontology construction and also may 
provide functionality for specialised activities such as automatic inclusion of existing 
ontologies. Ontolingua is one such tool (Gruber, 1993). It has support for inclusion of 
existing ontologies and it supports collaborative ontology development. 
There are three reasons for using an ontology to describe the conceptualisations developed 
for model design in SYMFOR: 
There is a need to provide a rigorous account of the modelling concepts used in 
SYMFOR as some of the requirements for SYMFOR listed in Chapter 3 are met by 
adopting particular concepts. 
There is a need to assess the suitability of currently available tools for constructing 
ontologies for ecological modelling. 
4.2 METHODS 
Two representations of the SYMFOR ontology were created: an informal representation and 
a formal representation. This follows the practice of Uschold et al. (1998). The two 
representations possess complementary characteristics. The informal ontology is written in 
natural language and should be comprehensible by workers in the domain of ecological 
modelling. The formal representation is more technically precise and conforms to a 
standard (the Ontolingua standard, Gruber (1993)) that allows sharing and reuse of 
ontologies by different software agents and contributes to shared understanding of concepts 
within a community of ontology users. 
4.2.1 Creation of informal ontology 
The informal representation was developed to correspond to the formal representation of the 
ontology. Uschold et al. used three concepts to express details of their ontology that are 
also used in this chapter. The three are: 
Entity - this is a thing e.g. a modelled tree, a module, a parameter 
Relationship - this is a way in which two Entities can be associated e.g. a tree may be 
related to an attribute by the Relationship 'has-attribute', a parameter may be related to a 
module by the relationship 'has-parameter' 
Activity - this is something which takes place over time e.g. an evaluation of tree stem-
diameter 
In the informal version of the ontology highly technical language was avoided. This 
involved replacing some of the very precise language of the formal ontology with less 
precise language that was more comprehensible. In many cases the context of a phrase 
should allow its meaning to be correctly inferred. Three main simplifications were used: 
No distinction was made between the various kinds of 'is-a' relationship. There are at 
least three different kinds of 'is-a' relationship: two kinds of 'instance-of' (instances 
share the same slots as the class and instances share same values as the class) and 'is a 
subclass of. For example, a 'state variable is an initialised datum' indicates that 'state 
variable' is a subclass of 'initialised datum' while 'stem diameter is a state variable' 
indicates that 'stem-diameter' is an instance of 'state variable'. 
No distinction was made between classes and slots in some cases. For example, 'state 
variables are updated...' is more correctly written as 'values of state variables are 
updated'. 
Two conventions are adopted in this chapter. Terms defined in the ontology are written 
with capitals throughout, terms from the meta-ontology begin with a capital letter. The 
informal ontology is described in Section 4.3. 
4.2.2 Creation of the formal ontology 
The formal ontology was created using the Ontolingua ontology development environment. 
The environment is described in Gruber (1993), Fikes and Farquhar (1997). This tool has a 
number of special features: 
high level of support for ontology representation. Ontology representation is achieved 
using the frame ontology supplemented where necessary by user-defined Ontolingua 
axioms. 
In the frame ontology a class is a logical grouping of slots. Each slot may have one or 
more values which indicate the characteristics of an individual of the class. For example, 
in the SYMFOR ontology there is a class called SCALAR PARAMETER. This class has 
slots for 'Name', 'Minimum Value', 'Maximum value', 'Default', 'Units' and 
'Description'. 
Slots have severalfacets that constrain the way that they can be used. Slot-value-type is 
a facet that determines the classes that can be accommodated in the slot. For example, 
the slot-value-type of the Minimum Value slot of a SCALAR PARAMETER IS 'REAL 
NUMBER. Slot-cardinality is a facet which represents the number of values that a slot can 
accommodate. For example, the class MODULE has a slot called 'has-parameter'. In this 
case the slot cardinality will be 'zero or greater'. 
Classes can inherit slots from other classes. A class receives slots from another class if it 
is defined to be a subclass of the other class. For example, in SYMFOR the class 
EVALUATED ATTRIBUTE has a slot called 'has-module'. Five classes in the ontology are 
subclasses of EVALUATED ATTRIBUTE and all of them will possess the slot 'has-module'. 
The inheritance is transitive, so that subclasses of a class that is itself a subclass will 
inherit slots of the top-level class. 
Axioms are used when the nature of a concept in the ontology is not fully expressible 
using frame-language concepts such as classes and slots. For example 'sibling' may be 
defined as a slot on a 'person' class. The slot-value-type is 'person' and the cardinality 
is 'zero or greater'. However, to fully capture the nature of the relationship an extra 
constraint is required, i.e. that the relationship can only exist between two persons if the 
two have a shared parent. In Ontolingua, constraints of this kind can be expressed using 
first order predicate logic. The particular language used is Knowledge Interchange 
Format (KIF) and is discussed below. 
functionality for ontology presentation. In Ontolingua ontologies are presented in an 
object-based manner. By this is meant that the organisation of ontology content on the 
screen that users see when using the environment reflects logical groupings of concepts 
(such as classes) defined in the ontology. Hypertext links allow users to navigate 
through the ontology. A special edit mode allows users to modify details of the ontology 
or to create new classes and slots. 
support for inclusion of existing ontologies. Inclusion was discussed in Section 4.1. 
Ontolingua allows users to include pre-existing ontologies when constructing a new 
ontology. Inclusion is non-trivial because of the scope for inconsistencies between 
ontologies. For example, a symbol such as 'parameter' may be defined in the new 
ontology and in an included ontology. Ontolingua contains special functionality for 
dealing with such inconsistencies. 
ontology access via World Wide Web. The Ontolingua Ontology Editor and existing 
ontologies are accessible via the World Wide Web (Farquhar et al., 1995). This means 
that it is possible for groups of users to collaborate on ontology creation. It also means 
that it is easier to make use of previously created ontologies. 
support for translation of ontologies. Ontolingua has functionality for translation of 
ontologies into different formats. For example Clips, Epikit, and Prolog representations 
can be generated from an Ontolingua representation of an ontology (Gruber, 1993). This 
is useful as different organisations may need to use the same ontology, but may commit 
to different representational formalisms for historical or other reasons. 
The formal version of the SYMFOR ontology was created using Ontolingua. Production of 
a formal ontology using Ontolingua ostensibly involves two steps: specification of classes 
and slots in the ontology and specification of axioms required for the ontology. However, 
most of the important work in ontology creation will take place before or during the first 
stage i.e. there will have been a thorough analysis of the problem which the ontology will 
address and the development of suitable concepts for the ontology. The second stage, that 
of encoding axioms contrasts with the first in three ways. First, it is technically involved (it 
involves the use of a special formal language based on first-order predicate logic called 
Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF)). Second, as most of the work on concept 
development has already taken place, it is more mechanical in nature than the first step. 
Third the encoding involved in the second step is less important than that of the first step as 
often the nature of the axiom can be satisfactorily indicated using informal language 
(consider the case of the 'sibling' relationship described above). For these reasons only the 
first step of Ontolingua ontology development was undertaken and natural language 
descriptions of the axioms are given 
4.3 DESCRIPTION OF THE INFORMAL ONTOLOGY 
The informal ontology makes use of diagrams and (relatively) informal language to de fine 
the concepts used in SYMFOR to build models. There are three parts to the description of 
the informal ontology. The Ontology diagrams are semantic networks that show two kinds 
of relationship between terms in the ontology (Section 4.3.1). The Overview is a text 
description of the entire ontology (Section 4.3.2). This is followed by a more detailed 
definition of each of the terms that should allow them to be used appropriately by users of 
the ontology (Section 4.3.3). 
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4.3.1 Ontology diagrams 
The Ontology diagrams indicate when certain kinds of relationship hold between terms in 
the ontology. In the SYMFOR ontology all terms are classes that can participate in two 
kinds of relationship: 
Inheritance relationships. Classes may inherit certain properties from other classes. For 
example, a 'dog' class may inherit properties from a 'mammal' class. This means that 
the 'dog' class possesses all properties of the 'mammal' class (but may possess other 
properties as well). A class gaining properties from another class is a subclass of the 
other class. These kinds of relationships between terms of the SYMFOR ontology are 
shown in Figure 4.1 
Association relationships. Classes may be related such that instances of one class can 
be associated with instances of another class. For example an instance of a 'dog' class 
may be associated with one or more instances of a 'flea' class. These kinds of 
relationships between terms of the SYMFOR ontology are shown in Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.1: Diagram showing 'subclass-of relationships in the SYMFOR ontology. Each arrow in the diagram indicates that the thing at the origin of the arrow is a 
subclass of the thing at the end of the arrow. 
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Figure 4.2: Diagram showing 'has-a' relationships in the SYMFOR ontology. Each arrow in the diagram indicates that the thing at the origin of the arrow is associated 
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4.3.1 Overview of the SYMFOR Ontology 
The forest stand is represented by a number of MODELLED ENTITIES (ME5) in SYMFOR 
simulations. Each ME possesses a number of ATTRIBUTES. 
There are seven different kinds of ATTRIBUTE: ME CONSTANTS, STATE VARIABLES, 
INTERMEDIATE VARIABLES, CONSTANT CLASSIFIERS, DYNAMIC CLASSIFIERS, RATES- OF-
CHANGE and EVENTS. The specialisation of these kinds of ATTRIBUTE is shown in Figure 
4.1. Those kinds of ATTRIBUTE that are EVALUATED ATTRIBUTES are subject to regular 
EVALUATIONS by algorithms contained in MODULES. Each MODULE may have one or more 
PARAMETERS. 	There are two kinds of PARAMETER: SCALAR PARAMETERS and 
DISAGGREGATED PARAMETERS. DISAGGREGATED PARAMETERS are associated with one or 
more GROUPING SHEMES. GROUPING SCHEMES contain two or more individual GROUPS. 
A SIMULATION RUN is formed by the repetition of one or more SIMULATION CYCLES. A 
SIMULATION CYCLE has one or more SIMULATION OPERATIONS. There are two kinds of 
SIMULATION OPERATION: PROCEDURES and UPDATES. Each PROCEDURE consists of one or 
more COMPOUND EVALUATIONS. COMPOUND EVALUATIONS consist of a set of 
EVALUATIONS. 
4.3.2 Definition of terms in the SYMFOR ontology 
4.3.2.1 MODEL ENTITIES AND ATTRIBUTES 
These terms are primarily used to specify a certain kind of data that are used in the 
representation of forest stands in SYMFOR models. The data describe the state of the 
model, and any model characteristics that depend upon the state. 
MODELLED ENTITY 
This is an Entity that corresponds to something in the real world and is represented in a 
simulation. 
Examples: 
an individual tree; 
an individual gridsquare. 
lot 
Notes: 
MEs are instances rather than classes. 
I. The use of the term 'object' is avoided. This is primarily because it is often connoted 
with concepts such as inheritance, encapsulation or polymorphism and no such concepts 
are present in SYMFOR. 
HAS-ATTRIBUTE 
This is a Relationship between an ME and an ATTRIBUTE. 
ATTRIBUTE 
ATTRIBUTES specify representation data used for ME5 in a simulation. There are eight 
different kinds: ME CONSTANT, STATE VARIABLE, CONSTANT CLASSIFIER, DYNAMIC 
CLASSIFIER, INTERMEDIATE VARIABLE, RATE-OF-CHANGE and EVENT. 
Examples: 
tree stem diameter; 
gridsquare organic matter; 
tree mortality. 
Notes: 
I. Informally an attribute can be thought of as 'something about an ME that is explicitly 
captured'. 
2. ATTRIBUTE is quite similar to the concept of 'attribute' used in other systems. However, 
'attribute' is often synonymous with 'item of data'. In SYMFOR ATTRIBUTES are also 
EVENTS such as 'mortality'. 
CLASSIFIER DATUM 
ATTRIBUTES that are CLASSIFIER DATUMS identify which GROUP from a GROUPING SCHEME 
an individual ME belongs to. There are two kinds of CLASSIFIER DATUM: CONSTANT 
CLASSIFIER and DYNAMIC CLASSIFIER. 
Examples: 
tree species group; 
tree size class. 
Notes: 
I. In other systems the idea of a thing belonging to a set of things is captured using a 
Relationship such as 'is-a-member-of. This Relationship does not logically belong to 
either the thing or the set. This differs to SYMFOR where the 'Relationship' effectively 
belongs to the thing i.e. set membership is denoted by a CLASSIFIER DATUM which is an 
attribute associated with a particular ME. 
CLASSIFIER GROUPING-SCHEME 
This is a Relationship between a CLASSIFIER DATUM and a GROUPING SCHEME whereby 
values associated with the CLASSIFIER DATUM identify one GROUP from the GROUPING 
SCHEME. 
Examples: 
tree species-group is associated with species-group; 
cohort species-group is associated with species-group. 
REAL-NUMBER-DATUM 
ATTRIBUTES that are REAL-NUMBER DATUMS capture something about an ME that can be 
expressed using a real number value. There are four different kinds of REAL NUMBER 
DATUM: ME CONSTANT, STATE VARIABLE, RATE-OF-CHANGE, INTERMEDIATE VARIABLE. 
Examples: 
tree stem diameter; 
gridsquare organic matter; 
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INITIALISED-DATUM 
ATTRIBUTES that are INITIALISED DATUMS must be assigned a new value when a new ME 
which possesses the ATTRIBUTE is created. There are three different kinds of INITIALISED 
DATUM: STATE VARIABLE, ME CONSTANT and CONSTANT CLASSIFIER. 
Examples: 
tree stem diameter; 
tree species-group; 
EVALUATED-ATTRIBUTE 
An ATTRIBUTE that is an EVALUATED ATTRIBUTE must be evaluated regularly in a 
simulation. By this is meant that the MODULE algorithm associated with the EVALUATED 
ATTRIBUTE by the Relation HAS-MODULE must be executed each time an EVALUATION of the 
ATTRIBUTE occurs in a simulation. In the case of EVALUATED ATTRIBUTES other than those 
that are EVENTS this algorithm assigns a new value to the ATTRIBUTE. There are four kinds 
of EVALUATED-ATTRIBUTE: DYNAMIC CLASSIFIER, RATE-OF-CHANGE, INTERMEDIATE 
VARIABLE and EVENT. 
Examples: 
tree height (when this is recalculated on the basis of diameter each year) 
ME CONSTANT 
This is a kind of CAPTURED DETAIL that is a REAL NUMBER DATUM and an INITIALISED 
DATUM. The value of an ME CONSTANT does not change for the lifetime of an ME (as it is not 
an EVALUATED ATTRIBUTE). 
Examples: 
x and y coordinates of trees. 
Notes: 
In some respects ME CONSTANT is similar to a STATE VARIABLE as it is associated with 
individual ME5 and is required to specify the state of the stand at a point in simulation time. 
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In some respects ME CONSTANT is similar to the traditional conception of 'parameter' in that 
it is used in model calculations and its value(s) are not affected by model processing. 
However, PARAMETERS in SYMFOR are by definition values not primarily associated with 
individual MES. This conceptualisation of PARAMETER is more natural because gathering 
values for things treated as ME CONSTANTS (e.g x and y co-ordinates of trees) is logically 
similar to gathering initial values for state variables and dissimilar from parameter 
estimation procedures such as regression analysis. 
STATE VARIABLE 
. 	This is a kind of ATTRIBUTE that is a REAL NUMBER DATUM and an INITIALISED DATUM. 
Examples: 
tree stem diameter. 
Notes: 
I. STATE VARIABLES change through addition or subtraction of RATES-OF-CHANGE in 
UPDATES. 
2. STATE VARIABLES are synonymous with 'compartments' from compartment-flow 
modelling and 'stocks' or 'levels' from system dynamics (Haefner, 1996). 
CONSTANT CLASSIFIER 
This is a kind of ATTRIBUTE that is an INITIALISED DATUM and a CLASSIFIER DATUM. 
Examples: 
tree species group identity. 
Notes: 
1. A CONSTANT CLASSIFIER is used when an ME will not change the GROUP from a 
GROUPING SCHEME to which it belongs. 
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DYNAMIC CLASSIFIER 





1. A DYNAMIC CLASSIFIER is used when an ME may change the GROUP from a GROUPING 
SCHEME to which it belongs for the lifetime of the ME. 
INTERMEDIATE VARIABLE 
This is a kind of ATTRIBUTE that is a REAL-NUMBER DATUM and an EVALUATED 
ATTRIBUTE. 
Examples: 
tree crown radius; 
gridsquare shading. 
Notes: 
1. INTERMEDIATE VARIABLES are similar to the concept of the same name used in 
compartment flow modelling. They are also known as auxiliary' variables (Bossel, 
1994; Haefner, 1996). 
RATE-OF-CHANGE 
This is kind of ATTRIBUTE that is a REAL NUMBER DATUM and an EVALUATED ATTRIBUTE. 
Examples: 




RATES OF CHANGE are very similar to the concept of 'flows' from compartment flow 
modelling (Haefner, 1996). 
RATES OF CHANGE are used to increment or decrement the value of STATE VARIABLES in 
UPDATES. 
More than one RATE-OF-CHANGE can be applied to the same STATE VARIABLE. The 
actual change to the value of the STATE VARIABLE in an UPDATE is given by the sum of 
all the RATES-OF-CHANGE that apply. 
EVENT 





Informally an event can be thought of as 'something that can happen to an ME. 
EVENTS are different from all other ATTRIBUTES in that they do not specify data that must be 
used in representation of MES. They are treated as ATTRIBUTES because it is useful to treat 
them as EVALUATED ATTRIBUTES i.e. subject to regular EVALUATIONS such that the 
algorithm in a MODULE is called once for each ME possessing the EVENT. 
EVENTS do not necessarily result in the destruction or creation of MEs, though they often 
do. 
A single EVENT can comprise both entity creation and destruction. This is useful as 
many creations and destructions are logically associated e.g. treefall creation is logically 
associated with tree destruction. 
An EVENT associated with an ME can result in the creation or destruction of other ME5 
i.e. its effects are not confined to the originating entity. This is useful for capturing 
phenomena such as natural disturbance, where a single tree can fall over but can knock 
down many of the surrounding trees as it falls. 
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ME TYPE 
This is a set of MEs that possess the same set of ATTRIBUTES. 
Examples: 
trees in a stand; 
gridsquares in a stand. 
Notes: 
1. 'set of attributes' refers to properties rather than values in this case i.e. trees are all 
entities that possess the property dbh rather than all entities which possess a dbh of 10.4 
cm. 
4.3.2.2 MODULES, PARAMETERS AND GROUPS 
These terms are used to specify algorithms used in SYMFOR models. The algorithms are 
used to determine values for EVALUATED ATTRIBUTES of MEs. Data used by algorithms 
(other than ME data) are called PARAMETERS. 
MODULE 
This is an algorithm that is associated with all ATTRIBUTES that are EVALUATED 
ATTRIBUTES. The MODULE is executed in an EVALUATION. 
Examples: 
the MODULE height2 (an algorithm that uses a quadratic equation to determine the height 
of a tree based on its diameter). 
the MODULE disturbance4 (an algorithm that assumes each tree in a stand has the same 
probability of initiating natural disturbance). 
Notes: 
1. This definition is specific to SYMFOR - there is no concensus within ecological 
modelling on a single meaning of the term 'module' 
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HAS REQUIREMENT FOR 
This is a Relationship between a MODULE and an attribute whereby the ATTRIBUTE must be 
present for the MODULE to function correctly. 
Examples: 
the MODULE height2 (see above) HAS REQUIREMENT FOR tree diameter. 
Notes: 
I. ATTRIBUTES that feature in the Relationship may be informally described as 'inputs' for 
the MODULE. 
2. More than one ATTRIBUTE can be in the Relationship for a single MODULE. 
HAS PARAMETER 
This is a Relationship between MODULES and IARAMETERS whereby the PARAMETER is a 
value or set of values used in EVALUATIONS of the MODULE. 
Notes: 
1. A single MODULE can be in the relationship with more than one PARAMETER. 
GROUP 
This is a 'bin' into which individual ME5 can be placed. The GROUP or GROUPS in which a 
ME can be placed determine the values from those associated with a DISAGGREGATED 
PARAMETER that are used in EVALUATIONS of ATTRIBUTES associated with the ME. 
Example: 
trees can be placed into a GROUP that contains trees between 10 and 30 cm stem 
diameter. 
GROUPING SCHEME 
This is a set of GROUPS that are logically related. 
al 
Examples: 
tree size classes; 
tree species-groups. 
Notes: 
Individual MEs can only belong to one GROUP in a particular GROUPING SCHEME. 
PARAMETER 
A PARAMETER is a value or set of values used in particular way in an EVALUATION. There 
are two kinds of parameter: SCALAR PARAMETER and DISAGGREGATED PARAMETER. 
Examples: 
tree growth rate coefficient; 
stand logging year. 
SCALAR PARAMETER 
This is a kind of PARAMETER that is associated with one value only. 
Examples: 
stand logging year; 
skidtrail width. 
DISAGGREGATED PARAMETER 
This is a kind of PARAMETER that is associated with one or more GROUPING SCHEMES. This 
kind of PARAMETER has a number of PARAMETER values. Each value corresponds to a 
GROUP (or combination of GROUPS) in the GROUPING SCHEMES. 
Examples: 
c, a species specific growth rate coefficient. There is one value of c for every species 
GROUP in the species GROUPING SCHEME. 
Notes: 
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I. When a PARAMETER is associated with one GROUPING SCHEME then the set of values 
associated with the PARAMETER is one-dimensional and there is one value in the set for 
each GROUP in the GROUPING SCHEME. 
2. When the DISAGGREGATED PARAMETER is associated with two GROUPING SCHEMES 
then the set of values associated with the PARAMETER is two-dimensional. In this case 
there is one value for each possible combination of GROUPS from the different 
GROUPING SCHEMES (where each combination consists of one GROUP from each 
GROUPING SCHEME). 
4.3.2.3 Activities 
These terms are used to specify details of the operations that take place in model 
simulations. 
EVALUATION 
This is a kind of Activity in which an ATTRIBUTE associated with an ME is evaluated i.e. the 
MODULE algorithm associated with the ATTRIBUTE is executed once. 
Examples: 
calculation of tree height for an individual tree; 
determination of whether an individual tree will initiate a natural disturbance event. 
COMPOUND EVALUATION 
This is a kind of Activity which consists of a series of EVALUATIONS of an attribute 
associated with ME5 of a particular ME TYPE. An EVALUATION is performed for each ME of 
the ME TYPE in turn. 
Examples: 
calculation of tree height for all trees; 




This is a kind of MODEL OPERATION that performs one or more COMPOUND EVALUATIONS in 
turn. 
Examples: 
. A PROCEDURE called growth which performs COMPOUND EVALUATIONS of tree height, 
shadeindex and diameter increment. 
Notes: 
I. PROCEDURES are used to group and set the order of those COMPOUND EVALUATIONS 
which have a logical sequence. For example, it is clearly desirable to calculate tree 
height before calculating tree shading index if the former affects the latter. The reverse 
order will never be appropriate. However, when considering the position of a 
COMPOUND EVALUATION such as natural disturbance which results in the destruction of 
trees it is not clear whether it should be before, after or in between the other two 
COMPOUND EVALUATIONS. For this reason it should be placed in a different 
PROCEDURE and manipulated independently. 
SIMULATION OPERATION 





This is a sequence of MODEL OPERATIONS that is repeatedly performed in a SIMULATION 
RUN and that corresponds to a particular time period. 
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Examples: 
annual cycle (corresponds to a year); 
monthly cycle (corresponds to a month). 
Notes: 
Cycles are similar to the concept of 'iterations' used in numerical analysis. However, 
iterations are usually assumed to be atomic 
PERFORMS OPERATION 
This is a Relationship between a CYCLE and a SIMULATION OPERATION whereby the CYCLE 
performs the SIMULATION OPERATION once when it is executed. 
Examples: 
annual cycle may perform growth procedure; 
monthly cycle may perform seedling mortality procedure. 
Notes: 
Each CYCLE can perform more than one SIMULATION OPERATION. 
UPDATE 
This is a MODEL OPERATION in which the values of RATES-OF-CHANGE are added to STATE 






Creations and destructions are initially specified in EVALUATIONS . However newly created 
or destroyed ME5 are by default distinguished from the others until the time of the next 
UPDATE. This is done to allow users to specify that new creations and destructions are 
ignored in EVALUATIONS that occur between UPDATES so that the order in which 
EVALUATIONS are carried out does not influence their outcome. (If the user would prefer 
that creations and destructions are immediately taken account of they can schedule an 
UPDATE immediately after a series of EVALUATIONS or they can use MODULE algorithms for 
EVALUATIONS which specifically take account of newly created or destroyed entities.) 
Each CYCLE has a unique UPDATE. 
SIMULATION RUN 
This consists of a CYCLE repeated an arbitrary number of times. 
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4.4 DISCUSSION 
4.4.1 Comparison of SYMFOR ontology with other modelling ontologies 
SYMFOR differs from object-oriented systems in that two different kinds of object are 
distinguished: MEs and GROUPS. MEs and their data describe the state of a modelled system 
at a point in time. The number of MEs can change in the course of a run. They are assigned 
values when a model run is initiated. These values are changed in a series of iterations in 
the course of a simulation. 'Tree' is an example of an ME. 
GROUPS are used to store PARAMETER values used in the model. The number of GROUPS 
never changes in the course of a simulation. They are assigned values when PARAMETER 
files are read in or when parameter values are edited. 'Species' is an example of a GROUP 
(in an individual-based representation). For example, 'species' could be used to store 
species-specific growth coefficients and species-specific allometric coefficients. 
The distinction was used because forest scientists and modellers naturally make it. The 
strategy of separating stand structure data from other input data is common in forest 
simulation models. For example, Alder (1995) describes a size-class based model called 
GHAFOSIM. The model accepts two input files: a stand table and a file containing size-
class transition probabilities. 
One of the central concepts in system dynamics is that of 'state'. Modellers expect to have 
to initialise the state at the start of a simulation run. This typically involves reading a data 
file that contains information on the initial values of state variables. STATE VARIABLEs are 
associated with ME5 such as trees but not with GROUPS such as species. They similarly also 
expect to have to input parameter values. If the distinction between MEs and GROUPS is not 
made then it is difficult to structure software to reflect the natural distinction. For example, 
in SYMFOR reading parameter values and initialising the stand state are handled as separate 
activities. This would be difficult if not impossible if MEs were not distinguished from 
GROUPS. 
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The second feature of note is the way in which the term 'parameter' is used. In the classical 
Systems Dynamics notation of Forester (Haefner, 1996) a 'parameter' refers to a value used 
in a model that is not influenced by other variables in the model. In SYMFOR this applies 
to two entities: ME CONSTANTS and PARAMETERS. The two are distinguished because they 
are used in different ways in a simulation. Table 4.1 lists the differences between the two 
concepts. 
Table 4.1: Comparison of ME CONSTANTS and PARAMETERS used in SYMFOR 
ME CONSTANTS 	 PARAMETERS 
Value assigned when ME initialised. 	Value assigned when parameters are read 
from file. 
Value associated with ME such as 'tree' 
	
Value associated with GROUP such as 
'species'. 
Number of values may change in the course Number of values fixed. 
of a simulation (when ME5 are created or 
destroyed). 
The third feature of note in the ontology is the definition of MODULE. This is taken to refer 
to an individual algorithm that undertakes the evaluation of an attribute. Other schemes 
define modules quite differently such as templates for MEs or as submodels (Section 2.3.3). 
The final feature of interest in the ontology is that it facilitates the explicit sequencing of 
model calculations. This is useful because there is no logical order for some model 
calculations. For example, it is not obvious whether, growth, or recruitment should be 
calculated first in a model iteration. This is important because the order in which 
calculations take place can influence the results obtained (Bugmann et al., 1996). An 
arbitrary rule for deciding the order of calculations is therefore inappropriate. The ontology 
must therefore be able to capture details of model sequencing. 
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4.4.2 Use of Ontolingua for Ontology capture 
There were several advantages of using Ontolingua. One of the most important was the use 
of the frame ontology. Concepts in this ontology (i.e. classes, slots etc) are extremely 
intuitive and it is quite easy to capture much of the detail of the SYMFOR ontology using 
these concepts. In addition, the way that the ontology is presented in Ontolingua makes it 
very easy to specify classes and slots and to browse the ontology. 
One way in which the ontology could be improved is by the creation of KIF statements to 
capture details of the SYMFOR ontology that cannot be expressed using solely frame 
language concepts. This, if it had been undertaken, would have involved the creation of KIF 
statements (Gruber, 1993). While KIF is very powerful and expressive, it is also very terse. 
In addition as it is based on first order predicate logic a knowledge of the latter is required 
before it can be used. The axioms required in the case of the SYMFOR ontology are: 
Relationship between MODULES and EVALUATED ATTRIBUTES should be constrained. 
Not every MODULE is capable of being used to evaluate an individual EVALUATED 
ATTRIBUTE i.e. MODULES are specific to particular EVALUATED ATTRIBUTES. For 
example, a MODULE for calculating tree crown point cannot be used to evaluate tree 
height. (If the MODULES were simply equations then it might be possible to interchange 
them). 
Relationship between COMPOUND EVALUATION and EVALUATION should be constrained. 
A COMPOUND EVALUATION is responsible for evaluating each instance of a particular 
ATTRIBUTE. For example, a COMPOUND EVALUATION may specify that tree height will 
be evaluated for all trees. The same evaluation cannot evaluate more than one 
ATTRIBUTE e.g. tree height and tree crown-radius. In addition it must evaluate all 
instances of an attribute. 
Relationship between CLASSIFIERS and GROUPING SCHEMES should be constrained. A 
CLASSIFIER must be associated with one GROUP from a GROUPING SCHEME and each ME 
possessing the CLASSIFIER must be associated with exactly one GROUP from the GROUPING 
SCHEME. For example, the CLASSIFIER 'species' associated with tree MEs can only be 
associated with one 'species' GROUP from the 'species' -GROUPING SCHEME. 
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A new axiom defining the relationship that exists between MEs and ME TYPES is required. 
The frame language supplies two concepts that are used to specify that slots possessed by an 
entity are partially specified by a related class: 'Sub-class' and 'Individual'. Both of these 
are insufficient for capturing the required relationship because they are used to specify slots 
rather than slot values. Specification of the latter is required of the relationship between ME 
types and individual MEs. For example, a 'tree' ME TYPE may have ATTRIBUTES of 'dbh' 
and 'height'. An instance of 'tree' also has attributes of 'dbh' and 'height', and not simply a 
slot for ATTRIBUTES. 
4.4.3 Uses of ontologies 
This section considers the uses that ontologies may be put to. Most of what follows is 
derived from an analysis by Uschold (1996). However, an attempt is made to illustrate the 
material with specific references to ecological modelling and the SYMFOR ontology. 
The most important role of the SYMFOR ontology was to provide a rigorous account of the 
concepts used for building SYMFOR models. The two accounts produced could in theory 
act as reference material for other modellers. While both the informal (described in Section 
4.3.2) and formal (described in Appendix I) ontologies may be useful in this regard, the 
informal version is more suitable because it is more readily understood by workers in the 
domain of ecological modelling. Users of the formal SYMFOR ontology need an 
understanding of the frame language concepts, KIF and first order logic. This is also the 
experience of the builders of the Enterprise Ontology (Uschold and Gruninger, 1996). 
Ontologies may act as a focus for consensus building within a particular community. If an 
ontology is to be useful then it must embody concepts that reflect the ideas of the widest 
number of people possible. This implies that the community of users must agree on the 
MEaning of individual terms, and the development of an ontology may prove instrumental in 
obtaining this agreement. A formal definition of each of the terms helps avoid ambiguities. 
Tools such as Ontolingua, which can be accessed via the World Wide Web (Farquhar et al., 
1995) may facilitate this. As one person developed the SYMFOR ontology, it does not 
provide an adequate test of this. 
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Ontologies also ostensibly support translation activities. As mentioned in the Section 4.1, 
one way in which ontologies may be helpful is in supporting the development and use of an 
interlingua. However, while it is undoubtedly true that an ontology may provide the 
semantic foundations for translation activities, it must be supplemented with a process of 
deriving rules or algorithms for translation on the basis of the ontological definitions. 
Sometimes translation rules may be trivial. This is the case when concepts used in two 
modelling systems are identical in all but name so that translation may take the form of 
substituting vocabulary. For example, the concept called a 'level' in Powersim is called a 
'compartment' in Stella. Another form of translation may involve 'casting- type' operations 
in which data are converted to a different form. For example, the precision with which a 
real number is expressed could be increased or decreased. Other translation rules may be 
more complex. For example SYMFOR parameters could become intermediate variables 
with no influences in other systems. In this case there is not a one-to-one correspondence 
between concepts in the different ontologies so that the derivation of a translation rule is 
non-trivial. 
Development of an ontology may be also have systems engineering applications. The 
ontology may be used to in the initial specification stage of system design. The 
development of an ontology may be especially important when a large design team is used, 
and there is a need to obtain and disseminate a consensus on how the system will operate. 
Development of an ontology may quickly bring to the surface any ambiguities arising from 
different designer's perception of the design problem in hand. It may also speed up or 
'bootstrap' development of features such as model specification languages. Once the 
system has been designed and implemented, the ontology may also aid in assessing the 
design quality. All system components can be checked to make sure that they manipulate 
data in a manner consistent with the concepts contained in the ontology. For example, a 
SYMFOR component which allowed or expected state variables to be influenced by 
intermediate variables would be deemed to be acting in a manner inconsistent with its 
design. Use of an ontology may also aid the integration of software designed at different 
times or within different domains. This is because it may be possible to use the ontology to 
make explicit statements about the assumptions made by the different components. For 
example, a modelling component may use object-based modules, instead of the algorithm-
based modules in use by SYMFOR. This would rule out its use with SYMFOR. 
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5. Design of SYMFOR software 
Software design methodologies make use of different design viewpoints to specify the 
nature of the software being designed. A viewpoint is an abstraction which captures a 
particular aspect of software design (Budgen, 1995). The two viewpoints most useful with 
respect to SYMFOR are the Junctional viewpoint and the dynamic viewpoint. The 
functional viewpoint captures the topology of storage, flow and transformation of data 
within a software system. The dynamic viewpoint captures behaviour and control in the 
software system, i.e. the way in which the internal state or states of the system change 
through time in response to specific events, including those initiated by the software user. 
In this chapter the functional and dynamic aspects of SYMFOR are described. The 
descriptions indicate how SYMFOR meets a number of requirements including: 
support for collaborative modelling (Requirement 9); 
support for creation of new Model Designs (Requirement 10); 
support for sharing and reuse of model content (Requirement 11); 
use of a common interface for different models (Requirement 17); 
provision of methods for display of results that can be used with models of different 
content (Requirement 20); 
provision of meaningful, ambiguous and complete information on models in the system 
(Requirement 21). 
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5.1 	SOFTWARE DESIGN - FUNCTIONAL VIEWPOINT 
The Data-Flow diagram (DFD) for SYMFOR is shown in Figure 5.1. A DFD consists of a 
series of arrows which join different nodes. Each arc represents a flow of data. Each node 
in a DFD is either a process, a datastore or a terminator. In this context a process is 
equivalent to a data transformation, a datastore is a data-set that persists within the system 
and a terminator is something outside the software system which acts as a sink or source for 
data. 
The DFD illustrates two important SYMFOR features: 
use of formal Model Designs. These offer several advantages (discussed in Section 
2.3.1). In SYMFOR these are processed by computer in order to perform three activities: 
generation of source-code; production of Model Descriptions and creation of datasets for 
input that are compatible with the model. These activities can be completed much more 
efficiently than would be the case if they were performed manually. 
use of modularity within the system to facilitate sharing and reuse of model content. In 
the SYMFOR system there are two module repositories, the 'Module Database' (which 
is a 'module design repository' in the classification developed in Section 2.3.3) and 
'Module Source-code' datastore (a 'module implementation repository'). The modules 
are stored in source-code and not binary form. This means that they must be 
incorporated with other Model Source-code then compiled and linked (i.e. statically 
rather than dynamically linked). This was done because of the flexibility it gives in 
terms of abstract data types. For example, it means that 'trees' can be represented with 
different data yet still use the same modules (see section 2.3.3). 
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Figure 5.2 shows how processes are controlled within SYMFOR. It can be seen that two 
classes of user are responsible for controlling SYMFOR processes: Model Designers and 
Model Users. Each of these control different processes. The Model Designer controls the 
Code Generator, the Parameter Generator the Description Generator and the Source-code 
Compiler. The Model User controls all the displays, the SID compiler and the Model 
Controller. In some cases the functionality associated with control may be small i.e. the 
user may simply start the process e.g. Code Generator. In other cases control functionality 
may be more sophisticated. For example, Model Users are given a high degree of control 
over the functioning of SYMFOR displays. 
Each of the SYMFOR processes and datastores can be described using Jackson Structure 
Diagrams (JSDs). The JSD representational formalism is described in Budgen (1994) and 
Jackson (1983). These diagrams are useful in that they can be used to represent both the 
structure of process algorithms and the organisation of data in datastores in a diagram. In 
JSDs, units represented by boxes correspond to components in a sequence. The 
arrangement and notation of these units capture four details of algorithm/data organisation: 
decomposition - this is indicated by positioning one or more sub-units on a level beneath 
a unit, each one on a stem that originates with the higher unit. Decomposition is used 
when an activity or data unit can be split up into sub-activities or smaller data units. 
sequence - this is indicated by the order in which units on the same level occur, units on 
the left hand side occur before units on the right hand side. 
selection - this is captured by placing a special symbol (0)  inside units on the same 
level which are mutually exclusive alternatives. 
iteration - this is captured by placing a special symbol ('*' ) inside units which are 
repeated. 
The rest of this section describes each of the terminators, processes and datastores in the 
system in turn. A brief description is given of each component and JSDs are used as 
appropriate. Processes in which control functionality is important are briefly described in 
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Figure 5.1: Data Flow Diagram for SYMFOR. Ovals represent processes, datastores are represented by the parallel line constructions and rectangles represent 
terminators. Solid arcs represent flows of data. In the diagram SID is Stand Initialisation Dataset', Al is 'Aggregate Information, II is 'Individual Information' and 'FD' 
is 'Frequency Distribution'. 
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5.1.1.1 Model Designer 
This terminator is the class of SYMFOR user responsible for designing models. Model 
Designers use a text-editor to create Model Designs. This means that they must know the 
principles of individual-based, tree-position simulation modelling. They must also know 
how to capture Model Design decisions using the SYMFOR Model Design language. 
5.1.1.2 Module Creator 
This terminator is the class of SYMFOR user responsible for creating new modules. 
Module Creators use a text-editor to create a Module Source-code datastore. To do this they 
must have knowledge of programming in C and must understand and be able to follow the 
programming conventions for creating SYMFOR modules. 
Module Creators are also responsible for updating the Module Database by creating a new 
record for any modules that they have made. This is a text editing operation. To do this 
they must understand the way in which module information is structured in the database. 
5.1.1.3 Field Team 
This terminator is the class of SYMFOR user that collects and enters Field Data. They must 
have knowledge of data collection protocols and be able to enter the data to a computer 
system in an appropriate format. 
5.1.2 Datastores 
5.1.2.1 Model Design 
This datastore holds details of the content of an individual SYMFOR model. The design is 
a concise and formal way of storing sufficient information to unambiguously and 
completely describe a model. There is one Model Design datastore for each SYMFOR 
model. 
The structure of the datastore is shown in Figure 5.3. It contains a series of statements, each 
beginning on a new line and terminated by a full stop. The statements follow the syntax of 
the Prolog computer language as described in e.g. Malpas (1987) and Sterling and Shapiro 
(1985). All the statements in the Model Design are Prolog facts: Prolog rules do not occur. 
Facts consist of a predicate followed by one or more arguments. The argument list is 
enclosed in parentheses, and commas separate individual arguments. Representation using 
Prolog is useful for a number of reasons. First, as a language based on first-order predicate 
logic, it is recognised as being a very powerful 'knowledge representation formalism'. This 
means that it is very flexible and can capture many different kinds of knowledge 
(Muetzelfeldt et al., 1989). Second, it is a pre-existing standard with well-defined syntax 
rules. Adoption of Prolog syntax therefore avoids any requirement to develop new syntax 
rules. 
Each fact specifies a feature of the Model Design. Often the statement partially or fully 
specifies an instance of a class defined in the SYMFOR ontology. In this case the predicate 
Will usually correspond to the name of the class in the ontology. For example, an instance 
of an intermediate variable may be partially specified using: 
intermediate(tree,height,' m' The total height of the tree from base to top of the crown'). 
In this example the predicate intermediate specifies an instance of the intermediate class 
defined in the SYMFOR ontology. The modelled entity with which the variable is 
associated, the name, units and a natural language description of the instance are all 
arguments in the statement. Other information, such as the position of calculation of the 
intermediate variable in the order of processing or the algorithm used to evaluate the 
variable is specified elsewhere in the design. Figure 5.4 shows an excerpt from a Model 
Design datastore. 
A single set of predicates is common to all Model Designs i.e. a single set of predicates is 
primitive to all designs. In total there are 15 primitive predicates and they are described in 
Table 5.1. 
SYMFOR Model Designs differ from other text-based model designs in that they are 
expressed using syntax from a language based on first order predicate logic (i.e. Prolog). 
This means that the Model Designs are directly compatible with Prolog interpreters. This is 
useful because Prolog supports a number of specialised activities that are difficult to 
emulate using procedural languages. For example, model interrogation, model checking 
and even support for model building are all straightforward using Prolog (Muetzelfeldt et 
al., 1989). With other systems which do not use Prolog compatible representations (e.g. 
those described in Maxwell and Constanza (1997) and Niven (1990)) such functionality 
would be more difficult to achieve. 
Figure 5.3: Jackson Structure Diagram showing the format of a Model Design. It can be seen that 
Model Designs are made up of a series of facts. Each fact consists of a predicate and one or more 
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Figure 5.4: Excerpt from a Model Design. The facts follow Prolog syntax with prefix notation i.e. 
each fact is made up of a predicate followed by a list of arguments separated by commas and enclosed 





statevar(tree,dbh,9.0, 1000.0cm' 'Diameter of the tree at breast height' ). 
statevar(tree,x1 00.0,100.0,' rn 'The x-coordinate of the base of the tree'). 
statevar(tree,y,-100.0,100.0,'m''The y-coordinate of the base of the tree'). 
statevar(treeyear-counter,0100,'years','The number of years the tree has existed in the simulation' ). 
intermediate(tree,height,'m','The total height of the tree from base to top of the crown'). 
intermediate(tree,dbhincr,'cm yr-1''The diameter increment of the tree' ). 
in termed iate(tree,shadeindex,'NA','An index of how much competition the tree is facing for light'). 
intermediate(tree,treevolume,'m3' 'The merchantable volume of the tree'). 
Table 5.1: Model Design primitives. 
CHARACTERISTIC DETAILS 
Predicate: creation—date 
Syntax: creation_date( <date>). 
Where <date> is the date on which the design was completed. 
Role: Used to specify the date on which a Model Design was completed. 
Predicate: creator 
Syntax: creator( <author_name>). 
Where <author_name> is the name of the person responsible for designing 
the model. 
Role: Used to specify the author of a Model Design. 
Predicate: grouping_scheme 
Syntax: grouping_scheme( <groupingschemename>, <ngroups>, <group_list>). 
Where <grouping_scheme_name> is the name of a grouping scheme used in 
the model, <ngroups> gives the number of classes in the classification, and 
<group_list> is a list of names for the classes in the classification. 
Role: Used to specify details of classifications used in the Model Design. 
Predicate: entity( <ME_type name>). 
Syntax: Where <ME type name> is the name of a type of modelled entity used in the 
model. 
Role: Specifies the name of grouping schemes used in a model. 
Predicate: pattern 
Syntax: pattern( <ME_type name>, <pattern type>). 
Where <ME type name> is the name of the type of modelled entity for which 
pattern is specified and <pattern type> is the pattern. 	This is either regular 
(number of individual modelled entities is fixed through time) or irregular 
(number of individual modelled entities varies through time). 
Role: Specifies a characteristic of a type of modelled entity. 
Predicate: statevar 
Syntax: statevar( <ME_type_name>, <sv name>, <mm 	val>, <maxval>, 	<units>, 
<description>). 
Where <ME-type_name> is the name of the type of modelled entity, 
<svname> is the name of the state-variable, <min val> is the minimum 
value that the state-variable can have, <units> are the SI units associated with 
the variable and <description> is a text description. 
Role: Specifies the characteristics of a state-variable in the model. 
Predicate: intermediate 
Syntax: intermediate( <ME_type_name>, <intmd name>, <units>, <description> ). 
Where <ME_type_name> is the name of the type of modelled entity with 
which the intermdiate variable 	is associated, <intmd name> is the name of 
the intermediate variable, <units> are the SI units associated with the variable 
and <description> is a text description 
Role: Specifies the characteristics of an intermediate variable in the model. 
Predicate: event 
Syntax: event( <ME-typename>, <ev name>, <description>). 
Where <ME-type_name> is the name of the type of modelled entity with 
which the event is associated, <ev name> is the name of the event and 
<description> is a text description of the event. 
Role: Specifies the characteristics of an event in the model. 
Predicate: conclassifier 
Syntax: conclassifier( <ME_type_name>, <cc_name> ). 
Where <ME_type_name> is the name of the type of modelled entity with 
which the constant-classifier is associated and <cc_name> is the name of the 
constant classifier. 
Role: Specifies the characteristics of a constant classifier in the model. 
Predicate: dynclassifier 
Syntax: dync lassifier( <ME_type_name>, <dc_name>). 
Where <ME_type_name> is the name of the type of modelled entity with 
which the dynamic classifier is associated and <dc_name> is the name of the 
dynamic -classifier. 
Role: Specifies the characteristics of a dynamic classifier in the model. 
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Predicate: delta 
Syntax: delta( <ME_type_name>, <sv_name>, <rate_of_ change _list>). 
Where <ME-type_name> is the name the type of modelled entity with which 
the delta (net rate of change) 	is associated, <sv name> is the name of the 
state-variable with which the delta is associated and <rate_of_change_ list> is 
a list of the variables constituting the delta. 
Role: Specifies how state variables should be updated in a model. 
Predicate: modulechoice 
Syntax: modulechoice( <entity_name>, <slotname>, <mc name>). 
* Where <entity_name> is the name of the type of modelled entity on which 
the module slot appears, <slot_name> is the name of the capture detail with 
which the module is associated and <mc name> is the name of the module 
choice to be used in the specified slot. 
Role: Specifies the characteristics of a module choice in the model. 
Predicate: cycle 
Syntax: cycle( <cycle_name>, <op list>). 
Where <cycle_name> is the name of a cycle that occurs in the model and 
<op_list> is a list of all simulation operations that are performed as part of the 
cycle. 
Role: Specifies a cycle used in the model. 
Predicate: in procedure 
Syntax: in_procedure( <proc_name>, <entity_name>, <capture_detail_name>). 
Where <proc_name> is the name of a procedure, <entity_name> is the entity 
with which an capture detail is associated and <capture detail_name> is the 
name of a capture detail. 
Role: Specifies a model procedure. 
5.1.2.2 Module Database 
This datastore holds details of all the modules present in the SYMFOR module library. 
Every installation of SYMFOR has only one Module Database. It is similar to the Model 
Design datastore in that it consists of series of statements each of which follow Prolog 
syntax. All the statements are Prolog facts, other Prolog constructs such as rules do not 
occur. There are 5 module data-base primitives, and their details are given in Table 5.2. 
The Module Database specifies four pieces of information about each SYMFOR module: 
the requirements for the module, the name of the file that contains the module 
implementation, the parameters and a natural language description. The requirements 
specify details of the Model Design that must be present for the module to be compatible 
with the design. For example, a module for calculating tree height on the basis of diameter 
requires tree diameter to be present. Figure 5.5 gives the structure of the Module Database 
and Figure 5.6 contains an excerpt from a datastore. 
In SYMFOR modules are algorithms and do not specify data used in the representation of 
modelled entities. The reason for this is that it is consistent with the way in which typical 
users articulate requests for changes in model content. Most frequently the demands for 
change are in terms of algorithms e.g. a user may want to substitute one volume equation for 
another or to change the logging algorithm. Requests for changes in the set of data used in 
the representation of a modelled entity are much less common e.g. changing the 
representation of a tree to capture more details of the tree crown. This contrasts with the 
situation in many other systems where both representation data and algorithms can be 
specified in modules (e.g. Lorek et al, 1998, Smith, 1998; Maxwell and Costanza, 1997) 
Modularity satisfies Requirement 11 for SYMFOR, that the system should support sharing 
and reuse of model content. It also helps to meet Requirement 9, that collaborative 
modelling should be supported. This is because the efficiency which this allows in 
exchange of model fragments aids collaborative modelling (Section 2.3.2). 
The Module Database is effectively a module design repository in the terminology of the 
scheme introduced in Section 2.3.3. It stores enough information to let users make an 
informed choice of the modules that reside in the module implementation repository. 
SYMFOR differs from other systems in the formality of the descriptions used. In other 
systems module designs may be informal and produced in the same manner as other 
software documentation. For example, Lorek et al. (1998) provide a diagram to show a 
hierarchy of objects (modules) available for use in individual models. 
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Figure 5.5: Jackson Structure Diagram showing the format of the module data base. It can be seen 
that the data base are made up of one or more module records. The expansion of 'Fact' is the same as 





Figure 5.6: Excerpt from a Module Database datastore. The facts follow Prolog syntax i.e. each fact 
is made up of a predicate followed by a list of arguments separated by commas and enclosed in 
brackets. Facts are each terminated with a period. 
filename(crownpointl ,'crown pl .sfm'). 
evaluates(crownpointl, tree, crownpoint, intermediate). 
parameter(crownpointl ,a,O.55,O.O,1 .0,' NA' 'the crownpoint height as a fraction of total height', ['species']). 
requirement(crownpointl, tree, height). 
description (crown pointl, 'This module finds the crownpoint by assuming that the value is a fixed proportion 
of the total height. The equation used is: crownpoint = height * a where height is the total height 
of the tree and a is a parameter.'). 
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Table5.2: Primitives used in module data-base. 
CHARACTERISTIC SYNTAX 
Predicate: filename 
Syntax: filename( <modulename>, <dsname>). 
Where <module_name>, is the name of a module and <ds name> is the name 
of a datastore containing source-code for the module. 
Role: Used 	to specify 	the 	name 	of the 	file 	which 	contains 	the 	code 	for 
implementing a module. 
Predicate: evaluates 
Syntax: evaluates( <module_name>, <entity_name>, <attribute name>, <att-type>). 
Where <module_name> is the name of a module, <entity_name> is the name 
of an entity type possessing a slot where the module can go, <capture 
detail _name> 	is the name of the capture detail with which the slot 	is 
associated and <slot_type> specifies the class of attribute. 
Role: Used to specify the modelled entity attribute evaluated by a module. 
Predicate: parameter 
Syntax: parameter( 	<module name>, 	<par_name>, 	<default val>, 	<mm 	vat>, 
<max vat>, <units>, <description>). 
Where <module_name> is the name of the module with which the parameter 
is associated, <par_name> is the name of the parameter, <default vat> is the 
default value that the parameter takes, <mm 	vat> is the minimum value that 
the parameter can have, <max_val> is the maximum value that the parameter 
can have and <description> is a text description of the parameter. 
Role: Used to specify characteristics of a parameter used by a module. 
Predicate: requirement 
Syntax: requirement( <module_name>, <entity name>, <capture detail name>). 
Where <module_name> is the name of a module, <entity_name> is the name 
of the modelled entity with which the capture detail is associated and 
<capture detail_name> is the name of a capture detail. 
Role: Used to specify Model Design elements that must be present before a module 
can be used in a Model Design. 
Predicate: description 
Syntax: description( <module_name>, <description>). 
Where <module_name> is the name of a module and <description> is a text 
description of the module giving full details of how it works. 
Role: Used to specify a natural language description of a module. 
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5.1.2.3 Module Source-code 
The Module Source-code datastore contains the source-code necessary to implement a 
SYMFOR module. 	The contents of the datastore are incorporated into model 
implementation code by a 'cut and paste' type of operation i.e. incorporated directly without 
alteration. 
The language used to implement modules and models in SYMFOR is ANSI C (as described 
in e.g. Kelley and Pohl, 1990). C has a number of advantages as a programming language. 
One of the most important is that it is compiled rather than interpreted so that it runs more 
efficiently. A second advantage is that it is very widely used. Of particular significance is 
the fact that large parts of the MS Windows system are written in C. This means that there 
are fewer technical problems in ensuring compatibility of programs that are written in C 
with the operating system. It also means that much of the documentation on using the MS 
Windows Application Programmers Interface uses examples written in C. 
C is also a very powerful language. By this is meant that it is possible to undertake many 
low-level operations that are not possible with high-level languages. For example, it is 
possible to allocate and manipulate memory directly by use of memory pointers. While this 
is now regarded as unhelpful for good programming practice, these kinds of capabilities are 
useful in certain circumstances. Data-structures created in one high level language may be 
incompatible with data structures created in other languages. When using C, it is easy to put 
data into a form that a high-level language such as MS Visual Basic can utilise, no matter 
what form it is used in internally. 
The code in each datastore has a well-defined structure, with three different parts (Figures 
5.7 and 5.8). The declarations section contains statements which declare (that is allocate 
storage space for) variables used to store parameter values. Because these declarations take 
place outside any C functions they have global scope. This means that the storage space 
persists while the Model Executable process persists. The effect of this is that each time the 
main module function is called it can use previously stored parameter values. The 
alternative approach, of reading the parameter values each time the main module function is 
called, is less efficient computationally. The parameter initialisation function is called when 
a simulation run starts or when the user changes parameter values. The main function is 
called for every evaluation that uses the module. 
The storage of module implementations in source-code rather than binary form has a 
number of advantages. First, it means that the requirements that need to be considered when 
determining whether a module is compatible with a Model Design are simply inputs and 
outputs. This contrasts with the situation when binary code is used when there may be other 
considerations. For example, in some systems abstract data types (such as 'tree') must be 
predefined before a module is incorporated. In other systems, a module may have to 
possess a particular predefined interface before it can be accommodated (Smith, 1998). The 
second advantage is that users can inspect the source-code. This aids detection of errors 
such as inconsistencies between the module design and the module implementation. 
Figure 5.7: Jackson Structure diagram showing the structure of a module file. Each module file has 
three parts: a declarations section, a parameter instantiation function and a main module function. 
Module 
Declarations 	Parameter 	Main function 
Instantiation 
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Figure 5.8: Example of a SYMFOR Module Source-code datastore. 
II Module Dbhincd3.sfm 
II----- Describes the relationship between diameter increment and shading index 
II DECLARATIONS SECTION 
float shdesnsity[NSPECIES][NSZCLASS]; 
float maxgrowth[NSPECIES][NSZCLASS]; 
II PARAMETER INSTANTIATION FUNCTION 
mt dbhincrinit() 
if (parinit( dbhincr3', "shdesnsity',(float _far*)(  &shdesnsity[O])) == FALSE) return(FALSE); 
if (parinit( dbhincr3,'maxgrowth, (float _far*)(&maxgrowth{O])) 	FALSE) return(FALSE); 
return(TRUE); 
II MAIN MODULE FUNCTION 




szclass = Iptree->szclass - 1; 
sps = Iptree->species - 1; 
if (Iptree->shadeindex == 0.00 Iptree->shadeindex = O.00lf; 
expo 	shdesnsity[sps][szcIass]*  (float)( !og((double) Iptree->shadeindex)) + 
maxgrowth [sps][szclass]; 
Iptree->dbhincr = (float)(pow(1O, expo)) /1 0.0f; 
if (lptree->dbhincr < O.Of) Iptree->dbhincr = O.Of; 
ret urn(TRUE); 
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5.1.2.4 Parameter Set 
The Parameter Set datastore contains the complete set of parameter values required to run 
the model with which the datastore is associated. There are two kinds of parameter in 
SYMFOR (Section 4.2) and each is represented in the Parameter Set datastore in a different 
way (Figures 5.9 and 5.10). Scalar parameters are parameters which have only one value. 
In this case the parameter is represented by a single line in the file consisting of an identifier 
followed by the value. The identifier is made up of the module name with which the 
parameter is associated conjoined with the name of the parameter. Disaggregated 
parameters have several associated values. They are represented by several lines in the 
parameter datastore, one line per value. 
In SYMFOR the number of parameters in a Parameter Set may vary according to the model 
in use. In addition there is no requirement that parameters should come in a particular 
order. Other forest simulation models such as GHAFOSIM (described in Alder, 1995) also 
use model input files to facilitate the entry of data used in model calculations. However, in 
a GHAFOSIM parameter file a particular sequence of values must be strictly adhered to, 
and the same number of values must be present in each file. In addition values may not be 
tagged, so that it may be very difficult to interpret the content of a parameter file without 
reference to accompanying documentation or the source-code of the model. 
In modelling environments such as Stella, POWERSIM and AME information on model 
content, initial stand structure and parameter values may be stored in a single file. 
Moreover, the file may be binary and so not editable outside of the modelling environment. 
The latter feature was requested by stakeholders. 
Figure 5.9: Structure diagram showing the format of a Parameter Set datastore. 
a) Top level 
Parameter Set 
Parameter 
Scalar ° 	 Disaggregated° 
parameter parameter 
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Expansion of scalar parameter 




Figure 5.10: Excerpt from a parameter file. 
treevolume2:formfactor= .45 
foliagel :folstartslope= 800 
foliage l :folmax 400 
damageintensity2:npoints= 10 
stageinci :stageincLAlo[species( i)]:  2.5 
stageinci :stageincLAlo[species( 2)]= 2.5 
stageinci :stageincLAlo[species( 3)]= 2.5 
stageinci :stageincLAlO[species( 4)]= 2.0 
stageinci :stageincLAI0species( S)]:  2.5 
stageincl:stageincLAlo[species( 6)]: 0 
5.1.2.5 Model Description 
This datastore contains a natural language description of the Model Design. Each statement 
in the datastore is an English sentence. The datastore is created by the Code Generator 
process using information from the Model Design and the Module Database. Figure 5.11 
shows an excerpt from a Model Description datastore. 
The description follows a precise structure. General information on the model (such as the 
creation date and the author) is followed by a description of the way in which different 
kinds of modelled entity are represented. The data used in the representation and the 
algorithms used in the model for calculating values for represented data are given. Units of 
all values are indicated. 
The Model Description complements the formal Model Design. While the formal design is 
unambiguous, complete and concise, its terse syntax lowers its readability to people 
unfamiliar with the formalism. The Model Description is also unambiguous and complete 
but is much more comprehensible (as it is in the form of natural language). In addition, the 
Model Description includes details of modules used in the model (Model Designs indicate 
the modules that have been selected, but do not have any detail of the contents of these 
modules). For these reasons the Model Description component of SYMFOR satisfies 21 
(The framework should provide information on each model in the system that is meaningful, 
unambiguous and complete). 
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One problem with the Model Description is its length. While the design is complete, it is 
also very long. This makes it difficult to navigate through so that finding a piece of 
information of interest can be time-consuming. This could be addressed by using a 
hypertext Model Description. This would, for example, list the modelled entities present 
and have hyper-links to details of each individual modelled entity. 
5.1.2.6 Stand Initialisation Dataset (SID) 
This datastore contains values that are used to initialise the stand at the start of a model 
simulation (i.e. to specify the modelled entities present and the values of their state variables 
and modelled entity constants). Each datastore contains information on one or more types 
of modelled entity (e.g. tree, gridsquare etc). For each type there is a value indicating the 
number of individuals of that type present and a dataset containing data pertaining to 
individuals of the type. Each individual has a sequence of values associated with state 
variables, a sequence of values associated with modelled entity constants and a sequence of 
values associated with constant classifiers. The structure of the datastore is shown in Figure 
5.12. 
The SID is stored in binary form. This form of data can be read into the Model Executable 
much more efficiently than the equivalent text form. Although the fact that it is binary 
means that it cannot be accessed e.g. with a spreadsheet or text-editor application, in 
practice this is not a problem because the data all originate in Field Dataset datastores, and 
these are directly readable. 
Figure 5.11: Excerpt from a Model Description datastore 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
This model was created by alien on 20/5/97. 
At any point in a simulation modelled entities of 7 different types 
may be present. 
These are trees, fallentrees, stands, gridsquares, felledtrees, 
skidtrails and seedsap_cohorts. 
ENTITY INFORMATION 
2.1 	TREE INFORMATION 
Trees vary in number through time. 
Trees have 4 state variables. They are: 
dbh - Diameter of the tree at breast height. (cm) 
x - The x-coordinate of the base of the tree. (m) 
y - The y-coordinate of the base of the tree. (m) 
age - The age of the tree. 	(years) 
Trees have 9 intermediate variables. They are: 
height - The total height of the tree from base to top of the 
crown. (m) 
height2 is the module used to calculate height. This module 
finds the height of a tree based on its diameter. The 
relationship used has the form of a rectangular hyperbola. 
This module has 2 parameters. They are: 
maxheight - the height at which response to diameter 
saturates. Note that this value is usually about 
10 m more than the maximum height observed in the 
field. (m) 
This parameter is disaggregated by species. 
startslope - the initial slope of the response 
function. (m) 
This parameter is disaggregated by species. 
dbhincr - The diameter increment of the tree. (cm yr-1) 
dbhincr3 is the module used to calculate dbhincr. This 
module finds the value of diameter increment based on the 
shadeindex of a tree. As shadeindex increases dbhincr 
decreases. The relationship is linear. 
This module has 2 parameters. They are: 
shdesnsity - the sensitivity to shading - the slope 
of the line describing the relationship 
multiplied by -1. (cm yr-1) 
This parameter is disaggregated by species and by 
szclass. 
maxgrowth - the growth when shadeindex = 0. (cm 
yr-1) 
This parameter is disaggregated by species and by 
szclass. 
shadeindex - An index of how much competition the tree is 
facing for light. 	(NA) 
SIDs persist after they are created. This means that the same SID can be used repeatedly 
without having to be recreated each time. Repeated use of the same SID is required for run 
replication, an essential part of any simulation experiment (when models contain stochastic 
elements). Creation of SIDs is time-consuming and involved, (Section 5.1.2.7) so that it 
may be difficult to consistently produce the same file without error. 









State variable 	ME constant 	State classifier 
sequence I sequence  I 	sequence 
Real  value 	Real value 	teer value 
5.1.2.7 Field Dataset 
This datastore holds values derived from field observations on a set of individual entities. 
The information in one data set relates to a single forest stand. All the entities in the 
datastore are of the same type of modelled entity. For example, data from observations on 
trees are stored in a single data set, and cannot be mixed with data from gridsquares. The 
format is Comma-Separated values (csv), i.e. ASCII with the convention that data in 
columns are separated by commas and data rows are terminated with carriage returns. 
Figure 5.13 shows the structure of a Field Dataset used to store data from observations made 
on individual trees in a stand, while Figure 5.17 shows an excerpt from a Field Dataset. 
Each datastore has three parts: general information, field information and a data block. The 
general information section gives details that relate to the entire set of measurements in the 
dataset, for example the stand from which the measurements were taken and the date(s) on 
which the observations were made. The field information section gives information on the 
different kinds of observation that were made on individuals. For example it may specify 
that 'stem diameter' was one of the observations made on trees in the stand. The data block 
section contains the actual values of the various fields for individuals in the stand. The top-
level structure of the datastore is captured in Figure 5.13. 
Figure 5.13: Jackson Structure Diagram showing the format of a Field Dataset datastore 
The detailed structure of the general information part of the datastore is shown in Figure 
5.14. It can be seen that this section contains five items of information, each of which is 
scalar. Thenumber of cases gives the number of individual entities described in the 
datastore. The number of fields, gives the number of observations that could potentially 
have been made on each individual represented in the datastore. The case referent, is the 
type of the individuals described in the datastore. The date gives the date(s) on which 
observations were made while the description gives details of the stand in which the 
observations were made (for example, latitude and longitude or plot identifier). 
Figure 5.14: Jackson Structure Diagram showing the format of the General information section of a 
Field Dataset datastore. 
General 
information 
Number of 	Number of 	Case referent 	Date 	Description 
cases fields 
The field information part of the datastore specifies the nature of the data produced by 
various observations of the individual entities. For each observation the coverage (whether 
there is a value for every individual in the datastore) and the type of datum resulting from 
the observation is given (Figure 5.15). Allowable types are real number, integer and text. 
Figure 5.15: Jackson Structure Diagram showing decomposition of the field information part of the 
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Iff 
The final part of a Field Dataset is the data-block. The structure of this part is shown in 
Figure 5.16. It holds the data associated with observations of individual entities. Each row 
in the block holds information relating to a single individual. Columns correspond to the 
fields described in the field section while rows correspond to individual entities. One or 
more blank values may be present in fields associated with an individual. 
Figure 5.16: Jackson Structure Diagram showing the decomposition of the data-block part of the 
Field Data datastore 
Figure 5.17: Excerpt from a Field Dataset. Note that the Field Dataset is shown loaded into a 































tree>10 cm dbh 	 I 	I 
Oct-93 
Data comes from 1 ha plot (PlotS) in Wanariset Sangal Research Forest 
real 	complete 
real complete 	 . 
real 	complete - 
real complete 
integer 	complete 	- -..--------.... ......... 
real partial - - -. 
real partial 	. 	 - 	-, 
partial 
real 	partial 
real . partial 	. ............................... 
real 	complete  
real complete 	 - 	-------- 
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The format of the Field Dataset is such that it can accommodate many different kinds of 
dataset. The number of fields and the number of observations can vary from datstore to 
datastore. Datastore can also be used to store partial sets of observations, i.e. sets which do 
not possess a record for all the individuals for which other observations are made. 
The handling of large volumes of data in text format is not ideal because of the large size of 
the data files and slow access times. A better solution may be to make use of a commercial 
Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) such as MS Access, MS FoxPro or 
Borland DBASE. These have a number of advantages: data is stored in binary format - 
files are much smaller and data can be accessed much more quickly; it is easier to manage 
inter-related datasets that are related to each other in some way; special functionality is 
available for inspecting and managing data. Alder (1995) discusses the use of RDBMs in 
the context of managing forest inventory data in more detail. 
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5.1.2.8 Time Series Dataset (TSD) 
This datastore contains data generated by individual model simulations. It consists of a 
rectangular data set where rows correspond to simulation time points and columns 
correspond to run output such as total volume or volume in a particular size class. The 
format of the datastore is comma-separated value (csv). A single datastore can hold the 
results from many simulation runs. Successive runs are stored sequentially in the datastore. 
This allows comparison of replicate runs (which is useful when models have stochastic 
elements) and comparison of different treatments. Figure 5.18 shows a typical TSD. 
The Model User rather than the Model Designer specifies the set of output that is entered in 
the datastore by the Model Executable. The Model User specifies output to be stored from 
the using the functionality of the Model Controller. This process is then responsible for 
obtaining raw output from the Model Executable, deriving the output required and writing 
them to the TSD. 
As TSDs are in a text-based format they can easily be read-into specialised applications 
such as spreadsheets or packages for statistical analysis. This means that specialised tasks 
can be performed without having to explicitly program these tasks in SYMFOR. 
Figure 5.18: Excerpt from Time Series Dataset (TSD)  
Run Time Standing trees Total volume Total basal area Timber production yearly harvest 
0 479 29842 31.97 	 0 0 
1 1 491 29875 3203 0 0 
1 2 497 299.26 32.03 0 0 
1 3 503 299.50 32.03 	 0 0 
1 4 529 300.61 32.30 0 0 
1 5 532 299.66 32.15 	 0 0 
1 6 535 298.20 31.99 0 0 
1 7 574 299.72. 32.41 	 0 0 
1 8 593 300.51: 32.48 0 0 
1 9 809 301.75: 32.83 	 0 0 
1 10 838 303.401 32.97 0 0 
1 11 714 30600 3375 	 0 0 
1 12 707 308 28 33 69 0 0 
1 13 700 309.50 33.77 	 0 0 
1 14 697 297.50 32.79 0 Ii 
1 15 898 299,09 32.96 	 0 0 
1 18 707 301.24 33.21 0 0 
1 17 704 302.77 33.37 	 0 0 
1 18 697 303.94 33.44 0 0 
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5.1.2.9 Model Source-code 
This datastore holds the source-code that is compiled to create a Model Executable. It 
consists of a series of statements in the C computer language. There is one Model Source-
code datastore for every model in the SYMFOR installation. Figure 5.19 shows the top-
level structure of the Model Source-code datastore. 
Figure 5.19: Jackson Structure Diagram showing the structure of a Model Source-code datastore 
Model source 
code 
Overhead code 	Module code 	Entity handling 	I/O code 	Model 
code 	 processing code 
Overhead code is code that is not directly related to the Model Design but that is needed for 
the target executable to function within its host operating environment. Programs running 
under Windows 3.x must all designate at least one window to receive messages from the 
operating system. This is achieved by having two functions: a window initialisation 
function, called on program entry and an associated call-back function to process messages 
sent to the main window. In SYMFOR these two functions have little functionality. 
Module code is code associated with the Model Designer's choice of modules. Modules are 
used to specify the calculations that should take place when intermediate variables and 
events are evaluated. The structure of modules in code is exactly the same as the structure 
of the module in the Module Source code datastore (described in Section 5.1.2.3). 
Entity handling code is code that is used to manage modelled entities and their data in a 
simulation. The structure of this part is shown in Figure 5.20. Entity data is stored and 
manipulated using the construct of a 'structure' that is available in C. There is a different 
entity definition for every type of modelled entity present in a model. Modelled entities of 
the same type are held in collections, and handles are used to identify and manipulate 
individual entities within each collection. Handles are integers which uniquely identify 
individual entities in a collection. 
Access functions are used to retrieve a memory pointer to a modelled entity data based on 
its handle. The memory pointer can then be used to directly read or modify modelled entity 
data. This is a common strategy in operating systems (such as MS Windows) where 
memory is dynamically allocated and moved around so that memory pointers may become 
out-dated. There is one access function for every modelled entity collection in the model. 
Destruction functions are used to destroy individual entities, while creation functions are 
used to create new individual entities in a simulation. Creation functions reuse handles that 
have been liberated by modelled entity destruction. They also may dynamically allocate 
more memory as and when appropriate for storage of modelled entity data. 
Figure 5.20: Jackson structure diagram showing the structure of the modelled entity handling code 
found in Model Source-code 
Entity handling 
code 
Entity 	 Access 	I 	Creation 	Destruction 
definition functions functions functions 
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I/O code is responsible for the interaction between the Model Executable and its 
environment. Two types of interaction can occur: model control and data exchange (Figure 
5.21). Model control is an input that is received by the Mode! Executable and that 
originates with the controller of the simulation. The Model Executable performs operations 
in response to model control input. These operations include inputting or outputting of 
data, updates or model calculations. 
Data exchange code implements input and output of data in response to model control input. 
Data input comes from two datastores: the Parameter Set from which parameter values are 
obtained and the SID from which initial values for modelled entity state-variables and ME 
constants are obtained. Values for modelled entity attributes are exported by the Model 
Executable to display processes. 
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Entity data 
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Model processing code determines how the model responds to control input. There are two 
classes of processing operations: model procedures and updates (Figure 5.22). SYMFOR 
procedures are described in detail in Section 4.2. To summarise, they consist of a series of 
evaluations of attributes that are always performed as a unit. The attributes in a procedure 
may be intermediate variables, intermediate classifiers or events. Updates are model 
operations in which the model state-vector is revised to take account of the model 
calculations that have occurred since the last update. 
iF. 








5.1.3.1 Code Generator 
This process is used to produce Model Source-code datastores. It uses information from the 
Model Design datastore and from one or more Module Source-code datastores to do this. 
Figure 5.23 shows the structure of the algorithm used by the Code Generator process. 




Generate 	 constructed 
copied code code 
Copy overhead 	Copy module 
code I I code 
onstruct entity! 	
Construct I/O 	Construct model 
handling code 
code 	i processing code 
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The Code Generator uses the two methods of copying and constructing in code generation. 
Copying involves a 'cut-and-paste' type operation in which module source-code is inserted 
directly into Model Source-code. Constructing involves employing special algorithms to 
create code on a line-by-line basis. Construction of code is necessary to provide sufficient 
flexibility to deal with Model Designs of different content within the framework. For 
example, every Model Executable contains functionality for reading in model parameters, 
either at the start of a simulation or in response to the user changing one or more parameter 
values. However, the set of parameters used by a model will depend on the modules in use, 
and this may vary from model to model. For this reason a different parameter reader 
function must be used in each Model Executable. The structure of the appropriate function 
is determined by the parameters used by the model, which is in turn determined by the 
modules in use. The Code Generator consults the Model Design and Module Database to 
obtain this information before generating source-code for the appropriate function. 
Both module code and overhead code are copied. This is possible because the statements 
within these code blocks do not depend upon the content of the Model Design. Overhead 
code is the same for every model and module code is the same in every model in which the 
module choice with which the code is associated is present. 
A different strategy based on specification and use of idioms in source-code must be 
followed for constructed code. These are conventions for interpreting and processing 
information in Model Designs so that appropriate functionality in source-code is created. 
For example, an idiom for creating SYMFOR procedures may specify that: 
each procedure specified in a Model Design is implemented as a function in the Model 
Source-code. Procedures specify a set of compound evaluations that take place as a unit. 
For example, a procedure called 'growth' may contain compound evaluations for 'tree 
height', 'tree shadeindex' and 'tree diameter increment'. 
each function contains source-code for performing all the compound evaluations 
associated with the procedure. A compound evaluation involves evaluations of an 
attribute for all individuals of a type. For example, a compound evaluation of tree height 
would involve the evaluation of tree height for every individual tree represented in a 
model. 
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Idioms may be further refined to specify the nature of individual lines of source-code. For 
example every function must start with a particular sequence of text (which gives the 
function name) and end with a particular sequence of text. Idioms are important because 
they form the basis for Code Generator algorithms. 
The relationship between idioms and Code Generator algorithms is best illustrated by using 
an example. Figure 5.24 shows a source-code function suitable for implementing the 
'growth' procedure described above. There are several features of this function that are 
important with respect to creating a Code Generator algorithm. First, it can be seen that the 
internal structure of the procedure depends upon details in the design (i.e. the compound 
evaluations within the function depend upon the definition for the procedure found in the 
Model Design). This means that some parts of the function show an iterative structure. 
Figure 5.24: Structure of function used to implement model procedures 





for 	(htree=l; htree<=treecoliection.UpperActiveHandle; ++htree 
lptree = Usetree( htree 	, &status 	); 
if 	( status == ACTIVE 
if (height( 	lptree 	) == FALSE) 	return; compound eval[1J 
for 	(htree=1; htree<=treecoilection.UpperActiveHandle; 	++htree 
lptree = Usetree( htree , 	&status 
if 	( status == ACTIVE ) compound evalf2J 
if (shadeindex( lptree ) 	== FALSE) 	return; - 
for 	(htree=1; htree <= treecollection.UpperActiveHandie;++htree 	) 
1ptree = Usetree( htree , 	&status 	); 
if 	( status == ACTIVE ) 
if (dbhcinr( lptree ) 	== FALSE) 	return ; 	compound eval[3J 
close 
The Code Generator works by first establishing an output stream between the Code 
Generator and the datastore into which generated code is sent. Statements are then sent to 
this stream by the Code Generator as it runs. Pseudocode for a Code Generator algorithm 
suitable for implementing SYMFOR procedures is shown in Figure 5.25. It can be seen that 
there are three different kinds of statement: 
print statements. These statements all start with 'print'. They are used to send string 
constants and string variables to the output stream. String constants are enclosed in 
quotes, while string variables end in '$'. String constants are used for source-code text 
that does not change each time a code-generation algorithm is used. For example, each 
procedure function always starts with the text 'void' (to indicate that it does not return a 
value). For this reason 'void' is a string constant in the code generation algorithm. In 
contrast, the name of the function being created will be different every time the code-
generation algorithm is run. For this reason it is handled as a string variable (procnm$). 
design interrogation statements. These statements all start with 'retrieve'. They are 
used to procure information from the Model Design. They are responsible for assigning 
values to string variables (which are later sent to the output stream). Interrogation of the 
Model Design is used to ensure that relationships specified in the design are reflected in 
source-code. In the example discussed previously, the design specifies that a procedure 
called 'growth' is responsible for performing three compound evaluations. To correctly 
produce appropriate source-code the subroutine retrieve_cm pd_evals is called. The 
first argument procnm$ is instantiated with the name of the procedure currently being 
processed (in the'growth' example this is assumed to have been done in statements 
preceding those shown). This argument acts as an input to the sub-routine. The second 
and third arguments are instantiated within the subroutine (i.e. they act as outputs from 
the subroutine). n_cmp_evals is a variable which is assigned a value corresponding to 
the number of associated compound evaluations and cmp_evals$() is an array where 
each element is assigned the name of a compound evaluation that is associated with the 
procedure. 
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looping statements. The statement starting the loop begins with 'for', while that 
indicating the end of the loop begins with 'next'. Loops are used to create parts of the 
source-code that are essentially iterative in nature. For example, in the growth example, 
code to loop over all tree modelled entities is repeated for every compound evaluation. 
This is achieved by the use of a for-next loop in the code-generation algorithm. 
Figure 5.25: Pseudocode for the Code Generator algorithm responsible for creating code to 
implement SYMFOR procedures. 'retrieve_cmpd_evals' is a function that returns the compound 
evaluations associated with a procedure (the name of which is given by proc_nm$). n_cmpd_evals' 
is the number of compound evaluations returned and cmpd_eval nm$() is an array containing the 
names of returned compound evaluations. 'gprocfn_eval' is a function that takes the name of a 
single compound evaluation as an input which it generates source-code for. 
print "void " ;procnm$; "_proc" 
print "{" 
print" mt status;" 
retrieve_proc_metype( procnm$, met$) 
print " mt h'; met$; 
print ucase$(met$); 	*jp;  met$; 
retrieve_cmpd_evals( procnm$, n_cmpd_evals, cm pdeval_nm$() 





Different idioms and code-generator algorithms can be used to produce source-code for 
different design features. For example, different idioms are appropriate for coding updates, 
parameter reader functions and SID reader functions. However all of them can be captured 
in code generation algorithms using the elements described above i.e. design interrogation, 
looping and writing to an output stream. 
Model realisation through automatic generation of source-code is discussed in Section 2.3.1. 
In general it is more complex than model realisation through use of design interpreters as 
used in e.g. Stella or AME. However, one of the most important advantages is that the 
runnable model will execute efficiently. This is because the use of an interpreter to manage 
simulations inevitably decreases the efficiency of execution. Moreover, as a low-level 
language (C) is used to specify algorithms, execution should be especially efficient. 
Another advantage is that the system is very good at coping with changes to the Model 
Design over time (see Section 2.3.2). There is a very short length of time between change to 
the design and production of a runnable model, compared with a situation in which design 
changes were manually implemented. This flexibility in the system satisfies SYMFOR 
Requirement 10, which states that the system should be able to support new Model Designs. 
5.1.3.2 Description Generator 
The Description Generator uses the information contained in the Model Design and 
information contained in the Module Database to generate a natural language description for 
a model. The approach used is very similar to that used for the Code Generator process i.e. 
algorithms (based on appropriate description idioms) interrogate the Model Design and 
Model Database and send a stream of text to a datastore. 
Automatic description generation is useful for the same reason that automatic code 
generation is useful: it allows rapid production of new descriptions after Model Designs are 
changed. It is also less likely to lead to error. In a manual system, changes to model 
documentation and model content may be made at different times, or even by different 
people. This can lead to a high chance of inconsistencies arising between the two (Lorek 
and Sonnenschein, 1998). 
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5.1.3.3 Parameter Generator 
The Parameter Generator uses the choice of modules specified in the Model Design and the 
information in the Module Database to generate a set of parameters and parameter values 
for a model. This is required in a system such as SYMFOR in which different models are 
used, as not all models will share the same set of parameters. 
The algorithm used is represented in Figure 5.26. The procedure decomposes into two sub-
procedures. First, the module choices associated with the model are found from the Model 
Design. Second, the parameters associated with this set of module choices are found. 
Consulting the Module Database to find the parameters associated with each module choice 
in turn does this. Parameters that are found are then written to the parameter datastore. 





Obtain module 	Process module 





Consult module I 	I Process pars 
database and I 
find pars  
* 
Write individual 
par. to datastore 
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Automatic generation of appropriate Parameter Sets is useful in that it avoids parameter 
redundancy. Often flexibility is achieved in stand-alone models by incorporating alternative 
subroutines, each of which has a different set of parameters. The user is then asked to 
choose the particular subroutine that they want to use when the model runs. One problem 
with this approach is that at any one time many of the parameters are redundant, and it can 
be difficult to work which parameters are actually in use. 
5.1.3.4 Source-code Compiler 
The Source-code Compiler acts a process in SYMFOR. It produces a Model Executable 
using Model Source-code as input. The 'compiler' preprocesses, compiles and links the 
code. A standard commercial compiler (Microsoft Visual C++ compiler version 1.0) is used 
in SYMFOR. 
There are a number of advantages of using a commercial compiler compared to a freeware 
alternative. Commercial compilers will generally have better user-support. Commercial 
compilers may be more generally available from vendors. Commercial compilers may be 
more tip to date. Commercial compilers may be more reliable, as the company producing 
them may be legally responsible for the quality of the product. 
The main disadvantage is cost. Two types of cost may be incurred. First, there is the outlay 
that must be made for the initial purchase of the compiler. This can be quite steep, of the 
order of £100 or more. Second, there is spending associated with obtaining frequent 
upgrades of the compiler. Most commercial companies regularly produce new versions of 
their product. While there may be not be an absolute requirement to purchase a new version 
when it becomes available, it is desirable for a number of reasons: older versions may cease 
to receive user support; older versions may become unavailable and older versions may not 
be able to utilise new features of operating systems to optimal effect. 
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Disadvantages associated with cost of commercial compilers are less severe because not all 
SYMFOR users will require to use the compiler. The analysis presented in Section 3.1 
indicates that some stakeholders do not actually need the ability to change Model Designs. 
Both forestry trainers and forest operations managers are in this category. Even when 
stakeholders require the ability to change Model Designs, it is possible that this could be 
undertaken by transmission of new designs to a central unit responsible for the activity. For 
example, forest concession researchers could pass new designs to a Government research 
department for implementation. 
The software architecture used in SYMFOR is such that substitution of one compiler for 
another should be comparatively easy. This is so because full details of the models are 
explicitly stated in Model Designs and the concepts used to express details are not related to 
a particular compiler. This means that the same design could be submitted to a different 
code-generator to produce code compatible with a different compiler. While a rewrite of the 
Code Generator may be required this may not be a major task. Difficulties only arise 
because of extensions to ANSI C that are used to handle e.g. memory management in model 
source code. Extensions to ANSI C will typically differ between different compilers, even 
if they are used to achieve the same activities. 
5.1.3.5 Model Executable 
The Model Executable holds modelled entity data and performs the various operations that 
are used in model simulations. It can be said to be an implementation of the Model Design. 
The Model Executable acts as both a process and a datastore in SYMFOR. It acts as a 
datastore in that it is associated with a file that persists in the system (the executable file). 
When this file is run it performs transformations of input data (i.e. model operations) so that 
in this respect it is like a process. 
The Model Executable stores functionality for undertaking model runs in binary form. One 
ostensible disadvantage with this is that the contents of the runnable model cannot be 
directly inspected. However, in SYMFOR this is not a problem because two other 
representations of model content are used: the formal Model Design and the Model 
Description. In addition, the source-code used in the creation of the Model Executable can 
be retained for inspection. 
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The approach used in SYMFOR makes the process of distributing models slightly more 
complex than in other systems. Even though the Model Executable is a stand-alone 
program in that it can be launched and run in an operating system independently of other 
programs it is not 'stand-alone' in other respects. One reason is that it cannot be used 
without a Model Design. This is because the Model Design is consulted by the Model 
Controller and the SYMFOR displays to determine the control statements that the Model 
Executable will respond to. For example, the model controller must know the names of the 
model operations that the Model Executable can perform before it can send requests to the 
Model Executable. 
There are several advantages stemming from the separation between Model Executables 
(which house model content) and the model interface (i.e. the model controller and the 
model displays). First, it means that interface components need only be coded once. It also 
means that the same interface can be used with models of differing content. This is 
SYMFOR Requirement 17 (There should be a common interface for all models within the 
frame work.). 
Second, it means that model interface can evolve independently of the underlying models. 
It also means that different interfaces can be used to run the same model. This is useful 
because different classes of user may interact with models in different ways. For example, 
forestry students might be expected to make full use of visualisation tools. Others may 
make use of an interface with less scope for visualisation but more functionality for 
conducting simulation experiments e.g. functionality for sensitivity analysis and statistical 
comparison of treatments. Bundling all functionality together in a single interface may 
prove confusing and may make the software more difficult to use. 
5.1.3.6 Model Controller 
The model controller is unique amongst the SYMFOR processes in that its primary role is 
control of another process (the Model Executable) rather than transformation of data. Its 
main job is to facilitate user control of simulations. It can issue four different kinds of 
instruction to the Model Executable: 
read SID - this is done at the start of simulations. 
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read Parameter Set - this is done at the start of simulations or when the model user 
changes a parameter value; 
perform procedure - this is done as part of each cycle (i.e. iteration) of a simulation. 
There may be several procedures in a cycle. Procedures are defined in section 4.3.2. 
perform update - this is done as part of each cycle. 
Advantages of separating the model controller (which is primarily an interface) from the 
Model Executable (which is primarily model content) were discussed in the last section. As 
a large amount of model controller functionality is dedicated to providing a user interface it 
is more fully discussed in the next Chapter. 
5.1.3.7 SID Compiler 
The SID Compiler uses information from one or more SYMFOR data files to build a SID 
datastore that is suitable for use with a particular model. The procedure involves specifying 
a dataset for each kind of modelled entity in use by a model, then joining these together. 
Three operations are involved for each type of modelled entity: the selection of a suitable 
Field Dataset, matching fields in the datastore with attributes of the modelled entity, and the 
output of data from Field Data records to the SID. The procedure is summarised in Figure 
5.27. 
Two advantages of the method used are that names of fields in the datastore need not match 
names of modelled entity attributes and there is no need for consistency between different 
Field Datasets. In the process of creating an SID users have to explicitly match fields with 
modelled entity attributes. While this is time-consuming, it means that there does not have 
to be a general standard for nomenclature. The production of such a standard is difficult 
because the data collected from field plots may vary. This is especially likely to be the case 
in the future as new models with different data requirements may be created. 
While some validation of data is currently undertaken, there is scope for improving 
validation in future. At the moment users can only select fields for which there is full 
coverage, and they can only match a field to a modelled entity attribute if they agree in type. 
For example, data on stern diameter cannot be matched with a tree species attribute. In 
future it might be possible to specify realistic ranges in value for modelled entity attributes, 
and only allow matches with Field Datasets in which data fall within these ranges. 
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5.1.3.8 Profile Viewer 
The Profile Viewer processes information on tree modelled entities supplied by the Model 
Executable to produce a diagram showing the modelled stand in cross-section. In these 
diagrams ellipses are used to represent tree crowns and lines are used to represent tree 
stems. The trees are sorted so that those closest to the viewpoint are superimposed on those 
further away. Section 6.2.1.15 - 16 give more detail on the conceptualisation and 
implementation of this display. 
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5.1.3.9 Plan Viewer 
The Plan Viewer processes information on modelled entities to produce a diagram showing 
locations of various modelled entities in the x, y plane of the modelled stand. Sections 
6.2.1.13 - 14 give more details on the conceptualisation and implementation of this display 
5.1.3.10 Aggregate Information Tabulator 
The Aggregate Information Tabulator processes information on modelled entities supplied 
by the Model Executable to produce a table of values. Each value is an aggregate statistic 
i.e. each value is determined by an operation on a set of individual modelled entities. 
Sections 6.2.1.10 - 11 give more details on the conceptualisation and implementation of this 
display. 
5.1.3.11 Individual Information Tabulator 
The Individual Information Tabulator produces a rectangular table of values for a particular 
modelled entity type. Each row in the table corresponds to an individual of the modelled 
entity type selected. Attributes pertaining to the individual entities are arranged in columns. 
Section 6.2.1.12 gives more details on the conceptualisation and implementation of this 
display. 
5.1.3.12 Frequency Distribution Plotter 
The Frequency Distribution Plotter processes information on modelled entities supplied by 
the Model Executable to produce a frequency distribution. The frequency distribution is a 
histogram where a series of vertical bars are used to represent the number of individual 
modelled entities in a series of classes. The length of each bar is directly proportional to the 
number of individuals in the class. 
5.1.3.13 Time Series Plotter 
The Time Series Plotter processes information in the TSD to produce graphs showing how 
TS variables change through time. Time is always on the x-axis. Section 6.2.1.1-20 give 
more detail on the conceptualisation and implementation of this display. 
5.2 	SOFTWARE DESIGN - DYNAMIC VIEWPOINT 
The dynamic behaviour of SYMFOR is captured in a series of statecharts (Budgen, 1994). 
Figure 5.28 shows that SYMFOR can exist in one of three states: idle, model creation mode 
and a model simulation mode. When SYMFOR is idle it means that no SYMFOR activity 
is taking place. 
The activities of designing models and running models are not tightly integrated in 
SYMFOR. The model creation state SYMFOR allows users to create new models, and the 
model simulation state allows users to carry out model simulations. 
Figure 5.28: Statechart describing SYMFOR. a occurs when a user starts any design software, b 
occurs when a user closes design software, c occurs when a user starts software for running the 
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The 'model simulations' state encapsulates 4 states: 'no model selected'; 'model selected, 
awaiting request' and 'performing a run'. This is the situation depicted in Figure 5.29. The 
user chooses a model to work with in the transition between 'no model selected' and 'model 
selected'. The transition between 'model selected' and 'run initialised' requires the user to 
select two datastores: a SID and a Parameter Set. 
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Figure 5.29: An expansion of 'Model simulations' state from (a). a occurs when the user opens a 
model, b occurs when the user closes a model, c occurs when the user starts a run, d occurs when a 
user chooses to finish a run, e occurs when the user chooses to create a new SID andf occurs when 
the user aborts or finishes the creation. 
Model simulations 
(( 	 (\C  
No model 	 Model selected, 	Performing a 
selected awaiting request run 
b 	 d 
e 	 f 
Creating SID 
While in the state of 'performing a run' model procedures and updates are used to project 
the modelled stand into the future. The statechart for this is shown in Figure 5.30. It can be 
seen that there is an intermediate state, awaiting request between the two states of 
performing model calculations and performing update. The transition out of this state is 
controlled by requests from the model controller. The transitions to this state occur 
automatically when the action being performed has terminated. 
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Figure 5.30: Elaboration of the 'performing a run' state. a occurs when a calculation request is 
received by the model controller process, b occurs automatically when the calculation is finished, c 
occurs when an update request is received from the model controller and d occurs automatically when 
update is finished. 
Performing a run 
b 	 C 
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model procedure l I 	request I I state-vector 
update 
(1 	 d 
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Updating 
displays 
The statechart for model creation is show in Figure 5.31. It can be seen that the state of 
model creation is a compound of the state 'model edit' and the state of the model compiler. 
One event is common to both specification and compiler, that of model compilation. 
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Figure 5.31: Elaboration of the model creation state. Event a is triggered by the user opening a 
model in the compiler. b is triggered by the user closing a model. c occurs when the user compiles 
the model and is common to model design and model compiler. d occurs when the user edits the 
Model Design. 
Model creation 
Model edit Model compiler 
r r ISpecification No model 
changed since selected 
cast compilatio ,,  
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5.3 	DISCUSSION 
SYMFOR was designed using a methodology derived from that of Structured System 
Analysis and Design (SSAD) rather than more modern 'object-oriented' methodologies. By 
this is meant is that the primary design effort went into identifying datastores and processes 
and constructing a DFD. Recently many object-oriented techniques have gained favour, so 
that it might be thought that this would be most appropriate for the design of SYMFOR 
rather than the more antiquated SSAD. However it is widely recognised that multiple 
viewpoints may be appropriate in the design of software. For example, Rumbaugh et al. 
(199 1) describe a methodology ('Object-oriented Modeling and Design') in which 3 
viewpoints are used in software development: the object, functional (which corresponds to 
the viewpoint used in Section 5.1) and dynamic viewpoints which corresponds to the 
viewpoint used in Section 5.2). Rumbaugh et al. state that for any one application these 
viewpoints may not be equally important, the viewpoints of importance being determined by 
the nature of the application. 
The nature of SYMFOR is such that the object viewpoint is essentially trivial. One reason 
for this is that there are no inheritance relationships between components of the system. For 
example a Model Design is simply a Model Design, it is not a specialisation of a more 
generic class. In addition the compositional hierarchy is trivial: a single Model Design has a 
number of associated components such as a Parameter Set, a Model Description etc. 
One feature of the SYMFOR design that is not desirable per. Se. is its complexity. 
SYMFOR can be said to be complex in that there are a large number of interacting 
components in the system - in all there are 27 datastores and processes in the DFD. In more 
traditional modelling approaches there may be only 3 components: an input file, a model 
executable and an output file (e.g. the GI-IAFOSIM system described by Alder (1995). Such 
systems are initially faster to implement as they avoid any difficulties associated with 
handling the interaction of many different components. 
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There are however several very important advantages of using the SYMFOR approach. 
Most of these relate to the flexibility with respect to model content that the more complex 
design affords. For example, in SYMFOR data from Permanent Sample Plots (PSPs) is 
stored in two datastores: the Field Dataset and the SID. This is not desirable in that the 
same data is held twice, and so requires twice as much space on the storage medium used 
than if only a single datastore was used in the system. However the Field Dataset holds PSP 
data in a generic form and is readily accessed and processed by the SID compiler to produce 
SIDs that are compatible with particular Model Designs. In the traditional modelling 
approach change in model content may require substantial alteration of input files - for 
example adding values for newly incorporated state-variables. This is typically undertaken 
on an ad hoc basis with limited computer support for validation and hence greater scope for 
human error. In general the more complex design of SYMFOR means that changes to 
model content can be handled much more effectively. 
The design described in this chapter can be said to be the logical design of SYMFOR. This 
is because it is at a high level of abstraction. This is useful because it brings to the surface 
the conceptual basis of the system. There are however many different ways in which this 
design could be implemented. For example, the logical design does not specify the platform 
or software development systems to be used. The physical design supplements the logical 
design and specifies details of this kind, and it is this that forms the basis of the next 
chapter. 
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6. Implementation of SYMFOR software 
This chapter describes the implementation of the SYMFOR software. Implementation 
specifies how the design described in the previous chapter is realised. In particular it 
specifies how applications incorporating the different processes of the data flow diagram 
were created. The programming and interface of each application is described. 
Two development tools were used in the implementation of SYMFOR: MS Visual Basic 
(VB) and MS Visual C++ (VC). Each of these is superior to the other in certain respects. 
VB is a high level language that features strong support for building of Graphical User 
Interfaces (GUIs). It is however computationally inefficient (by virtue of being interpreted 
rather than compiled) and does not enforce highly structured programming. Visual C++ is 
computationally efficient, supports structured programming and is very powerful. It is 
however a lower level language so that the instructions required to perform an activity are 
longer and more esoteric than those required to accomplish the same activity in VB. 
VB provides a number of special constructs for GUI development including: 
the form - this is a rectangular window on which other GUI elements can be placed in the 
interface design process; 
control - this is a GUI elements that vary in functionality and visual characteristics and 
that are placed on forms in the interface design process; 
program module - this is a group of VB procedures. Procedures in the same module can 
access and manipulate a common set of data not accessible outside the module. 
In MS Windows two things determine the characteristics of a form or control: 
the class of the control. In VB a set of different control classes is supplied. Each of 
these has characteristic functional and visual characteristics. List-boxes and push-
buttons are examples of control classes. VB does not support super-classing (the creation 
of new classes based on existing classes). 
modification of class properties and functionality in instances of a control. This is 
referred to as sub-classing and is supported by VB. 
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Although not specifically an Object Oriented language, the VB programming language has 
some of the functionality often associated with Object Oriented languages including: 
programming objects (forms and modules) in which data and procedures can be logically 
associated; 
encapsulation of data within programming objects; 
strong support for the event-driven programming metaphor; 
Implementation of SYMFOR involved building three programs: two MS Windows 
applications (i.e. programs that have windows capable of directly receiving and responding 
to user actions such as double-clicking) and one Dynamic Link Library (or DLL i.e. a 
library of functions that can be used as a resource by different clients but that cannot 
directly receive or react to user actions). 
The two SYMFOR applications were built using VB. The SYMFOR Model Compiler 
(SMC) application is used to build individual SYMFOR models while the SYMFOR Model 
Manager (SMM) application is used to conduct model simulations. Neither of these 
programs performs intensive computation associated with running models such computation 
of shading indices and one (the SMM) has a highly developed GUI. For these reasons 
implementation in C is not particularly appropriate. 
The SYMFOR DLL was built using VC. The DLL is used to perform some tasks that 
cannot be performed in VB (such as retrieval of data from a model executable) and tasks 
that are commonly used in model executables (such as random number generation). The 
reasons that VC were used are technical in nature. They relate to the fact that VB does not 
support dynamic linking of procedures i.e. it is not possible for a VB program to export its 
procedures to more than one client in the same way as can be done with functions in 
programs written in VC. The reason why this is important is described in Section 6.4. 
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The material in the sections describing the SYMFOR applications is split into Interface and 
Programming. The Interface part specifies interface design from the point of view of a user 
of the software. The Programming section indicates the way that code which was not 
specifically related to the implementation of the user-interface was structured. In the case 
of the SMM and SMC applications the Programming section describes the VB program 
modules that were used. 
6.1 SYMFOR MODEL COMPILER (SMC) 
This application is used to perform activities associated with the creation of a new model, 
rather than activities associated with running a model. It was created using MS Visual 
Basic Version 3.0. It implements three of the processes from the SYMFOR DFD: Code 
Generator, Parameter Generator and Description Generator. 
1.1 Interface 
The user-interface for the SMC is very simple. It consists of a single window that appears 
when the application is loaded. There are four push-buttons on the window. The push-
button labelled 'Model' opens a dialog-box for selecting a model. The dialog-box is 
identical to that used in the SMM and is described in Section 6.2.1.9. After a model has 
been selected, the name of the model appears on the window (it replaces the '<None>' 
label). The push-button labelled 'Edit spec' is used to open a text-editor loaded with the 
formal model design associated with the model. The push-button labelled 'Compile' is used 
to start the compilation process, while the push-button labelled 'Close' is used to exit the 
SMC application. 
The activities undertaken as part of the compilation process are set using the check-boxes. 
Any or all of the three activities of parameter generation, description generation or source-
code generation can be selected. The progress with compilation is indicated in the status-
box at the bottom of the window. 
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There are seven program modules in the SMC (Table 6.1). One of these contains code for 
controlling the SMC, three of these contain code for the performing the compilation 
activities, and three contain functionality for handling the various datasets used by the SMC. 
Because of the simple design of the SMC, control functionality is fairly trivial. The three 
compilation activity modules contain functionality for source-code generation, parameter 
generation and description generation. The algorithms for undertaking these activities are 
described in Sections 5.1.3.1 - 5.1.3.3. 
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Functionality for handling individual data sets used by the SMC is contained in separate VB 
modules. Most of the datasets used correspond to data stores in the SYMFOR DFD 
described in Chapter 5. For example, there are modules for handling model design data and 
module design data. Each program module stores data associated with the data set and is 
interrogated or modified by other parts of the SMC that need to access the data. One 
advantage of this approach of maintaining an internal representation of data is that data 
files need to be consulted less frequently (for example, at the start and end of a session). As 
accessing an internal representation (which is usually stored in the computer's main 
memory) is much faster than file access this means that the SMC is more efficient than an 
alternative which does not use internal representations. Another advantage is that data is 
'encapsulated' (i.e. subject to restricted access) within the module so it is much more 
difficult to unintentionally alter data in other parts of the SMC. A third advantage is that 
program modules of this kind can be shared by the SMM. This application handles some of 
the same datasets as the SMC. For this reason incorporating pre-existing modules with 
appropriate functionality is a useful way of avoiding duplication of effort. 
The program module used to handle model design data is a good example of this kind of 
module. For each primitive in the model design language (described in Section 5.1.2.1) a 
storage structure is defined with module level scope. The storage structure consists of a 
counter variable to indicate the number of instances of the primitive in the model design and 
one or more arrays to hold information from each instance. For example, consider the 
information on state variables held in the model design. Five items of data are associated 
with each state-variable instance in the design: its name, the name of the modelled entity 
with which it is associated, a description, the units, maximum and minimum value that it 
can take. This information is held in five arrays. Elements in the each of the arrays of the 
same index correspond to a single state variable instance. 
The program module also supports interrogation of the model design by other components 
of the SMM. As the model design data has module level scope it cannot be accessed 
directly by other SMM components. Instead different functions are called which return 
different sets of data. For example, state-variable information is returned by the VB 
procedure 'get_design_svs'. This procedure has one input (the name of the modelled entity 
for which state-variable information is required) and two outputs (a value giving the number 
of state-variables associated with the modelled entity given as input and an array containing 
the names of the state-variables). Further information (maximum and minimum values, 
description, units) on an individual state-variable can be returned using the procedure 
'get_sv_details' using the name of the state-variable as an input. 
The program module reads information from the Model design datastore when a new model 
is selected for use. Because the structure of information in this file is complex a reasonably 
sophisticated lexical analyser is used in the VB procedure which reads the information. 
Although the program module uses simple structures to represent the information in a model 
design quite a primitive way it is faster to implement and (because it is less complex) easier 
to maintain. This leads to faster prototyping and ultimately superior design. Furthermore 
the processing involved is not speed critical as the performance of the SMM is limited 
primarily by the time taken to execute simulation operations. 
Table 6.1: Program modules used in the SMC application 
Module name 	Functionality 
mccontrol.bas 	MC control 
desc.bas 	Creation of Model Descriptions. 
pars.bas 	Creation of Parameter Sets 
code_gen.bas 	Creation of Model Source-code 
design.bas 	Handling of Model Designs 
mdule_des.bas 	Handling of module designs 
ini.bas 	Handling of SMC initialisation data 
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6.2 SYMFOR MODEL MANAGER (SMM) 
This application was created using VB. It implements seven of the processes from the 
SYMFOR DFD. Two of these are general-purpose processes (SID Maker and Run 
Controller) while six are display processes (Profile Viewer, Plan Viewer, Aggregate 
Information Tabulator, Individual Information Tabulator, Frequency Distribution Plotter 
and Time Series Plotter). 
6.2.1 Interface 
The SMM conforms to the MS Windows Multiple Document Interface (MDI) standard, as 
described in Petzold (1992). In this architecture there are three kinds of window: 
Parent window. There is only one of this kind of window in an application. This window 
possesses a toolbar, a menubar and a status box. It opens when the SMM application 
opens and closing the window terminates the application. 
Child windows. These occur within the client area of the parent window. They do not 
possess a menubar or toolbar of their own. They are modeless in that it is possible to 
interact with other windows of the application while the child window is open. These 
windows are typically used to display information or to facilitate user input which is not 
tied to a discrete activity 
Dialog-boxes. These boxes are not limited to the client area of the parent window. They 
do not possess a menubar or toolbar of their own. They are modal in that interaction 
with other windows of the application is blocked while they are open. These windows 
are typically used to either warn the user of something or solicit input from the user 
before an activity can proceed. 
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The windows may be divided into two kinds: control windows and display windows. The 
primary purpose of control windows is to allow users to manage and carry out SMM 
activities. The primary purpose of display windows is to present information. They do this 
by displaying information on modelled entities in the modelled stand. Two concepts are 
used to specify the characteristics of displays: properties and instructions. A display 
property is a scalar i.e. it can only have one value for a particular display. An example is 
the width of the modelled stand displayed in the Profile Viewer. A display instruction is a 
prescription concerning processing of modelled entity data that is used in the generation of 
the display. There can be more than one display instruction associated with a display. For 
example, an instruction might specify that individual trees of species group 3 should be 
displayed in green on the Profile Viewer. 
There are 20 windows in total in the SMM Interface: 2 control windows, 7 display windows 
and 10 dialog-boxes. Table 6.2 lists the various windows used, and the rest of the section 
considers each in turn. 
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Table 6.2: Windows used in the SMM interface 
Window type 	Window 	 Role 
Control 	 Parent window 	 Manages all other windows 
Run control 	 Controls model simulation runs 
Displays natural language description of model 
Produces map showing locations of modelled 
entities 
Produces diagram showing the modelled stand in 
cross-section 
Produces a table showing aggregate stand values 
such as total biomass 
Produces a table showing the values associated 
with individual modelled entities 
Produces a diagram showing the number of 
modelled entities in different categories 
Graphs stand characteristics through time 
Allows users to select a model for use in the 
SMM 
Allows users to change values associated with 
model parameters 
Allows users to change values associated with 
d is aggregated parameters 
Allows users to create new SIDs by combining 
Field Datasets 
Allows users to change values collected in 
individual runs and run length 
Allows users to specify the SID and parameter set 
used in an individual model run 
Allows users to specify a subset of modelled 
entities for use in display processing 
Allows users to specify the contents of a cell in 
the Aggregate Information Tabulator 
Allows users to specify the functioning of the 
Plan Viewer 
Allows users to specify the functioning of the 
Profile Viewer 
Allows users to specify the functioning of the 
Frequency Distribution Plotter 
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6.2.1.1 Parent window 
The SMM Parent window is used to perform top-level activities such as opening child 
windows and printing child windows. The Parent window opens when the SMM application 
opens. Closing the Parent window closes the SMM application. Figure 6.2 shows the 
configuration of the SMM window. 




The user controls the SMM using menu-commands and toolbar-buttons. Every toolbar-
button has a menu-command equivalent but not every menu-command can be performed 
using the tool-bar. Details of toolbar-buttons, menu commands and the actions they perform 
are given in Table 6.3. 
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The SMM has a number of different modes which are used to both enable and constrain user 
actions. In each configuration certain toolbar-buttons and menu-commands are available 
and others are disabled. The modes are: 
no model selected (the mode when software is first loaded); 
model selected, not running; 
model selected and running; 
The SMM moves between modes in reponse to user actions. Availability of toolbar-buttons 
and menu commands in each of these modes is indicated in Tables 6.3 and 6.4. 
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Table 6.3: SMM user actions and modes (I). Where a change in mode of the SMM results from a 
user action details of the transition are given. The availability of each action in different modes is 
indicated in the three 'Availability' columns - shading indicates the option is available. 
Availability 
Menu Menu Toolbar Action 
heading command icon 
File Open model Opens model 	- 
Close model - Closes model 
Describe Opens model description 
model kZY  window 
Print settings - Opens printer settings 
dialog 
Print open Prints open displays 
displays 
Exit - Closes SMM  
Run Initialise - 1 
new run 
Finish run - - 
Clear - Deletes contents of 
previous run results file 
results 
Change run - Opens run settings panel 
settings 
Parameters Edit p Opens parameter editor 
parameters window 
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Table 6.4: SMM user actions and modes (II). Where a change in mode of the SMM results from a 
user action details of the transition are given. The availability of each action in different modes is 
indicated in the three 'Availability' columns 
Availability 
Menu Menu command Action Toolbar 
heading 
Displays Stand Table Opens Stand Table display 
Frequency Opens Frequency 
Distribution Distribution display  
Profile View Opens Profile View 
display  
Plan View Opens Plan View display  
Individual Opens individual info. 
information display 
Time series plot Opens TS Plotter display 
current run 
Time series plot Opens TS Plotter display 
previous runs 
Copy Display Copies active display to 
clipboard = 
Open Display options Opens options panel for 
panel active display'  
Display Cascade Cascades child windows 
arrangement 
Tile Tiles child windows 
Tools Make new Stand Opens SID Maker window 
Initialisation File 
Help About SYMFOR Opens SYMFOR 
information' 
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6.2.1.2 Run Control window 
This window is used to monitor progress and speed and to control simulation runs of a 
model. It opens automatically if the user successfully uses the Run Initialisation dialog-box. 
The configuration of the window is shown in Figure 6.3. The information displayed on the 
window is: 
. 	the number of years of the simulation run that have been completed; 
the maximum run length; 
the average time for a year's worth of calculations - this value is useful for assessing 
performance of the model on different computers; 
the next point at which the run should be interrupted (if defined). 
The two push-buttons at the top of the window are used to start/ restart and to interrupt the 
run. Clicking on the push-button labelled 'auto-interrupt' and entering a value in the dialog-
box that appears will set the next point at which a run should automatically be interrupted. 




Run length: 1160 
Avg. cycle me 0.9s 
Prev, runs: 0 
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Display windows 
6.2.1.3 Model Description Viewer 
This window displays a natural language description of the model being used. The structure 
of the description is indicated in Section 5.1.2.5. The configuration of the window is shown 
in Figure 6.4. The window is opened using the 'Display model description' menu command 
under 'File' on the menu of the top-level window or by clicking on the equivalent tool-bar-
button (Table 6.3). 
Figure 6.4: Model Description Viewer window 
Jl 	j 2 1 Li -__ 
S'rMFOF: 	 - 
Model Description 
model63 
1. GENERAL INFORMATION 
This model was created by allen on 20/5/97. 
At any point in a simulation objects of 6 different types may be 
hese are trees, lallentrees, stands, gridsquares, felledtrees 
id skidtrails. 
6.2.1.4 Plan Viewer 
This window presents a diagram showing the locations and shapes of modelled entities 
within the modelled stand. Each modelled entity is represented by a point, straight line or 
shape. When the modelled entity is represented by a point then the size of the point within 
the display may scale according to an attribute possessed by the modelled entity. Different 
colours can be used to identify different sets of individual modelled entities. The window is 
shown in Figure 6.5, in which standing trees are represented by circles and fallen trees are 
represented by straight lines. 
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Figure 6.5: Plan Viewer display 
IG Plan View 
6.2.1.5 Profile Viewer 
This window presents a diagram showing the locations and shapes of modelled entities of 
type 'tree' within the modelled stand. Each individual tree is represented by an ellipse (the 
crown) and a line (the stem). The dimensions of the tree on the diagram are related to the 
tree attributes of total height, crown-point and crown-radius. If tree modelled entities are 
not defined in the Model Design or the definition does not include these three attributes then 
this display cannot be used. Different colours are used to identify different sets of 
individual modelled entities. 
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6.2.1.6 Aggregate Information Tabulator 
This window displays a table of aggregate values from the stand. Each cell in the table 
contains either some text or a value. The window is shown in Figure 6.7. Aggregate values 
are values obtained by an operation on a set of individual modelled entities (the set is 
specified by the 'Criterion Selector' dialog-box (Section 6.2.1.14)). Three types of operation 
can be performed on such a set: 
counting the number of individuals in the set; 
summation of an attribute for all individuals in the set; 
calculation of the mean value of an attribute for all individuals in the set; 
What appears in each cell is specified using the 'Cell Contents' dialog-box (Section 
6.2.1.14). The number of cells in the table is specified by double-clicking on the border and 
entering the number of columns and rows that are required in the dialog-box. 
Figure 6.7: Aggregate Information Tabulator display 
10-25 25-45 45-70 >70 All 
Number _ut_ 	F-.rns 504 113 39 14 669 
EiasaLarealm2 9.56 19 2 9 07 9 76 37.62 
Volume—M3/ha 53.96 79.7 :102.5 133 8 369.96 
Current timber harvest / 0.00 1 
Total timber harvested 
6.2.1.7 Individual Information Tabulator 
This window presents a table that contains information on all individual modelled entities of 
a particular type (Figure 6.8). Each row corresponds to one modelled entities and columns 
correspond to attributes possessed by the individuals. A popup list box allows users to 
specify the object type used in the table. There is no Options Panel for this display. 
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Figure 6.8: Individual Information Tabulator 
718 
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6.2.1.8 Frequency Distribution Plotter 
This window presents a diagram showing how many modelled entities of a particular type 
fall into each of a set of categories (i.e. a frequency distribution or FD). Each FD is for a 
single variable and uses a predefined set of classes. 
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6.2.1.9 Open Model dialog-box 
This dialog-box is used to choose a model for loading into the SMM. It is opened using the 
'Open Model' menu command or the equivalent push-button on the toolbar. The 
configuration of the dialog-box is shown in Figure 6.10. 
The dialog-box emulates the functionality of 'File open' dialog-boxes of MS Windows 3.x 
applications. Users navigate to the folder in which the model they want to load is located 
using the 'Directory' list-box. Double-clicking on a folder name in this listbox will open it 
resulting in the update of the 'Model' and 'Directories' listboxes and the path label (at the 
bottom left of the dialog-box). 
Figure 6.10: Open Model dialog-box 
Current: or 	$ 
I Cancel 
Mdet Directories: 






6.2.1.10 Parameter Editor dialog-box 
This dialog-box is used to change the value of model parameters. It is opened using the 
'Edit parameters' menu command or the equivalent toolbar-button. The configuration of the 
window is shown in Figure 6.11. 
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Units 	Iit dm1 rn - -h.4.uvirni rn * 
The Parameters are grouped according to the SYMFOR module they belong to. The groups 
are contained in the list-box in the left hand corner of the dialog-box. When the user selects 
a new group the current parameters in the window are replaced by those that are associated 
with the new group. 
There are two kinds of parameters: scalar and disaggregated. For both of these kinds the 
name, minimum and maximum and units are displayed in labels. If the user clicks on the 
name then a modal box containing a text description of the parameter will appear. In the 
case of a scalar parameter there is a text-box into which user can enter the new value. In the 
case of a disaggregated parameter there is a push-button labelled 'Disagg' where the text-
box of a scalar parameter would be. When this push-button is pressed a dialog-box 
containing a set of values for the parameter appears (the Parameter Disaggregator dialog-
box - Figure 6.12). The values appear in a grid and each can be edited by selecting a cell in 
the grid, entering a new value in the text-box at the top of the window and clicking on the 
push-button labelled with the tick. 
Figure 6.11: Parameter Editor dialog-box 
tIong 	IF, 0 	I Vears 1.0 500.0 
Iogngcc1e 	15 0 'dears 1.0 1000 .0 
ct-poinx fl 0 m 00 1000 
PY FFFi_iT____1 ra 0.0 11100 
dbhct 10.0 5000 
ukfdWdth 	1 0 m 1.0 30.0 
nNddmgfhieh 	25 0 cm 10.0 50,0 
kiddmqprobIi- j 3 I 0.0 1.0 
	
rn.hze0 1: U 
	
NA 	0.1 	100 
'rnahoi2e1 U Ii 
	
NA 	0.1 	10.0 
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Figure 6.12: The Parameter Disaggregator dialog-box for a disaggregated parameter. Values for a 
variable (dbhcrit) which is disaggregated by species-group are shown 








6.2.1.11 SID Maker window 
This dialog-box is used to create Stand Initialisation Datasets (SIDs) compatible with the 
model that is in use. SIDs are used to specify the modelled entities present at the start of a 
simulation run. The algorithm used by the SID Maker is described in Section 5.1.3.7. 
The SID Maker window works in a similar way to an Microsoft wizard i.e. by guiding users 
through a sequence of steps associated with a sequence of window configurations. The user 
completes a step by specifying values for all choices in a window. The user proceeds to the 
next step (i.e. a new window configuration) by clicking on 'Next' (and can go back to the 
previous step by clicking on 'Previous'). 
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In the SID Maker each step requires users to specify initialisation details for a type of 
modelled entity that is present in the model design. Each window configuration allows the 
user to either specify that no individuals of the type are initially present or to specify how 
information from a field data file may be used to specify the modelled entities initially 
present. In the latter case the user is required to specify which fields from the data file are 
used to supply initial values for the model entity attributes. They do this by selecting the 
field to be used from a popup box that appears beside every attribute. Only fields that are 
suitable for use with the attribute appear. For example, a field containing text cannot be 
used to initialise state-variables. Once the user has finished the specification of an 
individual modelled entity type the 'Next' push-button allows them to progress to the next 
modelled entity type. 
Figure 6.13: SID Maker window 
Object type tree 	 = 669 
C Not preent 
(i 	I riI:rrriatii:n read in lrorr file 
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6.2.1.12 Run Settings dialog-box 
This dialog-box is used to set certain characteristics that determine the nature of the 
simulation run. Specifically these characteristics are: 
the set of simulation results to be collected at the end of every cycle (henceforth 
abbreviated to simulation data); 
the maximum length of the run; 
The configuration of the window is shown in Figure 6.14. It is opened by using the 'Run 
settings' menu command. 
Figure 6.14: Run Settings dialog-box 
Run LnaUi_41:1 
lrIructrori oriporient 	- 
Obect type 	 Object variable 
I tree 	 II 	I dbh 	 II 
vperr 	 — 
ICount 	 :II 	Texti 
Selecionj<ii> 
lriz4ru:tion list 
[: tandirici Free. Fiee dh i II JunF All> J 	 Clear all 
['Standing volurne,Free,treevolumeSurn,.AIl>[ 
[''Standing basal area,tree,tneebasalarea.Sum,<All>] 	DeleteJ 
[Recruitstree,dbftCounL[ [age<.O] ]] 
['Damage score',gnidsquare.damageintensity,Sum,<AIL] 
["Timber production stand,cumtrrnber,S um,<AlI> ] 
["yearly harvet.xtandcumtimberinc,Sum,<AIl>] 
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A series of instructions are used to prescribe the simulation results that are collected. Each 
Instruction prescribes how a single datum should be calculated and named. Calculations 
involve an operation on a set of data belonging to individual modelled entities. 	Five 
controls are responsible for specifying instruction components: 
the 'Object type' popup box. This box contains all the modelled entity types in the 
model. 
the 'Object variable' popup box. This box contains all the variables associated with the 
currently selected object type 
the 'Operator' popup box. This box contains operators that can be used in Instructions. 
There are three of these: 'sum', 'mean' and 'count'; 
the 'Selection' push-button. This push-button opens the 'Criterion Selector' dialog-box 
which allows users to select a set of modelled entities of the same type. When this has 
been done a text version of the selection appearing next to the 'Selection' push-button; 
the 'Label' textbox. This is used to specify the name given to the datum calculated by 
the instruction. 
Once an individual instruction for a particular datum has been specified it can be placed in 
the 'Instruction list' box by clicking on the 'Add' push-button. The 'Delete' push-button can 
be used to remove selected instructions. 
6.2.1.13 Run Initialisation dialog-box 
This dialog-box is used to specify the parameter source and the Stand Initialisation File that 
are to be used in a simulation run. It is opened by the 'Initialise new run' menu command 
or the equivalent toolbar-button (Table 6.3). 
The configuration of the dialog-box is shown in Figure 6.15. The 'Stand Initialisation File' 
popup box contains all the SIDs that are available for use with the model currently in use. 
The dialog-box is dismissed by the 'OK' push-button (in which case Run Initialisation 
proceeds to the next phase) or by the 'Cancel' push-button (in which case Run Initialisation 
falls). 
IM 
Figure 6.15: Run Initialisation dialog-box 
Parameter set: 
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6.2.1.14 Criterion Selector dialog-box 
This dialog-box is used to specify a set of modelled entities (all of which must be of one 
type). It is launched by Display Options Panels in which there is a requirement to refer to a 
set of individuals e.g. the Plan View Options Panel. It works by allowing users to specify a 
logical expression consisting of up to four inequality terms joined by logical ANDs. The 
dialog-box is opened by clicking on one of the 'Selection' push-buttons that occur on 
display Options Panels and also on the Run Settings window. The configuration of the 
dialog-box is shown in Figure 6.16. 
Figure 6.16: Criterion Selector dialog-box 
Lrtnnh for individuals of type tree 
eII 
ANDn 
<Al I / 
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The modelled entity type that the dialog works with is indicated in the top left of the dialog-
box. (Note that this is specified by the user before the dialog-box is opened in the calling 
window). The box contains a number of popup list boxes. By default the item '<none>' is 
selected for each of the popup boxes. The other items in the popup list are attributes 
possessed by individuals of the modelled entity type specified for the dialog-box. When the 
user selects a different item from one of the popup boxes then the attribute selected becomes 
the first term in an inequality expression. Two boxes appear aligned horizontally with the 
original box: a popup list box containing a list of inequality operators and a text-box that 
allows users to complete the inequality expression. 
6.2.1.15 Cell Contents dialog-box 
This dialog-box is used to specify what should appear in the individual cells in a table 
created by the Aggregate Information Tabulator. It is opened by double-clicking on the cell 
in an Aggregate Information table for which a new contents specification is required. After 
it opens the user can select one of three possibilities for display in the cell: nothing (i.e. 
leave the cell empty), text, or an aggregate value. The choice is made using the options in 
the top left. When the 'Empty cell' option is selected no additional features appear in the 
box. When the 'Text' option is selected a single text box appears in the box. Users type the 
text that they desire to appear in the cell into this box. 
When the 'Value' option is selected controls appear that allow the user to specify how an 
aggregate value that will appear in the cell should be calculated. There are five of these 
controls: 
an 'Object' list box which allows users to choose the type of modelled entity that occurs 
in the set of individual modelled entities; 
a 'Variable' list-box which allows users to choose the modelled entity variable that will 
be used in the calculation of the aggregate value (note that when the type of the operation 
is a 'count', the contents of this list-box are irrelevant); 
an 'Operator' list-box which allows users to select the type of operation that will be used 
on the selection of individuals. Three operators can be used: sum, mean or count (N)). 
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a 'Selection' push-button: this push-button opens the 'Criterion selector' dialog-box 
which enables users to choose the individual modelled entities to be used in the 
determination of the aggregate value; 
a 'Format' combo-box. This allows users to specify how the value will be displayed in 
terms of number of significant figures, notation etc. The user can choose one of the pre-
existing formats or type in their own format expression. 
Figure 6.17: Cell Contents dialog-box 
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6.2.1.16 Plan Viewer Options Panel 
This dialog-box is used to specify the characteristics of the Plan Viewer display. It is 
opened by double-clicking on the Plan Viewer display or by making the Plan Viewer the 
active display and selecting the menu command 'Open Display Options Panel'. The panel 
is shown in Figure 6.18. 
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Figure 6.18: Plan Viewer Options Panel 
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Display properties are used to specify the location and dimensions of the viewport (the area 
of the stand represented within the display) using the co-ordinate system of the modelled 
stand. Four controls are used: 
the 'x-origin' textbox - used to set the x-coordinate of the origin of the viewport. 
the 'y-origin' textbox - used to set the y-coordinate of the origin of the viewport. 
the 'x-length' textbox - used to set the length in the x direction of the viewport. 
the 'y-length' textbox - used to set the length in the y direction of the viewport. 
Instructions are used to prescribe how different sets of individual modelled entities should 
be represented in the display. The controls used to specify instruction components are: 
an 'object type' popup listbox used to specify an modelled entity type. The object types 
listed will be all those specified in the model design that can be plotted i.e. all those that 
have attributes that bear interpretation as a point, line or shape; 
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a 'Plot' popup listbox used to determine the symbols used in the representation of the 
modelled entities in the window. 
a 'Scale variable' popup listbox used to specify the variable that should be used to 
determine the size that an modelled entity represented by a point occupies on the display. 
This control is only visible if Plot is set to 'Point'. 
a 'Colour' push-button used to open a standard Windows dialog-box for selection of a 
colour; 
a 'Selection' push-button used to open the Individual selector dialog-box to specify a set 
of individual modelled entities. 
Once an individual instruction has been specified it can be placed in the 'Instruction list' 
box by clicking on the 'Add' push-button. The 'Delete' push-button can be used to remove 
selected instructions. Clicking on the 'OK' push-button the Plan Viewer closes the Options 
Panel. The Plan Viewer will then update to reflect any changes made. The new 
specification will be the one used every time the display is updated in the course of a 
simulation run. 
6.2.1.17 Profile Viewer Options Panel 
This dialog-box is used to specify the characteristics of the Profile Viewer display. It is 
opened by double-clicking on the Profile Viewer display or by making the Profile Viewer 
the active display and selecting the menu command 'Open display Options Panel'. Figure 
6.19 shows the Options Panel. 
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Figure 6.19: Profile Viewer Options Panel 
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Display properties are used to specify the location and dimensions of the viewport (the area 
of the stand represented within the display) using the co-ordinate system of the modelled 
stand. Four controls are used: 
. 	the 'x-origin' textbox - used to set the x-coordinate of the origin of the viewport. 
. 	the 'y-origin' textbox - used to set the y-coordinate of the origin of the viewport. 
the 'x-length' textbox - used to set the length in the x direction of the viewport. 
the 'y-length' textbox - used to set the length in the y direction of the viewport. 
Instructions prescribe how different sets of individual trees are represented on the 'Plan 
Viewer' display. The controls used to specify instruction components are: 
a 'Colour' push-button used to open a standard Windows dialog-box for selection of a 
colour; 
a 'Selection' push-button used to open the 'Criterion Selector' dialog-box to specify a set 
of individual trees; 
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Once an individual instruction has been specified it can be placed on the 'Instruction list' 
box by clicking on the 'Add' push-button. The 'Delete' push-button can be used to remove 
selected instructions. When the Options Panel is closed by clicking on the 'OK' push-
button the Profile Viewer will update to reflect any changes made. The new specification 
will be the one used every time the display is updated in the course of a simulation run. 
6.2.1.18 Frequency Distribution Options Panel 
This dialog-box is used to specify the characteristics of the FD Plotter. It is a modal dialog-
box that is opened by double-clicking on the FD Plotter or by making the FD Plotter the 
active display and selecting the menu command 'Open display Options Pane!'. The panel is 
shown in Figure 6.20. 
Figure 6.20: Frequency Distribution Options Panel 
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The display possesses display properties. There are 10 display properties: 
the 'Object type' popup listbox used to specify the modelled entity type used in the FD. 
The object types listed will be all those specified in the model design that can be plotted 
i.e. all those that have attributes that can be interpreted as a point, line or shape; 
the 'Object variable' popup listbox used to specify the variable used in the distribution. 
The contents of the listbox depend upon the contents of the 'Object type' box; 
the 'ymax' textbox - used to set the upper value of y-axis; 
the 'startat' text box - used to set the lower value of the first class used in the 
distribution; 
the 'classwidth' text box - used to set the range of values in each class; 
the 'nclasses' text box - used to set the number of classes appearing on the x-axis of the 
distribution; 
the 'title' textbox - allows users to enter the title appearing on the FD; 
the 'x-label' text box used to specify the legend appearing on the x-axis of the FD; 
the 'y-label' text box used to specify the legend appearing on the y-axis of the FD; 
a 'Selection' push-button used to open the Individual selector dialog-box to specify the 
set of individual modelled entities used in the FD; 
When the Options Panel is closed by clicking on the 'OK' push-button the FD will update to 
reflect any changes made. The new specification will be the one used every time the display 
is updated in the course of a simulation run. 
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6.2.2 Programming 
The SMM application contains 13 program modules. One of these is responsible for control 
i.e. executing the transitions between SMM modes and managing model simulations. The 
control module has an associated integer variable called SMM state which stores the value 
of the current mode. It also has other variables that store information specified by the user 
in the course of using the SMM. For example, before entering state 2 the user must select a 
model: details of the choice are stored in a variable called 'selected model' associated with 
the module. All of the variables have module-level scope, i.e. they can be accessed by 
procedures in the same module but not procedures in forms or other modules in the 
application. The control module also contains procedures to handle changes in SMM state, 
one for each possible state transition (Table 6.5). 
The control module is also responsible for controlling the model executable in simulation 
runs. It does this by establishing a Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) conversation with the 
model executable. DDE is a protocol created by Microsoft for handling communication 
between different processes in the MS Windows operating system. The main advantage of 
using DDE is that it provides conventions for communication, so that there is no need to 
invent new ones. 
Seven of the program modules are used to handle interaction with datasets. The approach of 
using program modules to handle interaction with datasets was described in Section 6.1.2. 
Four of these datasets are datastores in the SYMFOR DFD: Model Design, Module 
Database, Field Dataset, and TS Dataset. One is used to hold SID information (which gives 
the locations of files that are placed on a computer as part of SYMFOR installation), while 
the other dataset is the stand state vector, which occurs internally to the Model Executable. 
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Table 6.5: Actions taken on transition between SMM states. 
Actions 
i - 2 	Model selection dialog-box displayed; 
User selects model; 
Model design loaded; 
Default model display settings read in; 
SMM reconfigured; 
2 > 3 	Run initialisation dialog-box displayed; 
User selects SID and Parameter source; 
Run control window displayed; 
Model executable loaded into memory; 
DDE conversation between SMM and Model executable established; 
Model executable reads SID; 
SMM reconfigured; 
a - 2 	User warned about possible loss of data (if currently in the middle of a run); 
User prompted to save run results; 
Run control window unloaded; 
DDE conversation terminated and Model Executable terminated; 
SMM reconfigured; 
2 -. i 	Specification cleared; 
Default settings from displays saved to file; 
SMM reconfigured; 
Five are used to implement display functionality. Program modules are required because of 
problems transmitting data from the Display Options Panel to the Display. In VB version 
3.0 it is not possible to call functions associated with forms from outside the form scope. 
This means that display data (i.e. display properties and instructions) has to reside in a 
program module, where it can be read and written by the display and the display options 
panel. 
6.3 SYMFOR DLL 
The SYMFOR DLL was created using MS Visual C++ version 1.5. Although it was created 
with a C++ compiler, it uses only C programming constructs. It does not contain any of the 
processes from the SYMFOR DFD (Figure 5.1). It can be therefore regarded as a feature of 
the physical design (and not the logical design) i.e. a feature that reflects constraints 
involved with implementation decisions rather than high-level conceptual design. It 
contributes functionality to Model Executable and SMM applications. 
The SYMFOR DLL is used to perform SYMFOR tasks which are carried out in C and 
which need to be performed by more than one model executable. A DLL consists of a 
library of functions that may be used by an application without having to be compiled at the 
same time as the application. An important feature of DLLs is that they can be used by 
more than one application simultaneously. All of the functions in the DLL could 
conceivably be statically linked to individual model executables in SYMFOR. However 
dynamic linking of functions is preferable to static linking for a number of reasons: 
programs with statically linked functions are larger and take much longer to compile; 
when many programs share common statically linked functions the storage space 
required is larger compared to the situation if the functions were dynamically linking; 
if a function that is statically linked to multiple applications is changed then all 
programs containing the function must be re-compiled. 
The SYMFOR DLL contains functions that: 
handle data-exchange between the SMM and individual SYMFOR model executables. - 
The SMM needs modelled entity information for use in displays and the model 
executables need to get the latest parameter and SIF information from the SMM; 
perform other common tasks. For example, random number generation is required by 
many models that include stochastic components. Dynamic linking means that code for 
this activity does not need to be included in every individual Model Executable. 
The requirement for handling data exchange functionality within the DLL arises because of 
the different ways in which data is internally stored by model executables (C applications) 
and the SMM (a VB application). In the model executable, data on modelled entities is 
stored in such a way that all the data from a single modelled entity is held in consecutive 
memory locations. In the SMM modelled entity data is handled using a series of arrays. 
There is one array for each modelled entity attribute and array elements with the same 
index store data relating to the same modelled entity. In this case consecutive memory 
locations will contain data from the next modelled entity for the particular attribute. There 
is therefore a need to transform modelled entity data to a form that can be used by the model 
executable. While this could be separately performed by each model executable, as it is a 
common task it is more efficient to perform it in a DLL. 
Table 6.6 lists the functions of the SYMFOR DLL. The functions are divided into four 
groups. Overhead functions are those which must always be present for the DLL to function 
in MS Windows. Modelled entity data-exchange functions are responsible for transforming 
modelled entity data from the model executable into a form accessible by VB applications. 
SIF data exchange functions are responsible for storing and making available the SIF 
currently in use. The parameter functions are used to store and access parameter values 
currently in use by a model. The geometry functions perform commonly used geometrical 
transformations and other geometry tasks. The general object handling functions perform 
common tasks for manipulating modelled entities. 
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Table 6.6: Funtions of the SYMFOR DLL 
Grouping Function name Role 
Overhead LibMain Entry procedure 
WEP Exit procedure 
modelled entity 
StoreHandle Accepts and stores Windows memory object handle 
data exchange FlushHandle Clears current memory object handles 
GetNcases Returns the number of modelled entities of a particular 
type 
GetlntVector Returns an integer array of modelled entity attributes 
GetFloatVector Returns a float array of modelled entity attributes 
SID data 
exchange 
RegisterSlD Accepts and stores the name of an SID 
ReturnSlD Returns the name of an SID 
Parameter data 
exchange 
RegisterParameterName Accepts and stores a parameter name 
ParChange Accepts and stores parameter values associated with a 
parameter name 
Parinit Returns values associated with a parameter name 
ClearParameters Clears currently registered parameter set 
Geometry MakeShape Transforms set of Polar co-ordinates to Cartesian 
InsideShape Determines if a point is inside a given shape 




UseObject Returns a memory pointer to an object given its handle 
handling RequestDynamicHandels Allocates unused handles for objects which change in 
number in a simulation run 
RequestHandles Allocates unused handles for objects which do not 
change in number 
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6.4 DISCUSSION 
The implementation described in this chapter is closely related to the design discussed in the 
last chapter. Each of the processes occurs in one of two components: the SMC and the 
SMM (the only exception is the Model Executable of the design). There is however one 
'component' of the implementation which does not have a direct precursor in the design, the 
SYMFOR DLL. The reasons for adopting the DLL are discussed in Section 6.3. They are 
mainly technical in nature. The process of adding in components to satisfy technical 
requirements not immediately obvious in the design is however a common feature of 
software design methodologies (e.g. Kendall and Kendall, 1992). 
Two features distinguish the implementation or physical design of SYMFOR: strong 
support for visualisation of data and the use of more than one development system. 
SYMFOR features no less than 5 ways of displaying information on the state of the 
modelled stand at any point in a simulation, and the user to a very high extent can customise 
each of these. This approach is useful for two main reasons. First, it helps stimulate 
feedback from stakeholders. Design of SYMFOR proceeded by the production of many 
prototype versions. Stakeholders were exposed to each of these and asked to respond. The 
tools for visualisation were found to be critically important for stimulating comments from 
these stakeholders. 
The second reason that flexible tools for visualisation are important is that they can increase 
the number of potential applications for the software. Different simulation systems and 
even different reports on silvicultural trials may present information in different formats or 
use different standards. One common problem with comparisons currently is that often 
different size-classes are used when creating stand tables. Another problem is that that 
different ways of presenting information are appropriate for investigating different 
objectives. For example, profile diagrams may be important for investigations into 
biodiversity, but irrelevant in investigations into timber production. Bell and O'Keefe 
(1987) and Rooks (1993) discuss how visualisation and interactive simulation can contribute 
to design quality of simulation software. 
SYMFOR is also unusual (at least with respect to forest simulation systems) because two 
software development systems were used in its implementation (VB and VC). This 
approach means that SYMFOR is able to benefit from the particular strengths of each 
development system, while not being limited by the weaknesses of either. 
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VB is good for Rapid Application Development (RAD) but is computationally inefficient 
(as it is interpreted rather than compiled). The features that make it good at RAD are that 
the language it is based on (BASIC) is designed to be easy to use and that it supplies a series 
of visual components such as text-boxes, list-boxes that can readily be incorporated into 
applications. These features mean that the interface can be rapidly altered in response to 
feedback from stakeholders. As discussed previously, SYMFOR development was to a 
large extent driven by this feedback, and this approach undoubtedly contributed to the 
success of the system. 
VC, in contrast, is not well suited for RAD, but is computationally efficient in that it is a 
compiled rather than interpreted language. It is also terse and versatile. These features 
mean that it is suitable for implementing functionality that is speed-critical. In SYMFOR 
this corresponds to the code of the Model Executable, which is responsible for performing 
all the functionality associated with model content e.g. calculation of rates of change, 
recalculating intermediate variables, updating the stand etc. 
The main disadvantage of developing parts of the system using different systems is that 
facilitating their interoperation is more technically involved. For example, they must agree 
on the representation of data passed between them and the order in which data items are 
passed. Adopting a certain set of conventions can however solve most of these problems 
simply. In the case of SYMFOR MS Windows conventions were adopted. 
Chapter 3 has considered the requirements for SYMFOR while Chapters 4-6 have 
considered the design of SYMFOR in relation to these requirements. While it has been 
argued that the design does indeed meet the requirements, most of this is argumentation has 
been fairly abstract or theoretical. There is therefore a need to consider the utility of 
SYMFOR in addressing a well-defined problem related to tropical forest dynamics, and it is 
this that is attempted in the next chapter. 
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7. 	Scenario Analysis using SYMFOR: 
GROWTH AND YIELD PROJECTION IN INDONESIAN 
FORESTS 
The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate how an investigation with the potential to 
contribute sustainable management of tropical forests can be tackled using SYMFOR. The 
investigation was chosen with reference to the context of SYMFOR development i.e. as part 
a development programme with the goal of improving management of forests in Indonesia. 
For this reason an investigation into growth and yield of a forest in Kalimantan (Indonesian 
Borneo) under different felling cycles was undertaken. 
The material covered in this chapter is important because it illustrates a number of 
important features of the framework. In particular it illustrates: 
Use of permanent sample plot data for growth and yield modelling. This is 
Requirement S of those listed in Chapter 3. It is particularly important given that one 
activity undertaken by the ITFMP was the establishment of a field station and 
peremanent sample plots in Central Kalimantan. The field station is named Wanariset 
Sangai and has 15 x 1 hectare permanent sample plots that have been established in 
lowland dipterocarp forest (Proctor, 1994). There is a need to show that data from these 
plots can be accommodated within the framework and used to make estimates of growth 
and yield. 
Application of an individual-based simulation model to growth and yield modelling. 
While individual-based models are common in the ecological literature, they are as yet 
rarely applied specifically to modelling change resulting from management operations 
(exceptions are Kohler and Huth, 1998; Kurpick et al., 1997). There is therefore a need 
to reinforce the message that individual-based models are suitable for this purpose. 
Capture of processes occuring in real forest stands. There is a need to demonstrate that 
the model is sound in that it accurately captures the internal functioning of the system 
being modelled (Requirements 6-9; Bossel, 1994; Oderwald and Hans, 1993). 
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Use of SYMFOR concepts (described in the ontology in Chapter 4) and the formal 
Model Design language for specifying a model. There is a need to demonstrate that the 
content of a model appropriate for conducting a serious investigation can be specified 
using the concepts (such as 'modelled entity', 'state-variable' etc) and mechanisms (e.g. 
production of a formal Model Design) provided in SYMFOR. 
Use of a simulation experiment with treatments and replication to evaluate alternative 
silvicultural systems. In addition to the content of a model, the use of a model is critical 
in establishing the superiority or otherwise of silvicultural systems. There is a need to 
demonstrate how a framework model can be used in an evaluation of alternative 
silvicultural treatments. 
While the model in the case study is non-trivial (in that a model with a comparable level of 
complexity could be used to produce serious estimates), estimates of Growth and Yield 
produced by the case study are highly preliminary. This is so because of two main reasons. 
First there is still uncertainty in parameter values employed in the model. While the model 
is deliberately formulated so that all parameters can be obtained with a level of effort 
comparable to that currently employed, not all existing data sets contain appropriate 
measurements. While new protocols were developed for some of the new data required 
(Clearwater, 1996) there was not sufficient time to gather enough of this new data to support 
analysis. Second, there may be problems with model formulation that lead it to produce 
biased estimates. Even models that are correctly parameterised can contain elements which 
lead to pathological behaviour. Alder (1995) provides an example of how a polynomial 
equation can provide a good fit to a set of data, but can produce seriously flawed estimates 
when extrapolated even slightly. Some of the problems with bias can be offset by 
increasing the detail of the forest representation used. For example, inclusion of plot 
topography may mean that the higher growth rates of trees often observed on ridges 
(Whitmore, 1984) can be modelled so eliminating bias arising from omission of this feature 
in a model. Section 7.7.5 discusses this further. 
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The fact that current estimates produced by the framework may be unreliable does not 
detract from the design of SYMFOR. The most critical factor for long-term improved 
management is the participation of Indonesia-based forestry professionals. While the early 
production of reliable estimates may aid this several factors such as the ease-of-use of the 
framework, the support for visualisation and the adaptation of the framework in line with 
feedback received from potential users are much more critical. 
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Length of felling cycle is one of the most important factors under control of the forest 
manager working with selection systems. In the Indonesian system of TPTI (Anon, 1992) 
the felling cycle is set at 35 years. In this system it is assumed that after a logging the trees 
forming the next crop are already present. This allows a relatively short time between 
fellings. There are a number of requirements for such a system to be successful including: 
Trees present in the stand that will make up the next crop (advance growth) must 
be sufficient in number and of the right species mix before logging takes place; 
Advance growth must remain intact throughout logging operations; 
Sufficient advance growth must grow to become loggable in the next cycle; 
Regeneration must be of the right species mix and sufficient in extent to ensure 
that third and later cycle yields are maintained. 
Spatial variability in forest may confound attempts to manage large areas of forest 
sustainably using a single silvicultural system. However even small scale variability 
obtained over a few km2, can lead to substantial variation in performance of silivicultural 
systems. It is important that such small-scale variability receives attention when designing 
experiments or extrapolating the results from model or empirical studies to formulate 
management guidelines. In a modelling approach this can be done by ensuring that a range 
of stand structures are considered when evaluating a particular silvicultural system. 
7.1.1 Aim 
To investigate the impact of different lengths of felling cycle on growth and yield of mixed 
dipterocarp forest. 
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7.2 	MODEL DESIGN 
The model captures the dynamics of a one hectare patch of lowland dipterocarp forest. The 
time-step used in model simulations was one year. Seven different types of modelled entity 
(ME) are captured (Table 7.1). 
Tree, fallen-tree, felled-tree and cohort MEs are classified by species-group. Six species 
groups are used in the model (Table 7.2). Tree MEs are also classified by size. The size-
classes used are 10-20 cm dbh, 20-30cm dbh, 30-50 cm dbh, 50-70 cm dbh and > 70 cm 
dbh. The classification-groups that individual MEs belong to determine the parameter 
values used in model calculations. 
7.2.1 Trees 
Each tree ME has the state-variable of stem diameter. The x and y co-ordinate of the tree 
are ME constants, while the species group to which the tree belongs is a constant classifier 
and the size-class of the tree is an intermediate classifier. There are intermediate variables 
of height, crown point, crown radius, basal area, volume, shadeindex and stem diameter 
increment. They are destroyed in logging events associated with the stand ME and in 
natural disturbance events associated with individual trees. 
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Table 7.1: The ME types that are included in the model design used in this investigation. 
ME type 	Referent 
Tree 	A standing individual tree that 
is greater than 10 cm in stem 
diameter. 
Rationale for using the ME type 
Modelling individuals means that local ecological 
interactions can be captured, and these are 
important in forest dynamics; modelling 
individuals avoids aggregation error. 
Gridsquare 	A square area of forest of 10 x 	Gridsquares disaggregate the stand spatially. This 
10 m 	 assists the model in handling phenomena for 
which decomposition into natural individual MEs 
is not possible or useful. 
Cohort 	A group of seedlings or saplings Individual-based submodel requires regeneration 
less than 10 cm in stem 	input; it is not practicable or useful to distinguish 
diameter of a particular species- 	individual seedlings or saplings; use of cohorts 
group that established at the 	avoids some of the problems associated with size- 
same time within a gridsquare. 	classes. 
Fallen tree 	A tree that has fallen within the 	Fallen trees create stand disturbance that it is 
stand 	 important to capture; fallen trees have different 
attributes to standing trees (e.g. damage zone) so 
that a separate ME type is required. 
Felled tree 	A tree that is selected and felled 	Felled trees have attributes that fallen trees do not 
and forms part of the harvest 	have (eg merchantable volume and value) so that 
obtained in harvesting 	a separate ME type must be used. 
operations 
Skidtrail 	A track created by a tractor 	Skidding creates disturbance within the stand; it is 
when it is used to remove a 	important to capture this disturbance; disturbance 
felled tree from the stand 	is localised within individual skidtrails. 
Stand 	A square area of forest of 100 m Some model operations must occur at a high 
x loom 	 organisational level e.g. summing the attributes of 
individual MEs or implementing a logging. 
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Table 7.2: Species-groups used in model simulations. Six different species-groups are used in the 
model. Note that some congeneric species occur in different groups - Shorea and Hopea both 
contribute to more than one group. Timber groups are given in brackets where appropriate 
Abbreviation Charateristics Genera Rationale 
Heavy Dips Slow growing; Shorea (balau) Growth characteristics 
growth Hopea (giam) different from other 
unresponsive to Vatica (resak) dipterocarps; Grouping is the 
increased light; Cotylelobiuni (resak ) same as the commercial 
medium sized grouping of Heavy 
trees; long-lived; Hardwoods' recognised by 
foresters 
Keruing Medium growth Dipterocarpus (keruing) Growth characteristics 
rates; intermediate for dipterocarps; 
Regeneration characteristics 
different than from other 
Medium dipterocarps; 
Grouping recognised by 
foresters; 
Medium Dips Hopea (merawan) Growth characteristics 
Dryobalanops (kapur) intermediate for dipterocarps; 
Light Dips 	Large trees; fast 	Shorea (meranti) 
growing; long- 	Parashorea (white 
lived; 	 seraya) 
Anisoptera (mersawa) 
Non Dips 	Various 	 Non-dipterocarps that are 	Many species in this group 
not pioneers e.g. 	have not been well enough 
studied to allow meaningful 
distinctions to be drawn; 
Pioneers 	Aggressive growth Macaranga; 	 Non-dipterocarps with obvious 
response to 	Mallotus; 	 pioneer tendencies; 
increased light; 	Anthocephalus; 
Relatively short-
lived; Short in 
stature; 
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Total height is a function of tree diameter. The relationship has the form of a non-
rectangular hyperbola and is given in Equation 7-1. 
e 
(e 
	 (Equation 7.1) 
	
1 +1\ 	o) 
where Htota/ is the total height of the tree in in, Dsteni  is the stem diameter of the tree in 
cm, e is a coefficient that controls the initial slope of the response curve, o is the maximum 
height that the tree can attain. The values of e and o used are disaggregated by species-
group and are given in Table 7.5. The height of the crown is calculated using a simple 
linear function with the total height of the tree as the independent variable (Equation 7.2). 
11crown = 	a 	 (Equation 7.2) 
where Hcrown  is the height at which the first foliage of the tree occurs and a is a coefficient 
that controls the slope of the response. a is disaggregated by species-group, the values used 
being given in Table 7.5. 
Crown diameter is linearly related to stem diameter (Equation 7.3). This form has been 
found to be appropriate for many species of tropical tree (Dawkins, 1963). 
D:.rvn  = b Dsie,,: 	 (Equation 7.3) 
where Dcrown  is the diameter of the crown in m and e is a coefficient that controls the slope 
of the response. 
The volume equation used is given in Equation 7.4. 
V 	
Hcro wi: 	Dstem2 
	
(Equation 7.4) 
where V is the merchantable volume of the tree in m3 and f is a form-factor the value of 
which is given in Table 7.4. 
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The relationship used to calculate basal area assumes that the stem cross section at the point 
of measurement is a perfect circle (Equation 7.5). 
= 	 (Equation 7.5) 
4 
where Ac,,,, is the basal area of the tree in cm2 
The amount of foliage that a tree has is related to tree diameter. The relationship is a non-




1+  vi 
(Equation 7.6) 
where Aleaf is the leaf area of the tree in m2, u is a coefficient giving the initial slope of the 
curve and v is the maximum amount of leaf area that an individual tree can have. 
The method used to derive the shading index for a tree involves calculating the value of 
distance weighted size ratio 'DWSR,.) for each neighbour of the tree. The definition of 
neighbour used in this model is a tree that occurs inside a circle with radius rnbr and 
centred on the tree for which it is desired to calculate the value of shading index. The value 
of rnbris given in Table 7.4. The value of DWSR is found by first dividing the stem 
diameter of the neighbour by the stem diameter of the tree then dividing the result by the 
distance between the two trees. The value of shading index is given by the sum of the 
values of the distance weighted size ratio for all the neighbours. This variant of shading 
index is known as Hegyi's index (Dale, Doyle and Shugart, 1985) and can be formulated as 
in Equation 7.7. 
'' 	D S/CIn(j) 	
(Equation7 .7) 
j = nnbrs 	s/e,,,(j) (i,j) 
where I is the value of shadeindex for the tree i is the tree for which the value of shading 
index is to be calculated,j is a neighbour of i, S(/J) is the distance between tree i and treej 
in rn, nnbrs is the number of neighbours possessed by tree i 
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The relationship used to predict diameter increment of individual trees based on their 
shading index is given in Equation 7.8. 
ADVem = k + I 
0—q.1og 10 (1) 	
(Equation 7.8) 
where ADstem is the stem diameter increment of the tree in cm yr-1, k is a coefficient that 
controls the asymptotic value of ADsten2 / is a coefficient that determines the sensitivity of 
'1stem to increasing values of I. A double logarithmic relationship of this kind is useful 
for minimising problems with heteroscedasticity of data when calibrating the relationship 
(Alder, 1995). 
Tree MEs have an event called natural disturbance. The probability that an individual tree 
will become an initiator for a disturbance event in a year is assumed to be constant. The 
procedure for determining the secondary treefalls in the event is more complex. The shape 
reflecting the dimensions of the initiator is projected onto the plane of the ground surface of 
the stand. This shape is known as a potential damage zone (PDZ). Figure 7.1 illustrates 
how a PDZ is derived. 
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Figure 7.1: Plan view showing the relationship between potential damage zone dimensions and 
dimensions of falling tree. The damage zone consists of two rectangles, one associated with the crown 
of the tree and one associated its stem. 
Each tree that occurs within a potential damage zone has a probability of undergoing 
secondary treefall. This probability is related to the relative size of the tree (the stem 
diameter of the falling tree divided by the stern diameter of the tree within the PDZ). The 
relationship is assumed to have three linear phases as shown in Figure 7.2, and is described 
using the two parameters so and s. 





Gridsquare MEs have three intermediate variables: total leaf area, LAI (leaf area index) and 
disturbance index. The total leaf area is calculated by summing all the foliage of trees 
within the gridsquare (Equation 7.9) 
T= 	AI L,a 	 (Equation 7.9) 
i=nfrces 
The value of LAI is calculated by taking the value of T and adding a factor to it that reflects 
the contribution of adjacent gridsquares to the LAI. An adjacent gridsquare is one of the 
eight surrounding gridsquares. The total contribution of the adjacent squares is obtained by 
summing the contribution of each adjacent. The foliage of the adjacent square is multiplied 
by a weighting factor to give its contribution. This is summarised in Equation 7. 10. 
I, =T1+>T1.w 
(Equation 7.10) 
where 1i is the leaf area index of the gridsquare, i is the gridsquare for which LAI is to be 
calculated, j denotes a gridsquare adjacent to the gridsquare for which LA! is to be 
calculated and Tx is the total foliage in a gridsquare 
A Monte Carlo method is employed for estimating gridsquare disturbance index. First a 
series of randomly located points within the gridsquare for which disturbance index is to be 
calculated are generated (the number of points is given by the parameter N (Table 7.4)). 
Second the number of these points that occur within one or more PDZs is determined. 
PDZs are associated with fallen-tree MEs, with felled-tree MEs and with skidtrail MEs. 
The value of disturbance index is then the number of points inside one or more PDZs 
divided by the total number of sample points within the gridsquare. 
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7.2.3 Cohort 
Cohorts MEs have only one rate-of-change variable, that of stage increment and one state-
variable, that of stage. There is one cohort of each species-group for every gridsquare ME. 
While the cohort ME persists, it may have periods when it is 'not active' which correspond 
to times when seedlings or saplings are not actually present in the gridsquare. 
The value of stage increment is used to change the value of the cohort stage. The value of 
stage-increment depends upon two values of the gridsquare with which the cohort is 
associated: disturbance index and LA!. Stage-increment is either I or 0 or equal in 
magnitude and opposite in sign to stage. The conditions under which each of these values 
are obtained are shown in Table 7.3. However, stage increment is also used to reset 
cohorts. When this event happens the value of stage increment is set equal in magnitude to 
the value of the cohort stage. When the stage of the cohort reaches a critical value (given by 
the parameter Tmatzr j,) the cohort creates new tree MEs of the same species-group as the 
cohort. The number of new of individuals produced by each cohort is governed by the 
parameter E. Values for both these parameters are given in Table 7.5. 
Table 7.3: Calculation of stage increment associated with cohorts. D,.t1, lo and I] are all model 
parameters. The value of Dcr jt is given in Table 7.4, while the values of 10 and I' are given in Table 
7.5 
Condition stage increment 
gridsquare disturbance index 	AND gridsquare LA1 > 10 AND 
gridsquare LA! <i 
1 
gridsquare LAI < 10 0 
gridsquare LAI> ij 0 
gridsquare disturbance index> Dcrjt -stage 
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7.2.4 Fallen trees 
Fallen-tree MEs are created by natural disturbance events associated with individual trees 
and by logging operations that are associated with the stand ME. In all cases of fallen tree 
creation there is an associated destruction of a tree ME 
Fallen-tree MEs have ME constants of dbh, volume and basal-area, an associated event 
called disintegration, a state-variable called lifetime and a rate-of-change variable called 
life-year. In addition they have a set of ME constants vxO, vxl ... vx8 and vyO,vyl, ...vy8. 
These are used to store vertex co-ordinates of the potential damage zone shape that is 
associated with each fallen-tree ME. They also have the ME-constants xO, yO, xi and yl to 
store the co-ordinates of the base of the stem and the top of the stem. 
Values for all the ME-constants (by definition) are set at the time when a fallen-tree ME is 
created and do not change through-out its lifetime. Some ME constants (dbh, volume and 
basal-area) are initialised directly with values from the destroyed tree ME attributes. Other 
ME constants (PDZ vertices, orientation and stem co-ordinates) are initialised with values 
obtained through transformation of the destroyed tree ME data in the destruction/creation 
event. 
The value of the lifetime state-variable is initialised to zero. Every year it is incremented by 
the value of lifeyear (which always has the value of 1). Checks for disintegration are made 
yearly, but the main part of the algorithm is only triggered after lifetime reaches a certain 
number of years (given by the parameter Lfai/entree).  When this happens the fallen-tree ME 
is destroyed. 
7.2.5 Felled trees 
Felled tree MEs are identical to fallen-tree MEs except that they possess an extra attribute, 
that of sale-value. This value is the revenue obtained when timber from the stem is sold. 
Felled tree MEs are created in logging operations associated with the stand ME. 
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7.2.6 Stand 
There is a single stand ME in each simulation which persists throughout the length of the 
simulation. It has ME constants xO and yO which give the stand origin and the ME-
constants xlength and ylength which give the dimensions of the stand in x and y directions. 
It has a state-variable called lifetime and a rate-of-change variable called lifeyear. 
The stand ME has an event called logging. Checks for logging are made annually, but the 
main algorithm is only used if the stand lifetime is equal to one of a specific set of values. 
The first logging occurs in a year set by the parameter tfirst  and the value of the interval is 
controlled by the parameter, tcycle•  (values for these parameters are given in Table 7.4). 
Two operations take place in each logging: 
individual trees are felled; 
felled trees are skidded to a point on the perimeter of the plot. 
All trees that are above a critical stem diameter (set using the parameter dcr jt) are selected 
for felling in a logging. Felling creates stand disturbance in the same way that natural 
disturbance events do. Skidtrail MEs are created for every tree that is felled. Each skidtrail 
axis originates at the base of the felled tree and terminates at an access point on the 
perimeter of the stand. The coordinates of the access point are set using the parameters 
Xaccess and Yaccess  The skidtrail MEs are rectangular in shape, the width of skidtrail 
created is determined by the parameter, Wskjd  Trees below a certain diameter (given by the 
parameter dskjd)  are assumed to be killed in the skidding operation. Values for logging 
parameters are given in Tables 7.4 and 7.5. 
7.2.7 Skidtrails 
Skidtrails have ME constants xO, yO, x  and y  that are used to store the co-ordinates of the 
skidtrail axis. They have the ME-constants vxO, vxl ... vx3 and vyO, vyl,...vy3 to hold the 
co-ordinates of the vertices associated with the skidtrail's PDZ. They also have an event 
called overgrowth. Skidtrails are created in logging events associated with the stand ME 
and are destroyed by the overgrowth event associated with skidtrails. The overgrowth event 
results in the destruction of a skidtrail after a period of time given by the parameter Lskjdtrajl 
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Table 7.4: Parameters used in the model which have only one value. WS stands for Wanariset Sangai. 
Parameter Parameter name Source Units Value 
group  
Tree b - the ratio of crown radius to stem Analysis WS data in cm 25 
allometry radius 
f- tree volume form-factor Analysis WS data m 3 m 3 0.45 
u - a coefficient giving the initial slope Estimate m 2  800 
of the tree foliage relationship 
v - the maximum value of foliage area Estimate - 400 
that a tree can have 
Tree growth rflb. - the range within which trees are Sensitivity in 1 5 
considered to be competing analysis  
Disturbance N- the number of points within a Sensitivity cm cm' 4 
gridsquare that are sampled to determine analysis 
disturbance 
S0 - the relative size of a tree in a Estimate cm cm' 1.1 
potential damage zone below which no 
damage occurs. 
- the relative size of a tree in a Estimate cm cm' 3 
potential damage zone above which 
damage is certain 
D,, - the damage intensity in a Estimate 0.75 
gridsquare above which cohorts are reset 
Harvesting Xacce,s - the x-coordinate of the stand Arbitrary value in 0 
access-point 
Yaccess - the y-coordinate of the stand Arbitrary value in 50 
access-point 
the number of years after the start Arbitrary value years 5 
before the first logging takes place 
- the number of years between Treatment years 35,50 &70 
subsequent loggings 
- the width of skidtrails created in a Estimate in 3 
logging operation 
d- the critical size below which trees Estimate cm 25 
can be damaged in skidding operations 
P,o,i ia p,mg -the probability that a tree 
below dskid in a skidtrailwill be 
damaged  
ME lifetime the number of years that a Estimate years 4 
fallen-tree persists for after its creation 
Lj,iiejtree 	the number of years that a Estimate years 1 
fallen-tree persists for after its creation 
Lv0j igrji 	the number of years that a Estimate years 4 
skidtrail persists for after its creation 
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Table 7.5: Parameters that are disaggregated by species. These parameters have one value for every species group found in the model. Species groups are defined in 
Table 7.2. 
Value for each species-group 
Parameter Parameter Source Units 1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 
group  
Tree a - the ratio of crown-point to total height Analysis of data from in rn 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 
allometry Wanariset Sangai  
60 70 70 85 70 50 o - the maximum height that a tree can attain Literature in 
e - the initial slope of the curve relating tree Estimate in cm' 200 200 200 200 200 400 
height to diameter 
Cohort Io - the lai below which there is no growth of Estimate m2 m 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.0 2.5 0.0 
the cohort 
8.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 2.0 ij - the lai above which there is no growth of the Estimate m2 iii 
cohort 
21 16 16 16 14 9 Tmaturity - the number of years a cohort must Estimate years 
grow for before trees reach 10 cm stem diameter 
0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.6 E - the number of trees that a cohort will Estimate - 
produce on attaining maturity 
Harvesting dcrjt - the critical stem diameter for logging Literature cm 70 70 70 70 70 NA 
Table 7.6: Parameters that are disaggregated by species and by size class. These parameters have one value for every combination of species-group and size class. 





Source 	Size class 	1 2 	3 	4 	5 	6 
  (cm)  
Tree growth q - coefficient used in Equation 7.8 





10-20 -0.35 -0.15 -0.15 -0.16 -0.20 -0.40 
20-30 -0.35 -0.15 -0.15 -0.16 -0.20 -0.40 
30-50 -0.35 -0.15 -0.25 -0.16 -0.20 -0.40 
50-70 -0.40 -0.15 -0.25 -0.16 -0.20 -0.40 
>70 -0.40 -0.15 -0.25 -0.16 -0.20 -0.40 
10-20 0.75 0.80 0.80 1.00 0.50 1.40 
20-30 0.75 0.80 0.80 1.00 0.50 1.40 
30-50 0.85 0.60 0.95 0.85 0.30 0.10 
50-70 0.85 0.50 0.70 0.70 0.30 0.10 
>70 0.75 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.00 
Natural 
disturbance 
Pith- the probability that an individual 
will initiate natural disturbance 
Estimate 10-20 0.028 0.028 0.028 0.028 0.028 0.04 
20-30 0.032 0.032 0.032 0.032 0.032 0.04 
30-50 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.04 
50-70 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.04 
>70 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.04 
7.3 	FORMAL MODEL DESIGN 
An excerpt from the formal SYMFOR design for the model described in this chapter is 
given in Figure 7.3. The excerpt specifies the representation of individual trees used in the 
model. Primitives used in model designs are described in Table 5.1. It can be seen that 
there is a one to one correspondence between concepts described in Section 7.2.1 and 
statements in the file. 
Figure 7.3: Excerpt from the formal SYMFOR Model Design for implementing the model described 






con class ifier(tree, spec ies). 







delta(tree, dbh, [[+,dbhincr] ]). 
rnodulechoice(tree, sizeclass, sizeclassi). 
modulechoice(tree, height, height2). 
modulechoice(tree, crownpoint, crownpoint I). 
moud lechoice(tree, basalarea, basalarea 1). 
modulechoice(tree, volume, volume2). 
modulechoice(tree, shadeindex, shadeindex2). 
modulechoice(tree, dbhcincr, dbhincr2). 
modulechoice(tree, treefall, treefa112). 
II. 
7.4 PROCEDURE 
The investigation was carried out using SYMFOR release 2.21. The software was mounted 
on a Dell Latitude Xpi laptop. The computer used had a Pentium processor with a clock 
speed of 100 MHz and was equipped with 16MB of RAM. 
Ten replicate runs were performed for each combination of plot and treatment. The length 
of each simulation was 160 years giving 4, 3 and 2 cutting cycles for the three treatment 
cycle lengths used (35, 50 and 70 years). In each run the volume extracted in each 
successive logging was noted. The statistic of Mean Annual Harvest (MAH) was calculated 





	 Equation 7.11 
where MAH is the Mean Annual Harvest in m3 ha-1 yr-1, i is the harvest number, n is the 
number of harvests in 160 years, Vi is the timber volume extracted in harvest i in 1113 ha I 
and c is the cycle length in years. This is a similar statistic to Mean Annual Increment 
except that it uses harvested volume (rather than standing volume) and the first harvest is 
excluded from this analysis, as it is not representative of the management of logged-over 
forest. 	Mean and standard error values for increment were calculated for each 
treatment/plot combination. An analysis of variance was performed on the increment data 
using the MINTAB statistical package. The ANOVA model used was that described as 
'Complete randomised block design' by Sokal and Rolf (1995). More detailed results from 
a single typical simulation were collected and plotted. 
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7.5 	SITE DESCRIPTION 
Stand Initialisation data came from the Wanariset Sangai Research Forest of Central 
Kalimantan in Borneo (129'S, 11231'E). Data from 3 of the 15 experimental plots 
established at Wanariset Sangai were used (Plots 1, 5 and 7). Each plot is lOOm xlOOm. 
The data used is taken from plots before any logging treatment was applied. 
This part of Kalimantan receives annual rainfall of 3000 mm and average daily temperature 
of 25 °C (Clearwater, 1996). Soils are Ultisates (US Department of Agriculture 
classification) or Acrisols (FAO classification) and are typical of forest of this kind in 
Borneo (Proctor, 1994). Plots 1 and 7 are in valleys and have a stream running through 
them. Plot 5 is on a steep slope of 20-40°. 
The vegetation on the plots is primary forest (i.e. it is thought that little or no previous 
logging has taken place). The species richness is of the hiuh. with a total of 11??. different 
taxa reported in 13 plots in which collections were made (Argent et al., 1993). The most 
important family is the Dipterocarpaceae, which constitutes 14% of the trees present. 
The initial size class distributions of the three plots used in the simulation are shown in 
Figure 7.4. It can be seen that Plot 5 is more highly stocked in the lower size classes. 
Figure 7.4: Size class distributions for trees in 3 plots of Wanariset Sangai research forest. 
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7.6 RESULTS 
The graphs contained in Figures 7.5 to 7.7 show how various stand characteristics change in 
a typical run of the model. The run selected used a Stand Initialisation file for Plot 5 and 
had the felling cycle set for 70 years. Loggings occur in years 5, 55, 110 and 145 of the 
simulation. 
Figure 7.5 shows production characteristics of the stand. Standing volume falls from 370 m3 
to 220 m3 on the first logging. After this volume increases with smaller decreases 
associated with subsequent loggings. Standing basal area shows a very similar pattern to 
standing volume. 
The number of standing trees in different size classes through time is shown in the graphs of 
Figure 7.6. Figure 7.6 (a) uses a linear scale while Figure 7.6 (b) uses a log scale. The log 
scale is better for illustrating changes in the larger size classes. The size classes used were 
given the following names: poles (10-30 cm dbh), sub-canopy (30-50 cm dbh), main canopy 
(50-70 cm dbh) and emergents (>70 cm dbh). The graphs shows that most of the year-to-
year variability in the total number of standing trees is due to variability in the number of 
poles (the other size classes change much more slowly). About 140 poles (21 % of the total 
number of trees) are lost in the first logging. Numbers then decline for a period of around 
20 years, after which time there is a sudden increase in number to around 500. Similar 
patterns are associated with subsequent loggings. 
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Figure 7.5: Stand production characteristics obtained from a typical run. Harvesting operations take 
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Further stand characteristics are shown in Figure 7.7. 	Disturbance intensity varies 
substantially from year to year. In most years it is between 0 and 15%. In the first logging 
years it is above 40%, but subsequent loggings fall within the normal range of disturbance. 
Recruitment also varies a lot between different years. There is a pronounce peak 15 years 
after the first logging, but no pattern is discernible for subsequent loggings. Mortality 
shows a very similar pattern to disturbance intensity. In most years it is between 0 and 20 
trees with considerable year-to-year variability. In logging years it is much higher at 80 or 
more trees. 
Figure 7.8 shows the variability between replicate runs in Standing Volume through time. 
In each case the same Stand Initialisation file (Plot 5) and the same set of parameter values 
(felling cycle = 70 years) were used. The Figure shows considerable variation among 
replicates. 
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Figure 7.6: Dynamics of different size-classes of tree obtained from a typical simulation run. 
Harvesting years are indicated with dashed lines. Four size classes are shown: poles (10-30 cm dbh), 
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Figure 7.7: Further stand characteristics obtained from a typical simulation run. Harvesting years are 
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Figure 7.8: Graph showing the variability in Standing Volume obtained between replicate runs that 
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The graphs shown in Figures 7.4 are frequency distributions giving the number of stems in 
different size classes above 10 cm dbh. Plot 5 has higher stocking in all size classes. 
Tables 7.7 and 7.8 give details of the MAH rates obtained in the experiment. Table 7.7 
gives mean values of the statistic obtained for different plot-treatment combinations while 
Table 7.8 summarises the results of the analysis of variance performed for MAH rates. The 
latter shows that both plot and treatment are highly significant (p<0.000). 
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Table 7.7: MAH rates for different Plot/Felling cycle combinations. Each cell contains the mean and 
the standard error. In all cases n = 10. 
35 year felling 
cycle 
50 year felling 
cycle 
70 year felling 
cycle 
Total 
Plot 1 2.29 ± 0.111 2.31 ± 0.096 1.96 ± 0.106 2.19 ± 0.107 
Plot 5 1.39 ± 0.050 1.43 ± 0.050 1.08 ± 0.074 1.30 ± 0.074 
Plot 7 1.31 ± 0.066 1.14 ± 0.045 1.00+ 0.056 1.15 ± 0.068 
Total 1.67 ± 0.163 1.62± 0.173 1.35 ± 0.155 1.55 ± 0.168 
Table 7.8 summarises the results of the analysis of variance performed for MAH rates. Both 
Plot and treatment are highly significant (p<0.000). 
Table 7.8: Analysis of Variance for MAH rates obtained in the simulation experiment 
Source 	DF 	SS 	MS 	F 	p 
Plot 	 2 18.9878 0.44154 182.27 	0.000 
Treatment 	2 	1.8313 	0.9157 	17.58 	0.000 
Error 	85 	4.4273 	0.0521 
Total 	89 	25.2445 
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7.7 	DISCUSSION 
7.7.1 Results from individual run 
Figure 7.6 contains graphs showing the number of trees in different size classes through 
time. It shows that logging has most effect on the poles in the stand, and relatively little 
effect on the higher size classes (other than the emergents, which are removed as part of the 
logging). At the time of logging a larger proportion of the area in a forest stand will be 
cleared. This is consistent with Figure 7.7, which shows the disturbance intensity and 
mortality within the stand. The two often peak in logging years. 
One consequence of the loggings is that many saplings below 10cm dbh are destroyed. This 
can result in a temporary reduction in recruitment to the individual-based submodel. This 
behaviour is reflected in the graphs in Figure 7.6, where the drop in poles after a logging is 
followed by a flat or declining period of approximately 20 years. Some time after logging 
seedlings begin to establish in the cleared area. This may happen at roughly the same time 
throughout the area. When these seedlings grow to become trees of 10 cm dbh (and so 
become recruits to the individual based model) there is a surge in recruitment. 
7.7.1.1 Volume production 
Predicted first cycle yield in all replicates is of the order of 150 m3 ha-1 while yields from 
the second cycle are lower (of the order of 40 rn3 ha-1). The predicted volumes extracted 
from the first cycle loggings are high compared with figures in the literature for tropical 
forests (e.g. Bertault and Sist, 1995; Silva et al., 1995). This discrepancy probably arises for 
three main reasons. 
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First, it seems likely that Wanariset Sangai is unusually heavily stocked with large trees. 
The large first cycle yield is consistent with the size distribution of the stand at the start of 
each run - a relatively high number of trees are greater than 70 cm dbh. Each run was 
initialised with data from PSP's established in Wanariset Sangai Research forest. It seems 
likely that this area of forest is particularly high in volume. The large number of big trees 
also helps explain the large reduction in standing volume. Some of the loss is due directly 
to the removal of the big trees while some of the loss occurs through damage and 
subsequent death trees in the residual stand caused by felling and extraction operations. As 
the number of trees removed is comparatively large (-j 25 trees) there are a large number of 
skidtrails and collectively these cover a greater proportion of the ground surface of the stand 
and this leads to greater damage. In subsequent loggings many fewer trees are removed. 
This limits damage to residual stand and results in a much lower total volume being 
extracted. The drop in standing volume is consequently much lower. 
Second, in the simulations strict adherence to the diameter limits for felling is assumed. In 
the field there is evidence that the prescribed regulations may not always be followed 
precisely. Alder (1995) distinguishes between normative and empirical simulation of 
harvesting, the former being the logging that would take place if regulations were followed 
to the letter and the latter being the logging practices observed in the field. This will be a 
problem with many experimental PSPs as commercial and political pressures may mean that 
applied treatments may not reflect reality in the field. 
The third reason that the volumes extracted may be large compared with those obtained in 
practice may relate to details concerning the form and quality of stems that are not captured 
in the model. If a stem is bent, diseased or imperfect in some other way then a decision may 
be made not to fell it. The model holds no information of this kind for trees. One way in 
which the model could be improved would be to find the proportion of stems that are 
imperfect from field measurements and to use this proportion in the model to select stems 
for felling. 
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7.7.2 Variability among replicate runs 
The most striking thing about Figure 7.8 is the amount of variability shown among replicate 
runs that used the same Stand Initialisation file and the same set of parameter values. This 
occurs because of stochastic elements within the model. For example, natural disturbance 
initiation and resulting mortality is handled stochastically. 
Other models, such as size class models, may produce behaviour that varies less or not at all 
between replicate runs. However, they may achieve this by suppressing behaviour 
associated with the largest trees in the stand. This is because, as is discussed in Section 2.2, 
aggregation of individuals will usually produce bias towards median individuals and away 
from more extreme individuals. There are likely to be a few large trees in a stand so that 
often the size-class used to contain them will be wide. Moreover, the behaviour of the 
largest trees is disproportionately important - they contain a relatively large proportion of 
the standing volume of the stand (which will be immediately lost when they fall) and they 
are more likely to dislodge other trees when they fall (Clark and Clark, 1996). The result of 
aggregation may be that size-class models systematically underestimate factors such as 
stand disturbance and the variability that would occur in a real stand. These errors are 
examples of aggregation errors (Huston, 1994; O'Neill and Rust, 1979). 
Another important point when discussing stochasticity is that field based trials of 
silvicultural systems may be prone to the same problem, in that the results from a particular 
PSP may be sensitive to rare and irregularly timed events. They compare unfavourably with 
modelling approaches in that replication to assess the significance of these events involves 
establishing new plots. In both modelling and purely empirical approaches variability can 
be reduced by increasing plot size to greater than 1 ha e.g. to 4 ha. In the case of an 
individual-based mode! (IBM) this also has the advantage of lessening edge effect. The 
alternative approach of using wrap-around techniques, has the difficulty that it will tend to 
bias results by exaggerating the influence of phenomena such as treefalls taking place at the 
edges (Alder, 1995). 
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7.7.3 Treatment and plot effects on MAH rate 
Table 7.8 shows the results of an analysis of variance on MAH obtained for different plots 
and for different treatments (lengths of felling cycle). The treatment factor is not significant. 
The Mean Square for the plot factor is much higher than that obtained for the treatment 
factor. This suggests that Plot is by far the more important factor (it is inappropriate to test 
the significance of F for the Plot effect using this model of ANOVA (Sokal and Rohlf, 
1995)). 
While it is intuitive that the volume extracted in the first logging will be very strongly 
related to initial stocking, this is not the case for subsequent loggings. This is because it is 
possible that the trees in the plot may respond to logging and canopy opening by increasing 
their growth rates. The increased growth may in some measure lessen the impact of 
different initial stocking density on subsequent yields. The results from this simulation 
experiment suggest that any increased growth is insufficient to compensate for different 
initial stocking. 
7.7.4 Comparison with the design of other individual-based models 
The model design used in this investigation differs from that of other IBMs in two main 
ways: regeneration is captured using quite a sophisticated submodel and an attempt is made 
to capture the spatially and temporally clustered nature of mortality in forest stands. IBMs 
of the JABOWA / FORET type (often referred to as gap models) use simpler methods for 
capturing regeneration. In these methods a list of eligible species for establishment in each 
gap is determined based on gap characteristics such as presence of leaf litter, abundance of 
seed predators and the characteristics of the different species in the model (Shugart 1984). 
There is no delay between the occurrence of appropriate conditions and the creation of new 
individuals. This is perhaps plausible if the threshhold for treatment as individuals is low 
(e.g. of the order of 2 c dbh) but less so if it is high (of the order of 10 cm dbh). The more 
complex solution advocated by Shugart (1984) (use of size-classes) is problematical because 
of the nature of the seedling/sapling population in a tropical forest. Because of irregular 
seed production and seedling growth it can often happen that particular size-classes are not 
represented in a gap, and size-class models, as well as being computationally inefficient can 
produce pathological behaviour when empty size classes occur(as discussed in Section 2.2). 
In most gap models each individual tree has a probability of undergoing mortality that is 
unaffected by the occurrence of other tree mortality in its vicinity. In a real forest up 75 % 
of mortality can be secondary in nature (Vail Der Meer and Bongers, 1996) i.e. caused by 
the impact of other falling trees within the stand. Capturing this is important as it affects the 
distribution of disturbance intensities caused by mortality and treefali within the stand. 
High local disturbance intensities will be more common when clustering is captured and this 
IS the situation likely in a real forest. As discussed in Section 2.1 local conditions are very 
important in determining factors such as regeneration and nutrient cycling so that failing to 
capture clustering of mortality can be seen as a serious omission. 
7.7.5 Possible improvements to model design 
This Section considers possible changes to the model which could result in improved 
predictions of growth and yield. As discussed in Section 2.3.2, increases in complexity 
may not necessarily result in a better model. However, the things discussed may potentially 
be of use in a model. Much of the material in this section draws on Section 2.1. However, 
where relevant material is repeated in the interests of readability. 
The model could be changed to capture more detail of tree allometry. In the model trees 
belonging to the same species group are assumed to show the same morphological 
development. This arises because only one state-variable (stem diameter) is used to capture 
the developmental stage of the tree. As a consequence all the dimensions of an individual 
tree are determined once dbh is known. This means that trees belonging to the same species 
group that have the same diameter will always have the same height. One problem with this 
is that in the field it is commonly observed that trees from some species groups will have 
different growth forms depending upon the environment in which they have grown. As is 
discussed in Section 2.1.2, open grown trees may have sympodial development while trees 
growing in a forest with quite a high degree of canopy closure may show monopodial 
development (King, 1995). 
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Uptake of resources other than light could be considered in the model. Water and nutrients 
such as nitrogen, phosphorous, calcium or magnesium may also be important determinants 
of tree growth. Given the critical role of soil organic matter in nutrient cycling (Whitmore, 
1989) of tropical soils it may be useful to model litter production and organic matter 
decomposition processes. Mycorrhizal dynamics could also be included. It has been shown 
that rnycorrhiza growing in association with tree roots can be very important in determining 
uptake of phosphorous (Alexander et al., 1992). Moreover mycorrhizal populations can be 
severely reduced by the environmental changes associated with logging and can take time to 
recover (Alexander et al. 1992; Ahmad, 1996). 
The competition index used could be changed to take into account know characteristics of 
light transmission and absorption within the forest canopy. There may be problems in 
modelling competition for light with the chosen competition index (the distance weighted 
size ratio). The formulation of this index implies that a tree's ability to consume resources 
(and so diminish resources available for consumption by other trees) is related to its stem 
diameter. In reality very large trees may have crowns that are so far away from the smaller 
trees that they may intercept a small fraction of the light that would otherwise be received 
by the smaller trees. One way in which the competition index could be improved might be 
to use stem sapwood area instead of stem diameter. Sapwood area may more closely reflect 
the dimensions of the crown and so reflect consumption of light and other resources better. 
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The model could be improved by modelling growth in a stochastic manner. Currently the 
model uses a deterministic approach, despite the fact that there was a large amount of 
unexplained variation when the growth functions were fitted (such variation is often found 
with permanent sample plot data (Sianturi, 1996; Alder 1995)). The result of using the 
deterministic function is that there may be bias towards median growth rates. This may 
cause problems. Volume increment is a non-linear function of diameter increment. The 
main problem in using a stochastic function is capturing the correlation between successive 
diameter increments for individual trees that is observed in the field. This feature means 
that an element that is used to modify the values of diameter increment must be remembered 
between time-steps (i.e. it must be a state-variable). This raises the problem of determining 
values for the element to be used in model initialisation. 
In the model regeneration is not constrained by site conditions or by supply of propagules to 
the soil surface. Loss in soils ability to support seedling growth after logging can occur due 
to soil-compaction, loss in organic matter through increased rates of decomposition, 
increase soil temperatures and increased likelihood of soil drying out (Nussbaum el al., 
1995). It is intuitive that propagule supply is important and indeed other IBM's have sought 
to capture propagule production and dispersal by individual trees (e.g. Luan, 1994). 
However, the situation is more complex in a species-rich forest and in a study of the 
importance of site conditions and propagule supply in Sabah, Pinard et al.(1996) concluded 
that the latter was much less important than the former. 
The model could be changed to take account of plot topography in any of its calculations. 
Topography may be important in a number of ways. First there is evidence that patterns of 
tree growth and development may differ between ridges and depressions (e.g. Ashton, 1964; 
Basnet, 1992). This may be related to increased interception of radiant energy or to better 
drainage (and hence aeration) of the soil on ridges. Second, topographical information is 
useful in predicting erosion. 	Loss of topsoil following logging can be substantial 
(Baharuddin et al., 1995) and can result in large changes in soil properties (Nussbaum et 
al., 1995). Third, decisions on the routing of skidtrails, and even on which trees to extract 
in a real forest may be taken using topographical information (Pinard and Putz,. 1996). 
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8. Discussion 
This section considers the extent to which SYMFOR can be said to meet the requirements 
articulated in Chapter 3. Evaluation of the success of SYMFOR in meeting these 
requirements is useful because it indicates the design quality (Budgen, 1994) and also 
because it provides a useful way of structuring a comprehensive review and discussion of 
preceding material. 
8.1 	FOREST PRODUCTION ESTIMATES 
Long-term estimates of forest production (specified in Requirement 1) are achieved by 
SYMFOR by use of simulation models to project modelled stands into the future. Forest 
simulation is now widely recognised as an important tool for assessing future forest 
production ( e.g. Davis and Johnson, 1987; Adlard, 1989; Vanclay, 1994, 1995; Alder, 
1995, Kimmins, 1997). A simulation approach is superior to a purely empirical approach 
because of the problems of obtaining harvests representative of second and later cycle 
fellings. There are basically two problems. First, large scale logging has commenced 
relatively recently in many tropical countries. This means that it can be difficult to find 
plots of forest which have been established long enough to have experienced second and 
later cycle harvests (Palmer and Synnot, 1992) . Second, management techniques have 
changed since the first plots were established. For example timber extraction now often 
employs heavy duty machinery that was previously unavailable (Whitmore, 1988). This 
means that previously established plots are unrepresentative of current silvicultural 
practices. 
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Requirement 2 specifies that the framework should be able to cope with spatial variation in 
forests. The framework supports this in three ways: by allowing the redesign of models; by 
allowing models in the framework to be recalibrated; and by allowing model runs to be 
initialised with data from different plots. Redesign of models is appropriate when there are 
qualitative differences in the functioning of forest areas (i.e. differences in the set of 
processes that are important within the stand). For example, in one area of forest the 
primary limitation on growth of trees may be seasonal dryness, while in another there 
limitation on growth may be caused by the rate of organic matter turnover. Different 
models with different relationships and parameters are required to deal with each of these 
forest types. Recalibration is appropriate when differences that occur between forests are 
quantitative in nature (i.e. differences in the rate at which processes in the stand occur for a 
given set of conditions). For example, turnover of organic matter may occur more slowly in 
one stand than another at a given temperature because the stand drains poorly and the soil is 
waterlogged for much of the time. Initialising the model with different stand states is an 
appropriate way of dealing with variation in stand structure arising for historical reasons (as 
opposed to differences in forest functioning). For example, some areas may have undergone 
major disturbance relatively recently while others may not have experienced major 
disturbance for a long time. This may affect both stand structure and species composition ( 
Cannon et al., 1994). 
Requirement 3 stipulates that the framework should be able to cater for variation in 
harvesting intensities and harvesting practices, while Requirement 4 specifies that it should 
be able to predict the impact of silvicultural operations other than harvesting. These 
requirements are met by using a representation of the stand in which the stand structure is 
explicitly represented and in which the locations of trees are represented. 	The 
representation of stand structure means that it is possible to calculate the number of trees 
that will be harvested (and hence the volume of harvested timber) under different harvesting 
intensities more accurately than if an aggregate stand representation were used. The 
representation of tree locations means that the impact of different harvesting practices which 
seek to minimise damage to the stand created in harvesting operations can be assessed more 
accurately than when an aggregate representation is used. These methods are becoming 
increasingly important (Pinard and Putz, 1996). 
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8.2 	REPRESENTATION OF FOREST PROCESSES 
The model described in Chapter 7 exemplifies many of the approaches described in this 
section that can be used to capture forest processes. However, SYMFOR is designed to 
permit a lot of flexibility in model structure to allow the framework to cope with a wide 
range of circumstances. This means that details of how processes are represented, and 
indeed, which processes are represented, may vary from model to model. There is therefore 
a need to describe the general approaches that can be used. 
The way that processes are represented in a model depends on two things: the way that trees 
are represented and the nature of the processes themselves. SYMFOR models use two kinds 
of modelled entity to represent the trees of the stand: 'cohort' modelled entities (which 
represent populations of trees that establish at the same point in time) and 'tree' modelled 
entities (which represent individual trees). A cohort representation is used for the earlier 
stages of growth and development such as the seedling and sapling stage. Seedlings and 
saplings that establish at the same point in time are usually similar in size, so that an 
aggregated representation can be used without substantial loss. An individual-based 
representation is used for the later stages of development (e.g. trees above 10 cm stem 
diameter), when size homogeneity breaks down. The spatial disaggregation necessary for 
capturing the localised nature of many stand processes is introduced by breaking the stand 
into a contiguous set of gridsquares. Each gridsquare represents a small portion of the stand 
e.g. a 10 x 10 m square area. Each tree and cohort that is represented is associated with one 
of these gridsquares. Species disaggregation is achieved for cohorts by using distinct units 
to represent cohorts of different species (Requirement 7). Gridsquares themselves are 
modelled entities capable of possessing attributes. 
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In accordance with Requirement 5, SYMFOR models capture disturbance in forest stands. 
As discussed above, SYMFOR models are spatially disaggregated so that a single 
representation unit covers only a small part of the stand. Over small spatial scales 
disturbance is an essentially intermittent phenomena (i.e. treefalls occur irregularly). For 
this reason disturbance is captured using the concept of 'event' described in Section 4.2. 
Natural disturbance events are associated with tree modelled entities, while logging 
disturbance event is associated with the stand modelled entity (because of the higher level of 
organisation involved in stand logging). The algorithm used in the evaluation of each event 
has two parts, one that determines disturbance initiation and one that determines 
disturbance impact. Event initiation is stochastic (e.g. natural treefalls) or deterministic 
(e.g. stand logging). In the case of natural tree falls every tree is assigned a probability of 
initiating a disturbance event every year. A Monte Carlo technique is then employed to 
determine if an individual actually initiates an event in a year This is a standard technique 
for gap models (Shugart, 1984). In the case of a logging the initiation is determined by the 
felling cycle, and this is a parameter set by the user. 
Disturbance impact is captured by changes to the stand state. Such changes include 
destruction of tree representation units (i.e. individual trees or cohorts) and change in the 
value of model state variables (e.g. soil organic matter). An individual tree fall creates a 
fallen tree modelled entity possessing a potential damage zone. Tree representation units 
(both individual trees and cohorts) within this potential damage zone are subject to 
secondary mortality. Each tree has a probability of undergoing mortality based on its size 
compared to that of the tree initiating the disturbance. This approach means that models are 
capable of capturing the localised nature of disturbance (Requirement 8). in the past 
individual-based models have neglected secondary mortality of this kind, but this is now 
changing ( Kurpick et al., 1997; Kohler and Huth, 1998). 
Requirement 6 specifies that SYMFOR models should capture recovery from disturbance. 
In reality this is composed of a number of stages, each or all of which can be explicitly 
captured in a SYMFOR model. The stages include: 
,ip 
seed production and dispersal - this can be handled either as a series of events (when it is 
intermittent rather than continuous in nature) or as a set of rates of change (when 
production occurs continuously in the stand). Seed production can be a stand or 
gridsquare attribute or an individual-tree attribute. The former two are appropriate when 
seed distributions are related to site conditions rather than propagule sources. This is 
effectively the approach taken in many of the earlier gap models (Shugart, 1984). The 
latter is appropriate when the seed distribution resulting from dispersal is not 
homogeneous but is centred on individual trees. In this case seed dispersal must also be 
modelled. This is the approach taken in Levin et al. (1984) and Luan (1994). 
seedling and sapling development. As mentioned above, a cohort representation is used 
for these phases of tree development. This aggregation is appropriate because early on in 
development individuals of the same cohort are similar with respect to size and other 
characteristics such as nutrient uptake, so that it is inefficient and unnecessary to 
represent them individually. Development is handled using two cohort state-variables, 
one reflecting the size or developmental stage of members of the cohort and another 
giving the number of individuals represented by the cohort. Changes to the values of the 
state-variables can be calculated in various ways (Alder, 1995). 
development of asymmetry within cohort populations. This takes place in the stages of 
development for which an individual-based representation is used. It can be captured by 
modelling competition between trees. In one scheme for achieving this each tree 
modelled entity possesses three attributes: shadeindex (a competition index); dbhincr 
(stem diameter increment); and dbh (stem diameter). Shadeindex is an intermediate 
variable. Its value reflects the amount of competition that the tree is facing from other 
trees in the stand. It can be derived in various ways, some of which may explicitly 
involve modelling light transmission through the forest canopy (see Dale, Doyle and 
Shugart, 1985). Dbhincr is a rate of change. It is dependent upon the value of dbh and 
the value of shadeindex. It is used to increment the value of the state variable dbh, which 
represents the stem diameter of the tree. 
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Any or all of the stages of recovery from disturbance can be explicitly represented in a 
model. However, usually only one or a small number of the stages are important. Even 
when the impact of the stage/process is substantial, it is only if there is a systematic effect 
that is modellable that the process should be explicitly represented. For this reason seed or 
seedling predation may often be omitted. 
8.3 	DATA COLLECTION 
Models in the framework use standard permanent sample plot (PSP) data as far as possible. 
This is stipulated by Requirement 6. This can be achieved within SYMFOR by choosing to 
represent processes that can be calibrated with PSP data in models, and avoiding the 
representation of processes that cannot be calibrated with such data. For example, diameter 
increment of trees can be calibrated with PSP data, while canopy photosynthesis cannot be. 
(Note that this is a constraint imposed by the framework user and not the framework itself.. 
it is perfectly possible design a model that represents physiological processes using 
SYMFOR mechanisms for model design). The relationship between forest models and data 
is further discussed in Vanclay (1994) and Alder (1995). 
One problem with this approach of omitting physiological processes is that insight in this 
area cannot be used to make model predictions. This is potentially a disadvantage because 
factors associated with global climate change (e.g. rise in temperature) may mean that 
relationships which currently hold good (e.g. between competition indices and stem 
diameter increment) may not hold good in the future. However, one of the main purposes of 
SYMFOR is to facilitate comparison of alternatives silvicultural systems, and often the 
rankings determined in an analysis will be robust. For example, in a comparison of reduced 
impact logging techniques and conventional logging technique the winner will probably be 
unaffected by climate change. 
'U! 
Where some extension to current data collection procedures is necessary, care is taken to 
ensure that extra data collection is minimised and that resources required for collection are 
similar to those currently in use. For example, disturbance resulting from tree falls is 
captured in SYMFOR models. Data collection procedures developed for the purpose of 
calibrating the representation of disturbance in the model is described by Clearwater (1996). 
They involve mapping the damage created by individual tree falls. However, the main 
resource used in the procurement of this extra data is labour, and no specialised or 
expensive equipment is required. 
Requirement 7 specifies that data requirements for calibration should not be excessive. One 
way in which this can be achieved is by use of 'targeted' models i.e. models designed for a 
particular forest type and designed to provide answers to a particular question. This is the 
approach favoured by Kimmins (1996). Targeting means that the number of processes 
represented in a model can be reduced to those that are strictly relevant. For example, the 
management operations that need to be parameterised can be restricted to those tinder 
investigation. Similarly parameters describing the relationship between water uptake and 
growth can be omitted in areas where there is no water limitation on growth. 
Requirement 8, that recalibration of models should be infrequent can be achieved by using 
'general' model designs. Running and Coughlan (1988) and Bossel ci' al. (1989) describe 
models designed to have a high degree of generality by virtue of the fact that they represent 
all the processes that the authors deem generally important (rather than all those relevant for 
a particular site or a particular purpose). An increase in detail may allow a model to 
simulate a wider range of behaviour. For example, in some model individual tree growth 
may be related to tree diameter and a competition index of some kind. In another individual 
tree growth may be related to tree diameter, competition index, and water uptake. The first 
model is suitable for areas where there is no water limitation on tree growth. The second is 
appropriate for areas with water limitation AND areas without water limitation. However, 
one disadvantage of using the second model in areas with no water limitation is that some of 
the parameters needed are effectively redundant (in that they do not lead to better 
predictions), and it may be expensive to obtain values for these parameters. 
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The decision on whether Requirement 7 or Requirement 8 is more important in the design of 
an individual model is essentially an economic one. The total effort required for 
parameterisation is a function of the frequency with which models need to be recalibrated 
and of the effort that must be expended on each recalibration. In some situations a more 
detailed forest representation will not need to be recalibrated any less frequently than a more 
complex one. This may occur if the extra detail is insufficient to capture variation that 
occurs across the range of circumstances that predictions are required for. For example, a 
model which captures water relations and that is calibrated for a particular site may be 
unable to make good predictions for another site. This can happen because other factors 
(e.g. temperature, soil conditions or altitude) are omitted. It may be more cost effective in 
such cases to simply recalibrate the model rather than increase the detail of the model 
representation (and so increase the parameter requirements). 
8.4 	FRAMEWORK ARCHITECTURE 
The requirement that SYMFOR support collaborative modelling (Requirement 9), is met by 
the satisfaction of a number of more specific requirements from the list given in Chapter 3. 
Two of these affect the ease with which model designs can be changed to take account of 
new circumstances: Requirement 10 specifies that the framework provide support for 
creation of new model designs and Requirement 11 specifies that the framework should 
provide support for sharing and reuse of model content. As discussed in Section 2.3.2 
changes in model design to meet new circumstances are an integral part of collaborative 
modelling. Section 5.1 details how SYMFOR makes use of formal Model Designs and 
Code Generator, Parameter Generator and Description Generator tools for model realisation. 
The sequence of activities for realising an individual model is however rather user-
unfriendly. In the first stage users utilise a text-editor to create a new Model Design. They 
must be able to use the model specification language to do this. This requires that they 
understand the concepts used by the language (i.e. the language semantics) and that they use 
the correct syntax. 
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Diagram-based designs (e.g. those used by Stella, Powersim, ModelMaker, AME, described 
in Section 2.3.1) are superior in that they are easier to learn. Instead of having to learn 
vocabulary and syntax, users must simply familiarise themselves with a set of graphical 
symbols. Each of these symbols corresponds to a generic concept that can be used in an 
individual model (such as, for example, 'compartment'). They use a graphical user interface 
in which they can select, manipulate and customise these symbols to capture details of 
model design. The options available within the interface can be constrained to assist the 
user to build a well-formed model. For example, the interface may not allow users to 
connect an influence to a compartment. 
One potential advantage of the text-based formal representation formalism used is that it is 
compatible with Prolog interpreters (as it conforms to Prolog syntax). This means that it 
should be relatively straightforward to exploit the special capabilities of Prolog to increase 
the functionality of SYMFOR. For example, it may be possible to construct tools to assist 
with model construction, to check the model for errors or to facilitate real-time interrogation 
of model structures (Muetzelfeldt et al., 1989). In particular there may be scope for 
integrating SYMFOR and AME, as the latter system is also Prolog-based (R. Muetzelfeldt, 
Pers. Comm.). This means that in future it may be possible to combine or reproduce 
SYMFOR functionality (e.g. strong support for visualisation) and AME functionality (e.g. 
diagram-based model design) if both are developed in future. 
The model realisation process is also sub-optimal because it is necessary to run two separate 
applications (the SYMFOR Model Compiler (SMM) and the Source-code compiler) to 
produce a runnable model on the basis of the design. Originally the intention was to invoke 
the source-code compiler automatically from the SMM. This is theoretically possible and, 
indeed, desirable. However, currently the source-code produced by the code-generator 
needs to be tweaked or debugged before it can be compiled. This is because of certain 
issues that the SMM cannot currently resolve. For example, with the C-compiler used, a 
program must be split up into separate sections contained in separate files (this is a legacy 
from the segmented memory architecture of 16-bit systems). For the SMM to be able to 
handle this it would need to be able to work out the total length of source code required and 
to be able to split up the source-code appropriately - a non-trivial task. 
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The requirement that SYMFOR should support reuse of model content (Requirement 11) is 
achieved by use of modularity. The approach taken is similar to that described in 
Muetzelfeldt (1995). In SYMFOR modules are stored and distributed in source-code form. 
One advantage of this is that any errors in their formulation can be more easily diagnosed. 
This is more difficult when modules are stored in binary form (e.g. as described in Smith, 
1998). A disadvantage is that they must be compiled before they can be used. Also, they 
can only be altered by someone with a knowledge both of C programming and of the 
conventions for creating modules in SYMFOR. In some cases the creation of new modules 
can be trivial e.g. when one equation is substituted for another. In other cases it may be 
much more difficult to design a new module e.g. when creating a new module for reduced 
impact logging. 
SYMFOR modules are algorithms are expressed in the C computer language. The use of C 
rather than a dedicated macro-language means that complex algorithms can be specified. 
These are required for some model features. For example, the algorithm required for 
specification of stand logging is necessarily complex. Any such algorithm must specify the 
selection of individual trees and their extraction from the stand. 	Extraction routes 
(skidtrails) are often designed to minimise total damage to the stand, and the module must 
contain sufficient functionality to be able to capture this. The strategy for modularity used 
in SYMFOR gives the expressiveness of C combined with the utility of using a higher-level 
specification language. 
8.5 	MODELLING LANGUAGE CONCEPTS 
Requirement 12 specifies that logical grouping of model design elements should be 
supported. This achieved using the abstraction of a 'modelled entity' described in Section 
4.3. A modelled entity groups data and algorithms used in the representation of a feature of 
the stand being modelled. For example, attribute values for stem diameter, height, diameter 
increment, crown-point are all logically associated with an individual tree. 
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The concept of a 'modelled entity type' satisfies Requirement 15. This is a set of modelled 
entities sharing the same attributes (but not necessarily the same attribute values). The 
concepts are very similar to those of class and instance in Object Oriented Modelling (as 
described by Rumbaugh etal., 1991; Booch, 1994). However there are several differences. 
Modelled entity types cannot inherit slots from one another in the same way as classes can 
and also the concept of encapsulation is redundant (it is a programming issue). 
Modelled entities can be created and destroyed, satisfying Requirement 13. This feature is 
useful when cohorts or individual trees represent trees in a stand (as usually a simulation run 
will involve creation and destruction of these kinds of representation units). 
The framework draws on many concepts from System Dynamics (Requirement 16). 
Specifically the following concepts are used (see Section 4.3 for full details of use in 
SYMFOR and Bossel (1994) or Haefner (1996) for details of general usage): 
'model state' - this is initialised at the start of individual simulation runs, and is modified 
in a series of iterations. 
'state-variable' - this is a variable associated with a modelled entity that changes in a 
simulation run by increment or decrement. 
'intermediate variable' - this is a variable that must be calculated every time-step (i.e. it 
is influenced by other model variables which themselves change through time). The 
previous value held by the variable is not taken into account when calculating a new 
value. 
'parameter' - this refers to a value (or set of values) used in model calculations that is not 
associated with an individual modelled entity and that is not altered in the course of a 
simulation run (unless by a user). 
Other concepts were introduced where the concepts described previously proved inadequate 
These are described in full in Section 4.3, but include: 
'event' - this is a happening associated with individual modelled entities that has the 
potential to occur every iteration. 
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'classifier' - this is an item of data associated with an individual modelled entity that 
identifies which of a set of possible parameter values should be used in calculations 
pertaining to the modelled entity. 
'modelled entity constant' - this is a value associated with an individual modelled entity 
which does not change for the lifetime of the modelled entity. 
Subtle differences exist in the way that some of the terms are used in SYMFOR and the way 
that they are used in conventional system dynamics. First, state-variables and intermediate 
variables are always associated with modelled entities and cannot be free standing. Second, 
a distinction in SYMFOR is drawn between 'parameters' and 'modelled entity constants'. 
Both of these are equivalent to the conventional definition of parameters i.e. un-influenced 
influencers (e.g. Haefner, 1996). However, the two are used in quite a different way in that 
modelled entity constants change in number in the course of a simulation as modelled 
entities are created and destroyed while parameters are fixed. 
One way in which the model design process could be improved is by the augmentation of 
modelling concepts to include geometrical concepts. At the moment in SYMFOR the shape 
of a modelled entity is captured using an informal convention whereby a set of ME 
constants correspond to vertices or points of the shape. This is time-consuming, involved 
and potentially unnecessary. For example, to define a shape with four vertices eight ME 
constants must be defined in the model design, one for each co-ordinate. If there was a 
construct then it might be possible to achieve the same result with a single predicate. This 
would also make it easier to develop special functionality. For example, if a standard 
representation of shapes is used then it becomes possible to write procedures for translation 
or transformation or determining if a point resides inside the shape. 
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8.6 	USER INTERACTION 
SYMFOR features a common interface for all models. This is Requirement 17 of those 
listed in Chapter 3. The interface is easy to use, (helping satisfy Requirement 18, that the 
framework should usable by people with a limited technical background). Users new to the 
software were able to load and run models very shortly after being introduced to the 
SYMFOR software. This was possible because of the extensive prototyping and user-trials 
of the software that were undertaken as part of the development process (Muetzelfeldt and 
Young, 1996, 1997). A lot of effort was made to elicit and conform with expectations and 
demands of framework users. For example, modellers expect to have to initialise state-
variables and read in parameter values when using a model. Initially default files were 
automatically used each time a run was started. This meant that users did not see the files 
used unless they specifically sought to. This created confusion amongst users, so explicit 
selection of parameters and stand initialisation were made required activities at the start of 
every run. The handling of parameter files was also changed in response to demands from 
users. Parameter files were originally binary, and created by a special process. This 
generated complaints - users wanted to be able to enter parameter data and store alternative 
parameter sets using tools such as text editors. SYMFOR was therefore changed to handle 
text parameter files. 
One problem with making the software easy to use is that advanced users may find some of 
the features cumbersome. For example, having to set the Stand Initialisation File and 
parameter set is time consuming at the start of simulation runs is cumbersome. The 
architecture of SYMFOR is such that these problems could be addressed by the creation of 
new shells to handle interaction with model executables. These new shells could act as 
replacements for the SYMFOR Model Manager (SMM), and offer features of use to more 
advanced users. This is possible because the shell and the model executable are separated. 
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The framework allows interactive simulation (Requirement 19). Combined with the 
visualisation described below, this is recognised as an important way in which the 
capabilities of simulation software can be extended (Bell and O'Keefe, 1987; Rooks, 1993). 
These capabilities allow models in the framework to be used in training activities - Awang 
(1994) discusses the need to make use of new technologies in forestry training. Use of a 
simulation model has several advantages over alternative field based experiments or 
analysis of existing data. By virtue of being interactive it is more stimulating. New 
simulation experiments can be created, and users can specify the collection of data relevant 
for testing a particular hypothesis. It is also useful for illustrating modelling principles. For 
example, simulation experiments proved highly effective in teaching of stochasticity. One 
advantage of having a system that supports multiple designs is that simple models (which 
run fast) can be used for teaching while more complicated models (which run more slowly) 
can be used for applications in which a higher quality of prediction is required. 
Requirement 20 specifies that the framework should provide methods for meaningful 
display of results. This is achieved by the use of several displays (Section 6.2.1.4 - 
6.2.1.8). These can be updated while models are running to create an animation-like effect. 
Each display can be customised by users to a high degree using a display options panel 
(Section 6.2.1.15 - 6.2.1.17). This means that they can easily be adapted to handle different 
model content. 
Models in the system all have an associated Description file that contains a natural language 
description of the model content (Section 5.1.8). This description is accessible from the 
SMM (Section 6.2.1.3). This arrangement satisfies Requirement 21, that information that is 
comprehensible, unambiguous and complete should be available for all models in the 
system. Automatic description generation is superior to manual code generation because it 
is faster, and can deal with changes in model content that occur through time much more 
easily. Shortcomings in the manual method have been noted by Muetzelfeldt (1989) and 
Lorek et al. (1998). 
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8.7 	CONCLUDING REMARKS 
This thesis has described the development of a framework for modelling tropical forest 
dynamics. It has sought to demonstrate a number of things. First, I hope this thesis goes 
some way to making the case for a cross-disciplinary, scientific approach for addressing 
applied problems of management. Techniques and ideas from ecology, ecological 
modelling, forest management, computer science and artificial intelligence have been used 
in the development of SYMFOR. While this inevitably means that depth has had to be 
sacrificed in some areas, the approach means that valuable insights can be gained resulting 
in a superior design. 
Second, I hope that a case has been made for adopting a more flexible approach to 
modelling using specialised tools such as modelling environments. Compared with the 
traditional approach of manually coding and re-coding models, modelling environments are 
fast, efficient and more powerful in that they are usable by people with a limited technical 
background. 
Finally I hope I have proved that simulation modelling is relevant and useful for achieving 
the goal of sustainable forest management. Given the current threats to the forest, 
simulation modelling is too valuable a technique to be neglected lightly. 
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SUMMARY 
Forecasttn,r growth and yield 01 tropical isirest under different management scenarios is an i m port ant part of any ,tratei!\ br sustainable iore,t 
management. The SYMFOR modelling iramework uses individual-based. tree position models to make predictions. The framework is both 
user-triendly and very flexible. It is possible to custom-build models for specified forest types and particular managernen( options using the 
framework. A case study cnnsidertngtheettect of length oilelltng cycle is presented: this is intended to demonstrate the utilits of the approach 
rather than to make precise estimates of growth and I iekl The structure oF the model used and the processes of calibrating and initialising if 
ruse in the experiment are descrtbed. Some qualtiative behaviour produced by the model Is consistent with that observed in the Held. hut the 
figures or growth and yield are low compared with others in the literature Susgesuons on hosv liiture versions ,it he tttodel could he itxipros ed 
and applied for sustainable Forest management are included. 
Keywords: telling cycle, growth Lind iebd. uidts dual-based model, tropical liirest dynamics. 
INTRODUCTION 
Indonesia has an area of 1.03 M k tmi: under indigenous lorest 
(FAO 1997) and is now committed to the International 
Tropical Timber Organisation agreement of Implementing 
sustainable itianagement ol all production forest by ihe 
year 2001). Large scale lorest exploitation started cotttpara-
lively recently in the 1970s. For this reason there is  shortage 
01 data tand hence uncertainty) concerning the long term 
sustatnahtlitv a) current management practices. Growth 
:tnd yield modelling is an important 1001 to address this 
problem. 
Tropical lorests managed under polycvcltc selective 
sieging systems present particular difficulties br growth 
and yield modelling. Tropical l'itrests have complex 
structures and show more small-scale spatial variation than 
plantations. These factors mean that many techniques suit-
able [or the modelling of monospeci l'ic plantations are not 
well suited to modelling mixed tropical Forests i \anclav 
19941. 
Many different approaches have been applied to model-
ling the gcossth and yield of tropical forests. These include 
transition matrix taodelling(Mendoza and Setasarso 1980l. 
cohort modelling i Korsstaard 1984)   and more complicated 
spatialls-disangregated size-class modelling i Bossel and 
Kreiger 199 I I. The utility of these approaches can he 
assessed using the criteria il' precistttn ace uracs and 
eenerahts i \'anclav i994;). 
Trim' pisitriott models as defined hs Alder 	i are 
class of jitdti'tdttto lmsed model i IBNIs i 1hat require is-
ordinate data for each tree above a certain si/c tl'reshisld in a 
stand. Els and Monserud I 1974m pros ide an example of :t tree 
position model that has been developed for ue in temperate 
Forests. The requirement tor spatial information means that  
the models need more data than other types st model hut 
IBMs can pittetittallv give greater generaltts while being at 
least equal to the others in terms of precision and accuracy. 
The reason that this is so is that factors ss hich ,iFt'ect the 
dynamics at a tropical forest often operate over small spatial 
scales and so are fatal to particular areas. For example. bulb 
tree growth and stand disturbance l'ollowing treelalls are 
determined by local i rather than stand-level i factors. Tree 
growth is dependent upon the magnitude of competition for 
light and other resources with other trees in the immediate 
vicinity The disturbance created by a treetall depends upon 
the characteristics of the taIling tree and those itt' trees close 
to it. 
IFco-ordinate information is available then knowledge of 
the mechanisms of borest dynamics can he used to predict 
what will happen when the system is manipulated. For 
example. data on the stand disturbance created by single or 
a stmiall number it treelalis can he used in a spatIal approach 
toestitnitte the stand disturbance created by Felling litany trees 
Lit once i provided that it is possible to make assutuptions 
concerning direction of ireet'alli. Under heavs logging 
the areas affected by different treel'alls are more likely to 
it\ erlap. This means that stand-lesel disturbance cannot be 
derived by simply multiplying individual tree disturbance 
by the number ot' treelalis. For ibis reason a non-spatial 
st,tnd-bevel model must he recalibrated for citll'ereni 
boetitne intensities. Judson (1994)   provides a more theo-
retical discussion on how lBNIs ma\ else ereater 
genermmlits. 
Gap models are another class of IBM that have been used 
extensively. prtmartls in investigations or succession in 
i'orest ecosystems i Shugart 19941, In these models detailed 
issii,tg and .IiierzeIfeijt 
information on the location of nd iv idual trees is not used so 
that they are less able to capture the localised nature ot 
individual interaction. 
There is now a growing recognition that in some cases a 
single silvicultural 5551cm is likely to he unsustainable if 
applied rigidly over a large area or for a long period of time. 
This is because of spatial variability in forest. changes in 
environmental factors fe.g. nitrogen inpuisi and also because 
of changes in the products demanded From forests by society 
over time (Maser 994). For these reasons a system capable 
of evaluating alternatire silvicultural systems is needed. The 
advantageol usingaclussof models with high generality, such 
as tree position models, is that they require little recalihraoon 
to investigate alternative systems. 
The SYMFOR modelling system has been developed to 
provide estimates of growth and yield of a diverse range 01 
loresitypes under alternative management regimes. SYMFOR 
is a modelling environment specialising in individual-based. 
tree-position models. The purpose of this paper is to describe 
brietly the environment and to illustrate how it can he applied 
to a particular problem estimating growth and yield of forest 
with different cutting cycle lengihsi. 	No strong claims 
concerning accuracy of the results are made at this stage. 
though it is hoped that the potential of the approach will 
become apparent. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE MODELLING FRAMEWORK 
The current version of the SYMFOR software will run on 
any computer which can support Microsoft Vindovs I5I 
or MS \Vindowsi\i 95. The software has two components: 
the Model Designer. used to create new models: 
the Model Manager, used to run the models created with 
the Model Designer and to implement simulation expert-
merits. 
The process 01 designing a model in SYMFOR consists Of 
dedning a model .ypecifii'ario,i. which completely describes 
the structure of a model in a tormal and concise stay. The 
specification holds details of the entities represented in the 
model and their attributes. For example. the specification 
might state that individual trees greater than It) cm in 
stern diameter are represented in a model and that each ot 
these has attributes of stem diameter, total height, crown-
point defined as the height at which tree foliage First occurs 
and the species group that it belongs to. \Iuetzelteldt 
yr ul. 1989) discuss the iheors and use of model specit'mc-
attons. 
An important role of the specification is to identifs the 
particular mathematical relationships called nodules i that 
are used in the model ..\Iost types if entiis have nodule s/oo 
iv' attributes for vs hich a mathematical lunction is required 
For example, trees mas have a slot used to calculate tree 
height. Three alternative cquatioits toralculattng heigmit mas 
he represented in the modules height I. height: and hetght,i 
sshtch respecmmvels contatn.sas. linear. ,uadratic and hsper-
holic tunctions or calculating height on the basis ot tree  
diameter. These nodules arc stored in the nmtouule ithrars and 
the person designing .i particular model chooses one it 
theses modules %' hen specits inc the model. 
One of the most important ads smntaces of using model 
specifications is that it simplifies the process of designing 
and building models. while the main ads an iage it inodul an is 
is that it avoids unnecessary duplication of etfon. Once 
Module has been built and put into the module ibrars it is 
.tvailable tor use in every SYMFOR model, and need not ever 
he recreated. There is no limit to the number of nodules that 
,:an he stored in the Ii brats 
Once the model speeilic:mtiin has been completed. the 
Model Designer is used to generate C source code which is 
then compiled and linked to produce a \Vindovss proeratit that 
can he loaded by the Model Nlansiger. The Model Manager 
can then he used pertorm simnulattmn runs of the model. Each 
simulation run commences with the user selectimig a Stand 
Initialisation File I SIF). This describes the state of the stand 
at the start of a simulation in terms of the position. si/C and 
species of all trees. The tile is generated from permanent 
sample plot data and can represent plots of different 
dimensions and areas though usually one hectare plots are 
used. 
The Model Manager has a number if displays hit present 
tittormaijon oil the stand in a nmiestttmgttil and accessible vs 
Each of these can be configured to suit the preterences it the 
user. The Model Manager also has a Parameter Editor it that 
allows users to alter the value of the parameters used (is the 
model in its csticulaiions. Parameters are used as coct ficients 
in model equations and also to 'pecits management opera-
ions. 
Simulation experiments can be cotiducted by repeatedis 
running the model ssimh the Model NI,iniager, Replicate runs it 
each combination of plot and treatment must he performed 
because 0I the stochastic nature of imianv 01 the S 'm' NI FOR 
models. The amount of replication used b'iirt particular mmmmrdel 
will depend upon the v aristhilitv obtained, and this depends 
upon tile model specification. 
CASE STUDY 
\im and rationale 
The attn oI the case studs Syas to determine the eft'eci of 
different cutttng cscle lengths on privducttv its or stands it 
loss land dipterocsmrp forest. The length of cutting cycle ]'one 
of the most important I actors under the control oft he hires t 
titaniger working nt itli selective cutting 	s sterns. 	The 
Indonesian selective 5utting and replanting ss stern TPTI 
.\nmrn. I99 t htts tlte length ii thecuiirtgcscl set at 5 scars 
nortttails .'.ith a diameter liitimt or 	rt :in DBH tor 'eievicd 
5mm tue rc t ml spec Cs. In tOts s s ietn itt is sunned that the trees 
'sirtitrng tie mcvi crisp remain titer the narvest. .11osstn 
rlatnv es short uttrng scie 	In the absence it I imig-rerin 
empirteal data there Is aimed to etaplos models vs hich capture 
ecological processes it) evaluate the susiainabilitv ot the 
current st stem, 
i/si' .5' Cl!/'i.)R Tvsipii sit flirt's! menietfiiii,' ti'ssiPli'ls orf 	I 
Procedure 
Two data sets collected h% the Forest Research Institute of 
Satnannda were analysed to detenntne parameter values. 
These were from plots at \Vanaricet Saneat Research t'sirest. 
Central Kalimantan tdescrtbLd below) and those established 
in Berau region of East Kalimantan. The data from the Berau 
project were used to calculate growth parameters as this 
Jataset had post-logging data of 17 Years so that a meaningful 
analysis of data was more likely. Some coet icients ssere 
obtained by applying statistical curve-fitting techniques to 
the data. Some coefficients were obtained directly from the 
literature whilst others were given arbitrary values for 
example the values that specify the point on the perimeter to 
which felled trees are skidded). Tables I. 2 and 3 describe the 
parameters used in the model. 
Data from three I hectare plots I POx I llt)m t of primary 
forest at the Wanariset Sangai research forest Central 
Kalimantan I Indonesian Borneo. I P29'S. I 23 I'E were 
obtained and used to initialise the model. This part oiBorneo 
receives annual rainfall of over 300)) mitt and has an average 
daily temperature of 25"C. Plots I and 7 are in valleys and 
have a stream running  through them. Plot 5 is on a steep slope 
of 20-40" (Proctor 1994) and is nitticeahlv more heavily 
stocked with intermediate-sized trees than the others. 
SYMFOR release 2.21 svas used in the case studs. The 
sotissare was mounted on an IBM compatible computer With 
It It)IIMHi. Pentium processor mid lOMB of RAM running 
Microsott Vindstwsr\i 95 
Ten replicate runs were performed for each combination 
if plot and treatment. The length of each simulation was 160 
sears giving 4,3 and 2 cutting cycles for three cycle lengths 
35. 50 and 7)) years. The statistic of Mean Atmnual Hars est 
MAH %% its calculated for each plot - treatment combination 
using the formula given in Equation I 
IIAH = 	V / sic 	 Equation I 
where .I4,1H is the Mean Annual Harsesi in in ha ..... i is the 
harvest ttutmiher. it is the nutn hero f harsests in 100 years. 1' is 
the timber volume extracted in bars esi tin in ha and c is the 
cycle length in years. This is asimilarstaristic to Mean Annual 
Increment except that it uses harsested solutne rather than 
standing solunte t and the first harvest is excluded from this 
anal y sis. as it is not representatt\ e if the management it 
smgged-ssser tiiCst. The treatments were compared using 
analysts sit sartance if the Mean ,-\nnual Harvest using a 
complete randomised block design iSokai and Roll' 1992). 
Model design 
The model used in the case study had a omtie-tep of one \ear 
Parameters in the model is crc ci ther not di saggregated or 
.iisaggregated h species-group and/or 'tie-class, Six 
'nectes-/roups Table -Is and four st/c-classes of tree I It.)- 
3)) - 5)), O - 7)) and > 70 cm DBH svere used. 
Individual trees sit stein diameter at breast height DBH 
greater than Ill cm were represented. Tree position. stein 
diameter and species-eroup of mdii iduals is ere represented  
and s artables sit tree )tcimtht. cross n-point. crown radius, basal 
mica. issluitte. shading-index and stein diameter ncremeni 
'.vcre calculated annualls 
The relationship hetsseeit tree height and dtameter is as 
described h a non-recianmtular hsperhola. Cross n-point was 
represented as a linear function of height, while cross n radius 
was mode lled as a linear function of stem diameter. Basal area 
waseiticulated by assuming that the stem svsiscircular in cross- 
section 	Merchantable stein ssslume was calculated by 
mmiultiplvinr the so)ume of  cylinder of diameter equal to the 
stem diameter and height equal to the crown-point minus the 
height of cutting by a tornt-facior. Individual salues of basal 
area and merchantable volume or individual trees were 
sutiiincd to give estimates for the stand. 
Diameter increment was Modelled as a function  of a 
shading index calculated breach tree. Hers t 's sftading index 
Dale. Dsiyle and Shugart 1985l was used to describe the 
amount of competition for light and other resources ss ith other 
trees. It was calculated as the sum of the distance-svetghted 
si/c ratio forevery neighbouring tree which is equal to relative 
size of the neighbour defined in terms of stem diameters 
multiplied by the inverse of the distance between the 
neiehhour and the tree. The refatsssnsltip used st calculate 
diameter increment is given in Equation 2. 
I + 10 '"fl 	 Equation 2 
where AD 	is the stem diameter increment of the tree in citi 
yr ' I is a coefficient that controls the asymptotic value of 
AD 	. 'a is a csmet'lmcient that determines the sensitivity of 
AD , si increasing values of land / is the altie sit Hegyi 
index. 
The model used the concept of a ,'es'rtsirmenr gnu tis 
capture recruitmtment ssf individual trees us the otdivmdual-hased 
suhismsmdel. The grid consists sifa set sif grtdsquares, each 10x 
Ii) in. cimsertng the entire modelled area. 1-eat area index 
I L.-\I debuted as the total leaf area per unit ground area was 
alcuIated annually for each gridsquare. To do this the foliage 
area of each tree within the gridsquare was calculated as a 
tunction of basal area using a non-rectangular hyperbola. A 
weighted average of grtdsquare foliage and the fs5)iaime of the 
eight surrounding gridsquares was then determined, and 
this is as ili5 ided by area of the line gridss.tuares to gt\ c 
rid-square L.\l. The tvisidel used a is rap-around technique to 
iTiiflimtiie edge effects svhen determining the ertdsquares us" 
in the is emghted average. Each edge ssas mapped onto the edge 
that is as parallel and apposite to iL 
Each ertdsquare had one associated seea/omg-.s'oplisi'a 
s'ss/moi't I hereat'ter ahhres mated to 'stho,'ti ior each species-
ersiup in the insidel. Each or these represented a set 
seedlimmgs or saplings that had become established at the same 
point in time s thin the rmdssjuare Each esihsirt had .t state 
itriable. lone, that described the deselomtmental stage sit the 
_sthsmrt in sears and a s artable sInce iiici'u'imie,mi to describe the 
annual change in the saluc of .sta5e. Stage increment onis 
occurred it ertdsquure LAI was wtthmmt a certain range sit 
salues. Ness mndis duals sif Ittcm stem diameter were created 
in the grtdsquare when the claCu' of the csihort reached 
ertimcai level 
14 	D)unq ii,td h!uet/fr/rJ, 
F ut.c I 	Parameters tied in the ,ninle/ is/ii1 It stale t int i ,tie a/se 	IS - wails it,, It 1)1I1/i iv! San L"' 
Parameter Parameter name Si/ret L'ntts 	\ hue 
iroup 
Freeallornetrs k - the ratio of crown radius to dent radius -hnalwts or WS data In 	iii 
f- 	he proportion of a cylinder i with diameter equal to stem diameter \nals sis III WS data  
and height equal to the tree crown-point minus the height of cutting, 
that constitutes the merchantable volume of the tree. 
a - it coefficient giving the initial slope oI the curt it describing the lsittnate rn- in 	- SIlt 
relationship between tree toliaite area and stern basal area. 
- the maximum salue of foliage area that a tree can have Estimate iii- 	 11t0 
Tree growth r 1 - the range within which trees are considered to he competing Sensitivity analssis iii 	 IS 
with one another 
Disturbance N - the number of points within a zrtdsquare that are sampled ii Scnsitis itv aitalvsts - 	 4 
determine grit/square disturbance 
5 	- the relative size ( based on stem sliatiteteri ot a tree in a potential Estimate cm cm 	 . 
damage zone below which no damage 	i.e. ttiortalttv I occurs 
s 	- the relative size 	based on stem diameter) of a tree in a potential Estimate cm cm 
damage zone above which damage 	i.e 	ivirtal tv i is certain 
Harvesting - the x-coordinate 	it the point on the perimeter where trees 	ire Arbitrary 	altic a 	 (( 
dragged out of the stand 
- the y-coordinate of the point on the perimeter is mere t ree, are A rhttr,trs s alue in 	 Sit 
dragged out of the stand 
- the tuitmhcr at sears alter the stall bet, ire the first hitting Likes \ rhi trars va/sc seats 
place 
- the number of Years between suhseqrteiti 	iW,i i ties Treat mciii ei 	55.51/ 
T:/BLL 2 	Parameters that are ilisaggregatecl by species 	These 	 (ia - v mu 	.'lilt  Ti//mi C/i 	tiles 	- .5 s'ruiiip ti/ii/iti i/i it/i 	i//SOil 	Sj'tssm 
'roxps ate ile/metl iii Table 4 
Parameter Value for tacit spectes-group 
group 
Parameter 	 Siturve 	I 	flits I 	2 4 	 r' 
Tree a - the ratio 01 crown-point to total height Analssis iii data -n in  
ai lomeim train \Vttttartset 
Saneat 
s - the maximum height that I tree can attain Literature :ii 	 liii 	Al 	Ti) 	 t I 
- the inithul slope at the curse rcLttine irce Estimate .t ctti 	2//0 	200 	2110 	211/' 	2f/tt 	Ill/I 
height to diameter 
Cohort tai l , - the lat below sshtch there is 	to erostth Estimate mt - Si 	 2.5 	25 	2.5 	21 	2.5 	00 
I)[ the cohort 
tai l - the 	at above which there is it// uir,mssttl E.'timate  
if the cohort 
rnuiuru 	- the number ot 	ears a cohort must Lii ni,iic  
trots tar before trees each li/cm stem Uiameier 
E - the number at trees that a cohort still produce Estimate - 	 4 	-(4 	04 	1,4 	14 	Ol- 
in attaining maturity 
Han esil ng d,,,, - the critical stem diameter for luimipttsg 	Literature 	ni 	 A) 	A) 	i) 	Al 	At 	\ -\ 
[he 	(11-OR !si[e,(a) rl erect p,jstt1e'/h,j frijjp 1- 15 ,,- 
F stiLL 3 /'ttrl)nsr!e,i tutu I tie ILcigrrge,ted In pet lee (lilt! (lItre lti.i t [line ."ura,, WWI - 1 ,iai ,- t,je il/lie for nfl stnlflinafl,,,, 'I 3(9 creenfi and 3Lc (luSt 	Sue-sn-s 'rtsitps are tie) uceif vi Jiu/,(e 4 
Parameter 
eroup 




Tree growth g - 	teetficient used in Equation 2 Aiialsst.s of i (1-30 -0 5 -0.) -0.15  
fler:tu data 30-50 -().35 -((.15 -i)2 -0.16 -0.2)) -04)) 
5)1-7(1 -0.40 -0 IS -025 -0.16 -0.20 -0.40 
>70 -0.4() -0.5 -((25 -(1.16 -(1.21) -(1.41) 
k - 	oefficeent used in Equation 2 .-0nalcis oF 1)1-31) 0 75 0.5)) 05)) I 00 15)) 1.40 
Berau data 0-50 (1.55 1)60 0.55 055 0.30 ()))) 
50-70 ((.55 () 	c)) 070 (1.71) 130 010 
>70 075 (PSI) ((.0)) 1)1)0 0.21) 0.00 
Natural - the priihahiliiv that an individual Estimate 10-30 (1.1$ (1.13 I)..) (1.13 0)3 004 
dtsiurhjn-c (tee wO) 	al) over and initiate a 
30-50 0.07 007 (1.1)7 0.07 1)1)7 0,0-1 
rate disturbance ei en) in a .\ car 
50-70 (13)7 1107 (((17 0.07 (P1)7 0.04 
>70 0.07 (1(17 ((((7 1107 (3(17 .1.04 
- r 101_i 	4 .S)ietit'sg)ysi, f,s i&is-S ii ,,iwle/ iieliti/a1(o,Is. 5cc lit) 1-ri-itt Sf515193 p0th/i V (lie 5.111/ (ii I/,,, "I" del. Now that SHIll eu'igellerte ./ircsev let liv ill/i)fereiit (soups - i/l l/tssi itoe.s 1/jr tine/fl-c Vlsi),,  is eieei, ill (sItu let, (5 tiidinite (Its sets.) tmiheS. Shorea uid Honea /5)55/i ((50 (ri/nIle i/lilies (St Snore :inni site trsssip 
.-\hhre siaieon 	 Cltarateri dcc 
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Fini or I 	Results fro,,e a single run fierbirnud as part of (lie 
oI/'e'siigat(i)!t. 	The grtz;tlis sluice' t/ifju're,t( stand i'/tliracieilstit's 
throu g/z nine. The tIa/itj lutes indicate rears in it hic/i fot gut 
icc/Irs. Ti,,' run l,'its ,,tiiu,/,sed ti//i datti front Plot 5 ,t (l'tuiiar(sei 
Sati go, Research forest. The sic,,, d,auiiu'ter classes art'. i'nu'rL'e,ti I 
(>7!) 'ito: fl/Of/I-C' 1/705 V (50-70 i/n): .iieh'i'uitopr 30-50 tail,. 
10-30 c/ni 
Each model simulation included one or more harvests in 
which the telling and extraction of selected trees Were 
simulated All trees 01 commercial species eroups ahose a 
critical stem diameter were selected. A skidtrail was created 
or evers' felled tree. These joined the base of the tree to a 
point on the perimeter olihe stand in ,i straight line. The point 
was assumed to he the same for all extracted trees. 
Stand disturbance events were initiated by treetallsicither 
natural or harvesting) and hy skidding of felled (tees from the 
stand. Natural disturbance was modelled by assuming that 
each tree had a certain probability of initiating an event in a 
Year. The probabilities were the same torall individuals ofihc' 
same species-group. 
Disturbance events affected nearby indis dual trees 
greater than lIt cm stem diameter and nearby cohorts in the 
stand. Each object initiating the disturbance was proiected 
,into the recruitment grid to de I) ne the potentiaL dwna ge cone 
pdz) of the object, Individual trees inside the pdz each had a 
probability of mortality in the year in which the event 
occurred. In a skidtrail pdz this probability was I t orall trees 
helosv a critical size. In a treefall pdz this probability wfls a 
unction of the relatise size (the diameter of the pd/. tree 
do ided hs diameter at the initiator). 
Destruction of cohorts occurred when the disturbance in 
the srtdsquare with w hich ille cohort was associated was 
greater than a critical %alue. 	To determine eridsquare 
disturbance a series ofrandomlv located points was generated 
inside each square and the number of these points inside tine or 
more pdLs was determined. This was Ui\ ided by the iiiial 
number of points in the ertdsuuare to gi'e eridsquare 
disturbance. The siand disiurhattce index was defined as the 
sUtfl of the disturbance index for All eridsquarcs 
Results 
The graphs containeu in Figure I show how selected stand 
characteristics change durittg a run in which the model was 
intttaltsed with Plot S and a telling cycle set for 70 sears was 
simulated. Harvests occurred in sears 5.75 and 145. Figure I 
at shows the standing olutne of the stand through time. 
There is a reduction t'roin 370 in to 220 in at the first hart est 
and most ot this was accounted for in limber it the big trees 
that were removed. Subsequent harvests yielded much less 
ttmher. of the order of It/nt' yr . The first hart esi is much
higher than that typically removed in Indonesia under TPTI 
Bertault and Sist 1995i. This discrepancs may arise for 
reasons discussed in the r1ext section. The discrepancy is 
actually useful in that one role at any niodething is to identify 
areas where future research and development may prove 
beneficial). 
The number of standing trees in clitterent size classes 
through time is shown in Figure I thi......,jj' t'rittii lie 
harvested trees, harvesting has greatest effeci on the poles in 
the stand with fur example about 140 poles (2l 	iii the total 
number of trees) being lost in the first tart esi. S utwcattops 
and main canopy trees show much less ariaiiiun with tine. 
Mast of the etnergenis ,ii'e removed in ihe tjrst harvest, but 
numbers recover by around year 12)) of the simulation The 
number of etnergents decreases signit'icantls again alter the 
third harvest in year 145 of the simulation. 
Table 5 shows the MAH rates obtained lor plots with 
different telling cscles . Analyses of variance undertaken In 
\IAH showed Plot factoriolne highly signilictint 111<1),0001 j 
while the length it telling cycle Was Tiot significant 	= 
0. 1743). Plot S had the highest \l..\H lov all three treatments. 
As this plot was the one best slacked with ttiertnediate-si,etj 
trees, the model suggests that initial stocking is more 
important than treatment in determining yield. 
'I' \Bi.E S 	iIetui .'Oiiottul Hart i-st )atil t stiiiiiulti/u'tj 'ii- t/iffei','iit 'iii 
till/i ii cle t ttnihuituiiiui i 	flail, 	cli 	limit/lIt i : 0' i?ietiii time! 'lit- 
ittitdtli'ti I/lilt' if = 	Si 
Eta 
35 sear 	 5() sear 	 'I sear 
	
telling cycle telling cscle :'ziling_sc/e 
Flit I 	UI '-'tO/It! 	lii)ti()24 	3I ±0,02- 
Flit S 	(5_i 	((/45 	o12 	t,ttfl 	' t 45 
Not 	ii=ti"5 	 l —'HJ"4 	i34= -t03 
Possible improvements to model design 
The model design was constrained hs seseral factors. ttt'mini% 
hose of data asailahilits and mathematical intractahilits 
in the case ot topitgraphviskidtrail design. The most 
important improvements to tie design are likely to he: 
I/u' .5 lI/( )R 'civic ii tore/f ,vi,eie/Ii,iit rreuiie uer& 
Representation of [)lot top eraphv and inclusion of 
realistic sktdtrail design Plot iiipieraphv may influence 
the erowih and inortahis rates it trees. the selection of 
trees lorextraciton and plannineotskid trails in harvesting 
iperatlons Pinard and Putt 990 and rates 0! soil erosion 
ol lowing canopy c pen ne tBahruddin ci al. 1 995). 
Inclusion or nutrient dynamics. Currently nutrient 
d'enainics are not modelled, mainly because there is a lack 
ot data that would he required iii calibrate suitable 
relationships. However real forests may undergo 
progressive impoverishment in nutrients as a result of 
silvicultural operations. This may lower the growth rates 
it trees and hence the productivity of forest stands. 
Inclusion of more detailed representation of tree 
morphology. At the moment a single siame-variahle DBH I 
is used to capture morphological development. so that 
trees iii the satire DBH and species eroup always show the 
same form. 	However trees growing in different 
environments 01 ten show di t'ferent developmental patterns 
e.g. King 19951. 
which cc ill he ititniedtatelv lost when ihcy falli arid ihe 
also are more likely to dislodge other trees when 'hey tall 
Clark and Clark 9961 The result ot aggremaatie,ir tna he that 
size-class models systematically underestimate iaciors such 
is stand disturbance and the i ariahiloy ihat would occur at 
real stand. 
DISCUSSION 
Use of environments for forest modelling 
SYMFOR is a modelling environment spectalising in 
mdiv dual-based models. rather than a simigle individual based 
model. This means that it is flexible enough to cope with 
itiodellittg different forest stands and different mattagemeni 
operations. For example. in some stands the local height 01 the 
water iahle within the stand triay influence the growth rates of 
trees. ss bile other stands may drain Ireely. It a single model 
to he used their it would have to include water ds nattncs 
to he able to cope with the former case. This would lower its 
suiiahilmiy for use in the second case: irrelevant data would 
have to he collected, the model would be more complex than 
need he i and sit more di llicult to understand) and the model 
would also run more slowly. Use of modelling environments 
in vs hich models can readily he adapted and new models can 
be created is therefore an important part or any large-scale 
modelling acos it. 
Stochasticitv in individual-based models 
Figure 2 shovv the high amount of variability among repli-
cate runs caused by stocliasiicitv in processes such as 
disturbance in the model. Other models, such as size-class 
models. may produce behaviour that varies less between 
replicate runs. However they tray achieve this by suppressing 
hehas iour associated with the largest trees in the siand. This 
is because aggregation of individuals vvtll usually produce 
bias iowarris median indisiduals and away in/rn inoreextreme 
individuals There are likely to he tess large trees in a stand si 
hat often the size-class used to contain thern in a size-class 
model vs ill he wide. Moreover the behas lour ot the largest 
trees is disproportionately important - they contain a 
relatively large proportion of standing volume or the stand 
Fim,i cc. 2 	Vurmuhml,tm /,eieeee'ri ri'pliceete rmi,m.i. i/iC it/vip/i .tliiictt litre 
eiei,iii 	ce/muse e/e'i,clr,/,.s t/rciiigli mi/ire' ror c/mttc'rc'/ir r,i,is ce/itch ccci 
i/itiiii/isi'e/ tv/i i/it' SemiS' ousd el/id else the same lii ti f/eir(mnieie'v 
eec/ut's. rhe icmreee/'m/mtv I, c/tee' iii i/iC p't'.t'/miet i mite/ito/mt  
,It the i/kit/tI 
Field-based empirical approaches also suffer front high 
variability caused by irregularly tinted and rare events such as 
the tall of large trees. They compare untavciurablv with 
modelling approaches in that replication to assess sensitivitY 
ot results to these events involves establishing new plots. In 
both modelling and purely empirical approaches variability 
can be reduced by increasing plot site to mtreaier than I ha. e a. 
to 4 ha. In the case of an IBM approach this has also the 
advantage ot lessening edge effect. The alternative approach 
ii reduction of edge effect, that ot using wrap-around 
techniques, has the difficulty that it vs ill tend to bias results h 
exaggerating the influence of edge phenomena. 
Implications for data collection 
The main differences between the IBM approach described 
and its alternatives are accirnmitntent to model mdiv iduais and 
to capture local interactions vs thin the oand. Both have 
consequences for data collection. 
Model initialisation requires iniormation on I ndi v dual 
trees of the stand. speciticalls their diameter. spectes-erour 
and position vs mihin the siand. Gis en that the ampling unit ot 
most mensurations is the mdiv iduai tree, most of this 
information is available from previously established plots 
The exception to this is tree position. which is infrequently 
18 	Ibu,,i and .tiuer:e(felilt 
collected. However. techniques already CXISL for modelling 
the spatial distribution of individuals at a single point in time 
leg. Ripley 9871 and it is possible that some  of these could 
he adapted br use in the initialisation 01 IBMs. Also it 
is possible to collect position data retrospectively. sir that 
it may he possible to obtain reasonable data sets from 
recently established plots in which mortality has not been 
excessive. 
Calibration can he done with sample rather than census 
data. Standard techniques can be employed for calibration 
of allometric and growth relationships for individual trees. 
The purpose of the latter calibration is to remove as much 
bias as possible rather than to enable precise predictions of 
individual tree growth (which are very difficult to achieve). 
In the model all mortality occurs in relation to disturbance 
events. This leads to two main differences with respect to 
data collection. First, the roles 01 different trees that fall over 
as part of the same event must be distinguished. that is the 
trees responsible for initiating the event must he distinguished 
from those that are killed as a result of the action of the 
initiators. Second. all fallen trees must he mapped. Potential 
damage tones must he delimited ldr each initiator and an 
attempt made to relate the characteristics of these tones to 
the characteristics of the initiator. 
Some of the calibration requirements are for time series 
data which can only come from Permanent Sample Plots. 
Natural disturbance rates and growth rates of individual 
trees are most reliably determined using a set of measure-
ments repeated over time from the same plots. If the natural 
disturbance that occurred in the previous year can he reliably 
distinguished from older natural disturbance events then it 
may even he possible to relax the requirement for time series 
data in this case. Nearly all other calibration ,ind all 
initialisation requirements can he net with data from 
Temporary Sample Plots. 
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